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IOW PLAY YOUR FAVOURITE

DESTRUCTION!
Just imagine, infinite lives, unlimited energy,

unlimited power or extra fuel/ammo. Become invincible

with the Action Replay Cartridge for thel 6 bit game
console from SEGA ENTERPRISES Ltd

Very simple to use - just enter the parameter code
for the game that you are playing and that's it. Now you
can play games to levels you didn't even know existed

Action Replayjs*a-’powerful cartridge featuring its own
ip specially designed to allow user to

effectively "re-program" their games cartridges so they

can play their favourite games to destruction!

Full instruction manual gives you the parameters
for most of the latest games plus many of

the older favourites. We give you simple,

easy to use inputs to get more or infinite

lives, more fuel, more energy,cheats, etc

etc. with your favourite games
I With its advanced ASIC hardware design

the Action Replay cartridge canreact to

new games as they appear-the latest

parameters are published in yourFREE
monthly issues of GAMEBUSTER
magazine

No user knowledge is required at all

if you can play the game you already
know how to use Action Replay. All input

is via the joystick/pad -it couldn't be simpler

B Also works as an adaptor for Japanese
type cartridges (an adaptor alone
would cost up to £201!)

Comes complete - no more to buy!

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT,

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324
222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD,
LONDON, W1. TEL:071 5806460



Why is everyom
CD can hold i

action than a
that nto machii

Calls are charged at 36p per minute off peak, and 48p per minute at

times.lf you're under 18 make sure you OK things with whoever pays
bill before you call. Thank you so much.

nes!
We're giving away more prizes than you could safely shake a

joypad at, and as if that wasn't enough, there's a helpline packed

It cheats for the latest games. All this is available just by
laling a single number, then choosing the line you want. It

>e easier, so get on the blower - NOW!

THE NUMBER TO DIAL IS.

0 807
A-CD!
NE we're giving away one of these

dgets which are poised to revolutionise

the world of Megadrive games!

so excited about Mega-CD? Because one
to 660 times more graphics, sound and

ormal 8-megabit cartridge and on top of

e contains additional graphics and sound
ich provide your Megadrive with spiffy

and rotation facilities and high-quality 8-

d! And as if that wasn't enough, because
me on CD they incorporate orchestrally-

recorded soundtracks!m
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MONITOR WORTH £300!

ON LINE TWO you can pick up a
snazzy Philips stereo monitors which
comes equipped with a SCART socket
and a Megadrive SCART lead for
instant connection to your console.
Away with fuzzy graphics and barely

audible sound! With a monitor you’ll

be able to pick out every pixel and,
with your headphones plugged in,

you can have stereo music and effects

in both ears at the same time.

• WIN £200's WORTH OF SOFTWARE!

ON LINE THREE we've got 200 knicker’s worth of game-type gear to give away
to one smart caller. That's right - enough games to keep your joypad arm
hyperactive for months! Just answer a few simple questions and £200's worth
of software of your choice could be yours! So get dialing already!

• THE HYPER TECHNIQUE LINE!

ON LINE FOUR Fear not adventurer, for the Hyper Technique Line is here!

Stuffed to its very sizeable brim with cheats and tips for the all the latest

games, it’s your chance to get a load of the stuff we’ll be printing in the next

issue's Technique Zone - more than a month early! So what are you waiting for?
I
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DESERT STRIKE death,
destruction and a VCR could
be yours.............18

EA r

s incredible
Desert Strike has
landed. Check out
the review then
turn the page for

your chance to
win a hot-diggedy-

dog video system!

• NEWS PREVIEWS 8
Take a sneak look at Sega's lineup of
official releases for the next couple of
months. Featured are the sporty Turbo
Outrun, the changeable Kid Chameleon
and the cheery Wonderboy in
Monsterland.

• NEWS 12
Info on the official Mega-CD, plus
Sega's follow-up to the Megadrive and
all the latest happenings in the games
world.

O HYPER TECHNIQUE ZONE:
DUCK TALES 62
Crack the Indian maze and many other
mysteries in this Disney licence which
has had everyone scratching their
heads.

o HYPER TECHNIQUE ZONE:
THE IMMORTAL 64
The second, and final part of the
playing guide to EA's top arcade
adventure.

FIRST TEAM GOALIE WITH
NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
ALL-STAR TEAM, 19S9:
PA T R I C K ROY,
MO N T R E A L

STRAIGHT-ASA-DIE

MEGAMAIL. .14
Whether you're grovelling, making
intelligent conversation, or just trying
to wind up, this is the place to be.

ANCIENT CHINESE
proverb: ev e r y book
MUST BE CHEWED
TO GET OUT ITS
JUICE.

O TECHNIQUE ZONE 56
Yet more pages (six, in fact) of tips,

cheats ana codes for all your gaming
needs.

• MEGATECH HELPUNE..69
A problem aired is a problem shared.
More cheats and pleas for help.

• HYPER PLAYERS 72
High scores a-go-go. Only the best
make it into print.
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fOHTEHTS
THREE MARCH 1992

WINTER CHALLENGE 24
Take to the slopes and ice the competition in Ballistic's winter Olympics sim.

CALIFORNIA GAMES 27
If the cold's too much for you, try your hand at Sega's sports in the sun.

CALIBER .50 30
Stranded in 'Nam, with only a machine gun and hundreds of digital gooks for

company, can you survive?

FI GRAND PRIX .32
Hundred mile an hour thrills and occasional spills on the formula one circuit.

FI CIRCUS 34
Don your helmet and fasten your seat belt for speed-freak racing around even
more top CP circuits.

PHELIOS 38
One man and his winged horse in a shoot 'em up against all the odds, one false

move and his steed is dog meat.

DOUBLE DRAGON 2 40
Billy and Jimmy return, this time to avenge the death of a Bill's true love. Ahhh.

TECArtO WORLD CUP J92 42
There may not be a World Cup competition until '94, but try telling Tecmo that.

UNDEADLINE 44
Ghouls, dragons, ghosts and centipedes (?) are all out to stop you saving the
world.

SUPER FANTASY ZONE 48
More shoot 'em up action, this time it's in super-cute, super-weird mode.

EARNEST EVANS 50
The Mega-CD's answer to Indiana Jones embarks on his first crusade.

TOKI 53
Magical monkey business in this conversion of the Fabtek coin-op.

SCOAJir

Six pages crammed with mini-reviews of all the top games plus the ones you should avoid

Earnest Evans on Mega - CD

California Games
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FRESH FROM THE CHIP
SHOR..
...Sega's Next Batch Of Official
Releases Previewed!
Gah! Just as MegaTech went to press, who should turn up at the front door but the special top secret Sega courier.

From his armoured, fire-proof motorcycle pannier he produced the chips for four of Sega's next official releases...

BUT they were too late to make it into the reuiews section of this issue. flIEE!

Still, "it's not a problem, it's an opportunity", as we're taught to say round these parts. So we decided it was an
opportunity to display the charms of these games in preview form, and make you drool for the full appraisal in the

next issue of MegaTech. By the way, as we write Sega have not finalised prices or release dates for any of these so

please take the dates given as a rough indication.

ALISIA
DRAGOON
8 MEGABIT
RELEASE:
APRIL
Odd name, eh? The fllisia of the title is a luvly warrior lady on a

mystical mission through horizontally-scrolling territory which is

seething with odious monsters and stuff.

luckily for her. fllisia is empowered with the ability to cast foe-

frying lightning bolts from her fingertips, and she can also enlist

the help of one of four mystical beasts (including a miniature

dragon - that's inhere the Dragoon bit comes in) which follow her on

her guest, attacking the occasional baddy and affording a bit of

protection euery now and then.

fitter a brief play fllisia Dragoon seemed to be getting the thumbs

up, thanks to its smart graphics and slightly unusual gameplay.

Die'll be going into more detail with the definitive reuieui next

month.



TURBO OUT RUN
4 MEGABIT
CARTRIDGE

MARCH
This coin-op mas Sega's follow-up to that top coin-earner. Out Hun.

and put the player in the driuing seat of a Ferrari F40 on a road race

from Neui fork to Los Angeles. The objectiue is simply to get to Lit as

quickly as possible, passing through a series of checkpoints in a

limited period of time. Crashing once too often results in the end of

the race and the departure of your girlfriend to the arms of your

Porsche-driuing arch-riuall

IDhile the Megadriue conuersion of the original looked good, it left a

bit to be desired as far as the gameplay was concerned, and this

long-awaited is something of a disappointment too. The stages are

much, much shorter than the coin-op's and the graphics are rather

poor. Still, let's not say too much until Turbo Out Hun gets the full

treatment next month.

KID CHAMELEON
8 MEGABIT

MAY
Another unusual title, this platform game is set in an euil uirtual reality

arcade which is sucking players into its alternate uniuerse from whence

they neuer return. Only one player is good enough to take on the games at

their own. . . er. .

.

game, and he is Hid Chameleon, so-called because he can

take on a different appearance when he puts on one of the many magic

helmets, which are hidden in blocks in the landscape. Each helmet bestows

different abilities on Kid. turning him into (amongst others) a knight, a

Samurai warrior, a Panzer tank commander (complete with tank!) and a

speedy Nercury-type who can fly around the screen, busting blocks in his

whirlwind form.

It might not look spectacular, but Kid Chameleon has hidden depths which

we'll be uncouering next month.

WONDER BOY
6 MEGABIT

APRIL

[p] B it

MONSTER WORLD

Sega's stock hero returns in this jolly arcade aduenture which sees him freeing Nonster lliorld from chirping hordes of cute, but

nonetheless dangerous, monsters. Armed with his mystical sword and whateuer goodies he can grab on the journey. Shion (who

is he whom they call UJonder Boy) has to trauerse many lands, consult with many fairies and solue many puzzles on his route to

heroism.

Fortunately, the player doesn't haue to couer six megabits worth of landscape all in one go because UJonder Boy in Monster Land

is equipped with a handy battery-backed game-saue feature. Just pop into the nearest inn and for a mere ten golden groats your

progress is stored while Shion replenishes his energy with a quick doze.

True, it's disgustingly cute, but from what we'ue already seen. Ulonderboy in Monster Ulorld is good solid arcade aduenturing

stuff. By next month we'll haue the full story.



MEGA-CD IMPORTS
OUSTED
Sega are attempting to stamp out grey imports once and for all,

starting urith the Mega-CD. The machine mill come in fine different

configurations, one for each foreign market, with each one

carrying a different protection chip. What this means is that UK

Mega-CD's mill only be compatible mith UK Megadriues and UK

softmare. So if you mere thinking of buying an imported Mega-CD

unit, bear in mind that it mill only euer be able to play Japanese

games.

Although there is still no firm release date, the Mega-CD looks set for a late October launch to coincide mith the

minter sales period. There mill be 12-15 titles auailable to begin mith, retailing at the same price as cartridges.

AT LAST... THE
GIGADRIVE?
Sega haue owned up that they are working

on the Megadriue's successor, ft

spokesman in the USfi said that the new

console (unofficially dubbed "the

Gigadriue") will be optical based lie will

use CDs], and will be compatible with

existing Megadriue cartridges and CDs.

The spokesman refused to confirm or deny that it would be a 32-bit machine, but this

seems uery likely, and hopes are high that the machine will incorporate many of the

sprite manipulation features of Sega's System 32 arcade technology used in the

Spiderman and Arabian Fight coin-ops.

JUC are to be assisting Sega in deueloping the machine and although there is no

scheduled release date, the Gigadriue is unlikely to see the light of day before the end

of next year. If we do get any more info be assured we will share it with you as soon

as possible in these pages.

MIRRORSOFT
SAVED

Unless you'ue been lining in a

bedouin camel-skin tent in the

middle of the Sahara for the last six

months, you can't fail to haue heard

about the trouble hitting what's left

of the Maxwell empire. Latest to fall

under the Official Receiuer's axe is

Mirrorsoft. which ceased trading just

Fortunately for Megadriue owners. US software house Acclaim haue stepped in to

acguire Mirrorsoft' s Megadriue titles, namely Back To The Future HI. Kenon II.

Speedball 2, Rliens 3 and Predator 2. Unfortunately, as we go to press. Acclaim

are unsure as to which of these they will be able to release and when, because of

the changes in licensing agreements. As soon as we know, we'll tell you.

before Christmas.

ELECTRONIC ANTS
Ulhat would you do if you were stranded in a desert confronted by a 50 foot long ant? Strange, but that' s the background for It Came From The Desert.

Electronic Arts' conuersion of the Amiga B-mouie classic.

The game is based on the classic 1050's B-mouies such as Plan 0 From Outer Space and The Blob. It's designed to be as film-like as possible, with large

graphics and sit-back-and-watch seguences. The plot centres around a small, middle of nowhere. American town which is under attack from giant ants.

The original game was programmed by OS software house. Cinemaware, who went bust during 1001 . It was a massiue hit on the Amiga and ST. and there

was euen talk of it going onto CO where actors and actresses would be digitised for the main characters. Could this mean. . . ? Mega-CD? Euentually? Maybe?



fMail Order Address \
Console Concepts
The Village

Newcastle-u-Lyme
Staffs ST51QB
(0782) 712759 J

SUPER FAMICOM (JAP)
FI GRAND PRIX 49.99

LEMMINGS 49.00

SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND 49.00

LUCK MONKEY 49.00

FORMATION SOCCER 49.00

JOE AND MAC 49.00

THUNDERSPIRITS 49.00

CASTLEVANIA IV 49.00

SUPER FAMICOM (USA) S NES
PAPERBOY II 45.00

SUPER R-TYPE 45.00

JOHN MADDEN 49.00

SUPER TENNIS 49.00

CHESS MASTER 45.00

LAGOON 49.00

SIMULATOR 1000 49.00

SMASH TV 49.00

UN SQUADRON 49.00

JAP TO USA CONVERTOR ALLOWS USE OF
USA GAMES ON JAP SUPER FAMICOM 25.00

SUPER
SPECIAL OFFERS

POPULOUS, SUPER DEFORMER,
BIG RUN, DODGEBALL

ULTRAMAN, PRO SOCCER
ALL AT £25.00 EACH

DOUBLE DRAGON II 38.00

ROBOCOD (USA) 36.00

FI CIRCUS 36.00

FI GRAND PRIX 38.00

F22 INTERCEPTOR (USA) 38.00

WORLD CUP SOCCER CALL
QUACKSHOT (US) 38.00

QUACKSHOT 34.00

PGA TOUR GOLF (US) 38.00

LAKERS VS CELTIC (US) 36.00

UNDEADLINE 38 CO

JOHN MADDEN 92 (USA) 38.00

JOE MONTANA II (USA) 38.00

FIGHTING MASTERS 38.00

DEVIL CRASH 34.00

ROAD RASH (USA) 38.00

MAGICAL HAT 15.00

TOKI CALL
BEAST WARRIORS 36.00

SHINING IN DARKNESS (USA) 49.00

THE IMMORTAL (US) 36.00

SUPER MONACO GP (US) 38.00

GOLDEN AXE II (USA) 38.00

TERMINATOR (USA) CALL
STREETS OF RAGE (USA) 38.00

SONIC HEDGEHOG (USA) 36.00

SONIC HEDGEHOG 31.00

TROUBLESHOOTER (USA) 38.00

PC ENGINE
DORAEMON II 35.00

BALLISTIX 35.00

HERO AGETEMA 35.00

FIGHTING RUN 35.00

SUPER METAL CRUSHER 35.00

GRADIUS (6MJ 39.00

SALAMANDER 39.00

PC KID II 35.00

DRAGON SABRE 35.00

FINAL SOLDIER 31.00

OVER 100 OTHER TITLES IN STOCK
CALL OUR HOTLINE

LYNX
TURBO SUB (.. 29.00

STUN RUNNER 29.00

WORLD SOCCER 29.00

ZYBOTS 29-00

APB 26.00

CYBERBALL 2900
V'KING CHILD 29.00

SCRAPYARD DOG 29 00

NINJA GAIDEN 29 00

WARBIRDS 29.00

SUPER CD ROM SYSTEM
CALL FOR PRICE

PRINCE OF PERSIA, SPRIGGAN, ADDAMS FAMILY, SOCCER,
DRAGON SLAYER, SUPER MOMATARO II, SPLASHLAKE, CHRIS

ADVENTURE, SHERLOCK HOLMES
ALL ABOVE CD ROM GAMES £40.00

GAMEBOY. USA
THE ADDAMS FAMILY 25.00

DOUBLE DRAGON II 25.00

NINJA GAIDEN 25.00

PRINCE OF PERSIA 25.00

CHOPLIFTER II 25.00

WWF WRESTLING 25.00

NEO GEO
NEO GEO CONSOLE (OFFICIAL) TV VERSION
OR SCART, 1 JOYSTICK, 1 FREE GAME 400.00

FATAL FURY 150.00

EIGHT MAN 120.00

CROSSED SWORDS 1 20.00

ROBOARMY 120.00

FOOTBALL FRENZY CALL

SEGA MEGADRIVE (TV OR SCART VERSION) 1 FREE GAME, UK
POWER SUPPLY, FULL GUARANTEE £135.00 + P&P

SUPER FAMICOM (SCART), 2 FREE GAMES, UK POWER SUPPLY, FULL

GUARANTEE
£260.00 + P&P

GAMEBOY, TETRIS, 2 PLAYER LINK, BATTERIES
£70.00 + P&P

ORDER HOTLINE 0782 712759
ADD £1 P&P PER GAME. £10 P&P PER CONSOLE

FAMICOM MEGADRIVE OFFERS
MEGADRIVE INCLUDING 1 GAME £130.00

MEGADRIVE INCLUDING 3 GAMES £185.00

(ANY GAME TO THE VALUE OF £31)

MEGADRIVE GAMES

GAMEGEAR
LEMMINGS 48.00

FORMATION SOCCER 48.00

GHOULS & GHOSTS (US) 45.00

JOE AND MAC (US) 46.00

ADVENTURE ISLAND 49.00

SUPER OFF ROAD (US) 48.00

HOME ALONE (US) 47.00

LAGOON (US) '. 49.00

THUNDERSPIRITS 48.00

AREA 88 41.00

YS III (US) 46.00

JOHN MADDEN (US) 45.00

LYNX
LYNX II 79.00

BILL AND TEDS 27.00

HARD DRIVIN 27.00

CHEQUERED FLAG 27.00

SCRAPYARD DOG 27.00

STUN RUNNER 27.00

TURBO SUB 27.00

A.P.B 27.00

MS PACMAN 25.00

WE OFFER A MAIL ORDER
SERVICE P+P CONSOLES

£10 GAMES £1. ALL
CONSOLES HAVE A ONE
YEAR GUARANTEE. WE
ALSO SELL 2ND HAND

GAMES

ALIEN STORM 26.00

AEROBLASTERS 29.00

BACK TO FUTURE 3 (UK) 36.00

BONANZA BROS 25.00

CALIFORNIA GAMES(UK) 36.00

CRACKDOWN 19.00

DICK TRACY 20.00

DEVIL CRASH 35.00

FI GRAND PRIX CALL

EA HOCKEY (UK) 36.00

GHOULS AND GHOSTS 31 .00

GYNOUG 28.00

GOLDEN AXE II 32.00

HELLFIRE 23.00

JOHN MADDEN 92 (UK) 35.00

MS PACMAN (UK) 27.00

MARVEL LAND 30.00

MERCS 31.00

MOONWALKER 19.00

MAGICAL HAT 20.00

PITFIGHTER (UK) CALL

SUPER MONACO (UK) 33.00

SHADOW OF BEAST(UK) 36.00

RUNARK 32.00

ROBOCOD (UK) 36.00

ROAD RASH 35.00

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 30.00

STRIDER 28.00

SPIDERMAN 30.00

SUPER AIRWOLF 20.00

SUPER FANTASY ZONE 35.00

SUPER SHINOBI 28.00

THE IMMORTAL (UK) 38.00

TERMINATOR CALL

TECHNO WORLD CUP CALL

TOKI CALL

WINTER GAMES (UK) 36.00

WARDNER 19.00

ARCADE POWERSTICK 35.00

JOYPAD 15.00

TURBO JOYPAD 17.00

PLEASE STATE IF YOU WISH UK OR
JAP GAMES FOR MEGADRIVE

GAMEGEAR £115.00

DONALD DUCK 24.00

DRAGON CRYSTAL 19.00

FACTORY PANIC 19.00

GALAGA 91 24.00

GRIFFON 24.00

HEAVY WEIGHT CHAMP 24.00

HALLEY WARS 23.00

NINJA GAIDEN 24.00

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 25.00

WALL OF BERLIN 24.00

SUPER MONACO 24.00

SUPER GOLF 23.00

KICK OFF CALL
GAMEBOY

GAMEBOY £67.00

KILLER TOMATOES 22.50

ADDAMS FAMILY 22.50

BATTLE TOADS 22.50

CAESARS PALACE 22.50

CASTLEVANIA II 22.50

DOUBLE DRAGON 22.50

DOUBLE DRIBBLE 23.50

SNOW BROS 23.50

DICK TRACY 22.50

HOME ALONE 22.50

MEGAMAN 22.50

FACEBALL 2000 22.50

DUCK TALES 22.50

MEGA CD
MEGA CD (PAL) CALL
SOLEFACE 43.00

EARNEST EVANS 43.00

HEAVY NOVA 43.00

Please call for any games not listed.

We now sell Master System games.



WIN THE ELECTRONIC ARTS
GAME OF YOUR CHOICE IN

THE EA SPOT
THE SHOT
CHALLENGE!
And now, AAegaTech brings you the
chance to win the Electronic Arts game
you always wanted but could never
afford.

Each month we will be holding the
Electronic Arts Spot The Shot Challenge,

in which we print a bizarre snippet from a AAegadrive game shot, and Electronic Arts
give away one of their top AAegadrive titles to ten screenshot-identifying AAegaTech
readers. If you want to be one of those ten, just "Spot that shot" and use your
AAegadrive knowledge to "Name that game"! Eeeeeasy.

Write your answer on a postcard or the back of a sealed envelope, along with your
name, address and choice of game (should you win) and send it to The Electronic Arts
Spot The Shot Challenge (AAarch), AAegaTech, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane,
London, EC1R 3AU. We'll be drawing the winners on AAarch 27th, so get your entries
in by then or risk losing utterly.

JOE'S
BACK

Yes. Joe Montana 2 has only been on the shelues for

a fern weeks and we hear three's already in

production. UJhat next? Well for a start the control

system will probably be changed, the graphics

improued. and. as for the sound, well, how can they

improue that?

INDY
CRUSADES
ONTO
AAEGADRIVE

Indiana Jones is set to make his Megadriue debut in a conuersion of The Last

Crusade, courtesy of US Gold. It's going to be an arcade aduenture based around

scenes in the mouie. where Indy battles Nazi's, thieues and assassins in his guest to

find the holy Grail, it alt culminates in a rather large temple where he has to pass

the tests of faith before claiming his prize and sauing the world from the Hazi

menace. The game receiued mixed reuiews on the computer formats, but we'll just

haue to wait 'till July to find out what the Megadriue one looks like.
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SMASH IT UP
Acclaim are bringing Smash HI. the ultimate uideo gameshotu. to a Megadriue near you. in

this conuersion of the hit Williams coin-op the contestant's objectiue is to stag aliue while

negotiating a maze of studios packed to the brim with prizes, nasties and extra weapons.

Among the coin-op's many features was its lack of fire buttons, strange on a game which is

packed full of heauy-duty shooting action. Instead there were two joysticks, one of which

steered the contestant, while the other aimed his gun. How this will be translated onto the

Megadriue remains to be seen, but hauing seen Acclaim’s Super Famicom conuersion. hopes

are high for some top quality destruction thrills from the Megadriue game, look out for this

cart in the autumn.

1

US GOLD -

ON THE
JAAAZZZZ
Can you belieue it? Three years after Hannibal. Murdoch. B. H. and

Face had their series scrapped from underneath them, the 11-Team

return. US Gold are the company responsible for reuamping them.

So if you haue a problem, and you know where to find them, you

can hire the (1-Team (around about Hugust that is)

.

WILLMAA!
After 30 years of caue-type Til frolics. Fred Flintstone and co are

finally coming to the

Megadriue. Taito are releasing

the game this September in

the OS. although there is no

fixed OH release date.

The Flintstone mouie is

supposedly in production at

the moment, with John Goodman of Hrachnophobia and Roseanne

fame in the lead role. Will this prouide the background for the

game? OJe’re just going to haue to wait and see. .

.

FORE!
US Gold are adding to the Megadriue' s collection of golf sims with an updated

uersion of their classic. Leaderboard. It has all the usual features such as

tons of clubs, hook, slice and wind effects [phwerpi

.

Howeuer, it has to be said that a lot of water has passed under the clubhouse

since the Leaderboard series first appeared back in 1085. and now PGA Tour

Golf and Arnold Palmer's Tournament are the competition. USG are going to

haue to make some series modifications to their game if it's to take the

trophy. More news on this next ish.

It's definite. Sonic The Hedgehog

will be returning to the

Megadriue later this gear.

Details about the game are

currently residing in Sega's

'closely guarded secrets' cabinet, and

they're letting nothing slip. Howeuer,

there's all sorts of speculation that it

will appear on CD as well as

cartridge, and that it will feature some

role-playing elements as well as the usual platform

gameplay.

Don't hold your breath though, the game isn't due

for release until December this year, making it

odds-on to take the number one slot in the Megadriue

Chrimble charts.

GO



SHOWTIME!
The Consumer Electronic Shorn in Las Degas passed off in January urith a fair old whack of

Megadriue action. Here are just a few of the more interesting titles scheduled for DS release

this year.

• Terminator 2. flrnie's back in a film conuersion from Flying Edge, which could uery well

appear officially oner here before the year's out.

• Lord Of The Kings. Episode one Electronics Arts' part-work adaptation of the Tolkien

trilogy, should be the same as the other home computer uersions.

• Super Shinobi 2. Joe Mushashi returns. Sega's Shinobi follow-up is due out in the UK this

May.

• Krusty's Fun House. Clowning around in the Simpson's spin-off from Flying Edge.

• Jeopardy. Gametek bring this 'classic' American gameshow to the Megadriue later this year.

• American Gladiators. Fans of late-night TD will know this. Gametek are responsible for

bringing the real-life uariant of the Running Man to your Megadriue later this year.

• Batman: Return Of The Joker. Sunsoft bring the caped crusader back for his second

Megadriue outing, which is due ouer here in September.

Currently on import is Ulani Ulani

World, a bizarre mixture of Space

Panic. Bubble Bobble and Fantasy

Cone. The object is simply to clear

the screen of all enemy life forms,

by smacking great big holes in the

platforms, then bashing the

creatures through them. The

graphics are major cute, making

games like Parasol Stars and

Rainbow islands look positiuely

hard-edged, the colour is like

something out of a chameleon's

worst nightmare, and the bosses

look like extras from Eurodisney.

There's also a two-player mode,

truck loads of bonuses and

euerything else you’d expect to

find in this kind of cute game.

IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS
Bad news for all you cheating gits who were looking forward to the Megadriue Game Genie. The cartridge, which lets players equip themselues

with infinite liues, inuincibility. etc in their fauourite games, will not now be released in the UK until the end of this year.

Howeuer. the widget (deueloped. incidentally, in Britain by Codemasters' who will also be selling it ouer here] will be auailable in the USA

much sooner, so it seems likely that importers will be flogging them off by the summer.

Let's face it You can't haue a good fantasy RPG without a magic ring in the plot somewhere

Rings of Power, as the title suggests has magic rings in abundance - six in fact - which haue

been manufactured by '"The Dark One". The object of the game is to lead six powerful

magicians around a Populous-graphics landscape of towns, forests and deserts, to recouer

the jewellery from the nefarious do-badders who are wearing them.

To make the journey easier, there are six different modes of transport, including dragons,

dinosaur rides and teleporters. At the same time, to make the journey more difficult, there

are loads of monsters and stuff to hack up or fireball to cinders. Deadlier than any creature,

though, are the tax men. These euil twisted, horrid creatures appear from time to time to

collect money from you or dole out a rather nasty kicking should you refuse to pay. A bit like

the real thing, really.

Full reuieur next issue.

POWERMONGER
ON THE MARCH

GAME GENIE

*

Your objectiue is to conquer a series of lands by

building up your army, recruiting other generals and inuenting new weapons. Keeping your

armies on the march is usually a matter of pillaging milages, slaughtering local wildlife and

generally keeping the populace under your despotic thumb. Ulho said a general's lot was a

moralistic one?

w

Unfortunately there just

enough room to fit the reuieur in

this month, so you're just going to

haue to buy the next issue to. find

out if it plays as good as it looks.

Powermonger. EA's highly successful follow-up

to Populous, is coming to the Megadriue this

summer, it uses similar isometric graphics and

gameplay to the original game, only this time

you play a military general rather than an all-

powerful god.



PREMIER MAIL ORDER
TO ORDER PLEASE SENT CHEQUE /PO/ ACCESS / VISA NO AND EXPIRY DATE TO:-

TRYBRIDGE LTD. (MEGA 3) 8 BUCKWINS SQUARE, BURNT MILLS, BASILDON, ESSEX, SS13 1BJ

TELEPHONE ORDERS: MON-FRI 9AM - 7PM SAT 10AM-4PM 0268 590766

24 HOUR FAX LINE 0268 590076

TITLES MARKED * MAY NOT BE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE PLEASE RING FOR INFORMATION

SEGA MEGADRIVE SEGA MEGADRIVE SEGA MEGADRIVE
* MARBLE MADNESS 30.99

SEGA MEGADRIVE
SUPER HANG-ON 26.99

MERCS 30.99 SUPER LEAGUE BASEBALL 26.99

MICKEY MOUSE 30.99 SUPER MONACO GP 26.99

. .30.99 MIGHT & MAGIC 37.99 SUPER REAL BASKETBALL 26.99

MONSTER LAIR 26.99 SUPER THUNDERBLADE 26.99

* MONSTER WORLD 3 29.99 SWORD OF SODAN 30.99
btJU A 1 1 MUI\ suo

MOONWALKER 26.99 SWORD OF VERMILLION 37.99
AbHAMo 1 ANIa OUo

34.99 TECHNOCOP 34.99

24.99 OUTRUN 30.99 TURRICAN (JAP) 30.99

26.99 ONSLAUGHT 30.99 TURRICAN 30.99

26.99 OLYMPIC 30.99 THUNDERFORCE III 30.99

30.99 * OUTRUN EUROPA 30.99 TWIN COBRA 30.99

14.99 PGA GOLF 30.99 TWO CRUDE DUDES 34.99

GRANADA (JAP) 14.99 PACMANIA 30.99 TURBO OUTRUN 30.99

* PITFIGHTER 32.99 THE IMMORTAL 30.99

34.99 * PAPERBOY 34.99 THUNDERFORCE II 26.99

PHANTASY STAR II 46.99 TOE JAM AND EARL 30.99

34.99 PHANTASY STAR III 37.99
* TOKI 29.99

26.99 POPULOUS 30.99 TRUXTON 36.99

29.99 RAMBO III 24.99 TROUBLE SHOOTER 30.99

29.99 REVENGE OF SHINOBI 26.00 TWIN HAWK 26.99

30 99 * RINGS OF POWER 32.99 VAPOUR TRAIL 34.99

30.99 ROBOCOD 30.99 VALIS 3 34.99

14.99 ROAD RASH 30.99 WORLD CUP ITALIA 90 24.99

.. 30.99 SHADOW DANCER 26.99 WARDNER 30.99

.29.99 J B DOUGLAS BOXING 29.99 SAGAGIA 29.99 WINTER CHALLENGE 30.99
bUnlNIINo rUrlGt ....

PAI IPORMIA GAMFS 30.99 JOE MONTANA 2 30.99 STREET SMART 30.99 WARRIOR OF ROME 39.99
OnLiruni'Iln UnlVlCO

PFMTI IRIAN 30.99 JAMES POND 30.99 STAR CONTROL 30.99 WHERE IN TIME IS CARMEN? 30.99
Ulin i uninri
r- A| IRRC C ft 29.99 JEWEL MASTER 29.99 STRIDER (JAP) 24.99 W.B. IN MONSTERLAND 30.99
LALIDnu DU
poapk nn\A/N t iap\ ig 99 KA GE Kl 30.99 SAINT SWORD 30.99 WRESTLE WAR 30.99
L/nAOft UUWIN ^JAr)

n 1 RHV 30.99 Kl AX 29.99 SUPER VOLLEYBALL 29.99
* XENON II 30.99

UJ DLJT

niMOl AND 30,99 KID CHAMELON 30.99 SPIDERMAN (JAP) 24.99 ZANY GOLF 32.99
UIINULAINU

DARWIN 4081 (JAP)

nCQFQT QTRIkF
14.99

30.99

* KILLING GAME SHOW
KINGS BOUNTY

30.99

26.99

SUPER HYDLIDE 29.99 ZOOM 24.99

SENNA SUPER MONACO 34.99 ZERO WING 30.99
Utotn 1 o 1 nlftc

D. ROBINSON BASKETBALL 30.99 LAKERS VS CELTICS 30.99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST 39.99

DARK CASTLE 30.99 LAST BATTLE 26.99 SHINING IN THE DARKNESS 39.99

fTFOAPATTACK 29.99 MADDEN 92 34.99 SONIC HEDGEHOG 30.99L/Cvnrnl 1 nur\

HICK TRACY 30.99 MIDNIGHT RESISTENCE 30.99 SPIDERMAN 30.99
uiurx 1 nnU I

nnNAi n ni ick 30.99 MS PACMAN 30.99 STARFLIGHT 39.99 1uuiinuu uuurx

ITYNAMITF Dl IKF 26.99 MUSHA 34.99 STREETS OF RAGE 29.99 £29.99 1U T INnlVIl 1 U UUlxu

E.A. HOCKEY 30.99 MARIO LEMIEUX 30.99 STRIDER 34.99 _

MEDLANTIC HI TEC LTD
TRADE & EXPORT

WELCOME

10 CHURCH STREET, MARKET BOSWORTH WARWICKSHIRE CV13 OLG

NEW SHOW ROOM OPENING SHORTLY AT: ^
9 REGENT COURT, REGENT STREET, HINCKLEY

TEL: (0455) 292405/291865

FAX: (0455) 291865

MEGADRIVE MASTER SYSTEM GAME GEAR
MEGADRIVE WITH

ANY GAME 129.95

RINGS OF POWER 39.95

PGA TOUR GOLF 33.95

F22 INTERCEPTOR 34.95

STAR FLIGHT 34.95

WORLD CUP 92 34.95

EA HOCKEY 34.95

BARE KNUCKLE 33.95

DONALD DUCK 29.95

JOHN MADDEN 92 29.95

ROBOCOD 29.95

GYNOUG 24.95

STRIDER 29.95

MORE TITLES IN STOCK

SONIC 29.95

LOST STAR 19.95

HI TEC WORLD 19.95

MIRICLE WORLD 19.95

WONDER BOY 19.95

R-TYPE 19.95

CALIFORNIA GAMES 19.95

GOLF 19.95

SUBMARINE 19.95

POWER STRIKE 19.95

SHINOBI 19.95

SPELLCASTER 19.95

FANTASY ZONE 19.95

MORE TITLES IN STOCK

RING FOR DETAILS

GAME GEAR 89.95

SONIC 24.95

DONALD DUCK 22.95

MICKEY MOUSE 21.95

JOE MONTANA 24.95

GOLDEN AXE ..23.95

GOLF 24.95

G-LOC .23.95

GG SHINOBI 23.95

NINJA GAIDEN 23.95

BASEBALL 23.95

DRAGON CRYSTAL 23.95

POKER 23.95

SEND ALL CHEQUES/P.O. TO ABOVE ADDRESS OR PHONE WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS.

PLEASE ADD £1 PER GAME, £5 PER CONSOLE



Cue the drums.
The post office

have got their

act together
since Christmas
and we've
been swamped
with mail.

Now, in black

ink on white
paper, are the
letters pages
that pull no
punches and
hold no water.
To contribute

your sratchings

you can reach
us at:

AAEGAA/VAIL,

MEGATECH,
Priory Court,

30-32
Farringdon
Lane, London,
EC1R 3AU.
Word to your
momma and
all that jazz.

MEGAMAIL
COLOUR

COORDINATED
Dear MegaTech

I have a few questions about
the Megadrive to ask you.

1 Will the Mega-CD give the
Megadrive more colours? Last

month you said the PC version

of Rise of the Dragon used 256
colours, surely this means the
Mega-CD version will look poor
by comparison.

2 Will there be PAL versions of

Speedball 2 and Rolling

Thunder 2?

3

Are there going to be feature
length games on the Mega-CD?

4

Do you know if Guest will be
coming out for the Mega-CD?

5

Is there going to be Mega-CD
disk drive?

6

Will there be a cartridge or CD
game of that utterly amazing
film Akira?

Keep up the good work, it's

good to see a mag devoted to

the wonder machine.

Frank Smith, Lanarkshire

1. Sorry, Rise of the Dragon will

have to make do with the
normal Megadrive palette,

though this shouldn't affect the
gameplay.

2. Yes, Speedball 2 will be out
soon, and no, there's no sign as

yet of a PAL version of RT2

3. What the heck is a feature

length game? If you mean
movie-style, Rise of the Dragon
falls into that category.

4. We certainly haven't heard
anything about Guest being
released on the Mega-CD.

5. There was talk of an official

Sega disk drive for the
Megadrive a couple of years

ago but that project was
shelved, so If one does appear,
chances are it won't be an
official product.

6. We very much doubt it. A
Nintendo Akira game was
released in Japan, but it seems
highly unlikely that a Megadrive
version of the same game will

ever make it to Europe (unless

the movie makes the jump from
Cult Classic to Gigantic Video
Megabit).

DREEDING HELL
Dear MegaTech

I played Alien Breed on a
friend's Amiga a few days ago
and think it's excellent!

Anyway, I own a Megadrive
and want to know when this

game is coming out on it?

Ben Griffiths,

Northumberland

Sorry Ben, Alien Breed was
definitely Amiga only and it

doesn't look as though it will

ever come out on the
Megadrive. We can only suggest
to your mate that he starts

charging an entry fee at his

house to stop you pestering him
for a game.

GEARED UP
Dear MegaTech

NEGADRIUE

TAKES ON ALL

COMERS
Dear MegaTech

Please answer these questions
to put my mind at rest:

1 Is the Megadrive better than
the Amiga for graphics, sound
and games? If not, is the Mega-
CD better?

2 Is the Mega-CD better than
the Famicom

Simon Butler, Ipswich

1. The Megadrive loses out to

the Amiga in some areas, like

colour and not having a
keyboard, but on the whole,
considering it’s a mere third of
the price, the Megadrive is far

better for games.

My friend Tristan reckons that
the Sega Game Gear is better

than the Megadrive. Could you
put him right please?

Carl Bown, Bournemouth

Why do you associate with this

sort of person Carl? The only
thing that puts the Game Gear
ahead of the Megadrive is it’s

ability to be played on the
move. Its graphics, sounds and
processing power are of Master
System proportions.

2. Potentially, yes.

ST

DL

EETFIGHTER

ES
Dear MegaTech,

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I

feel a hell of a lot of Megadrive
owners were looking forward
to a conversion of Streetfighter

II myself included.

NOT fl TIP
Dear MegaTech

Here's a tip, or maybe it isn't,

but it seems to work for me.

We all know what a downer it

is to get real far and do real

well on a challenging blaster

like Hellfire, only to get wiped
out by a gigantic boss. Well, try

getting your mate (or your
missus) to keep pressing the
pause button in a stammering
manner, thus creating the
illusion of the game being in

slow motion, making ail that

dodging and weaving a lot less

nerve-racking.

Kev Foston, Hull

Take it from us Kev, this isn't a
tip. Still, as long as it works for

you, eh?

Now Nintendo have grabbed it

Sega are probably a bit pissed

off, BUT do you remember a
rather excellent Sega coin-op
called Violence Fight? I do. Sega
should convert this instead. If

they jazzed up the graphics a
bit, stole a couple of extra

moves from Streetfighter II,

added a few fighters and
released a two-player
conversion on their CD-ROM
drive (which should be able to

handle it easily). I'm sure this

would make up for missing out
to Nintendo again (remember
Final Fight). Any chance of this

happening?

The games people want to play

must have some influence as to

what games get converted and
released, so they should listen

to their customers a little more.
We are the ones who keep
them in business. Does anyone
else agree with me? What do
you think?

V Lestat, London.



Public opinion does affect the

titles which Sega release as

Megadrive games. After all, if

they completely ignored the

wishes of the punters they

wouldn't still be in business

would they? However, it must
be said that it does look like

Sega are moving away from
coin-op licenses and looking

more at original products or TV
or film licences for official

release in this country. Perhaps

they just don't have us down as

a nation of arcade players.

You're right to say that the

Megadrive could do with a
good beat 'em up to make up
for the loss of Streetfighter II,

but as we recall Violence Fight

was a bit crap and when we
asked our neighbours on the

Mean Machines and Computer
and Video Games staff they

agreed. Maybe we'll just have
to wait for Sega to come up
with an original beat 'em up
which is comparable to

Streetfighter II before they can

satisfy the cravings of all you
arcade players - unless, that is,

they can blag the licence for

Capcom's rumoured Street

Fighter ‘92 (which, it has to be
said, seems a bit unlikely to us).

Still, if anybody has a coin-op

(or indeed a list of coin-ops)

they'd like to see converted to

Megadrive why not write 'em
down and send 'em in and we'll

pass the message on to Sega
Europe through these very

pages.

A KICK IH THE

TEETH
Dear MegaTech,

What a stylish, sophisticated

grown up mag. After all these

childish mags, yours is truly a

breath of fresh air.

Anyway, I've got some pretty

good ideas for MD Kick Off. So
if the programmer(s) are

reading, here goes:

1. Digitised referee calls and
crowd effects, such as booing,

hissing and cheering.

2 . Football songs and chants as

in-game music, for example Oh
when the saints, We're going

with Army, We love you
we do, Glory, glory United,

Always look on the bright side

of life (for when you're losing).

I don't know many songs, but a

bit of research will help a lot.

3. Larger sprites.

4. Keeping all the other 16-bit

versions features.

Kee Law, Torquay

It's good to get some ideas out

of the punters, but blimey Kee,

you're asking a bit much. If it's

going to be of a reasonable

quality sampled sound always takes

up a ton of memory. True, the one
megabyte Amiga version of Kick Off II

had a few snippets of a sampled
crowd singing, "Come on Palace" (the

game's designer, Steve Screech, is a

fervent Crystal Palace supporter) but

fitting all those effects and songs

would be impossible even on an 8
megabit cartridge. Perhaps if a Mega-
CD version of Kick Off is ever

produced your ideas will see the light

of day.

By the way, don't you think larger

sprites would change the whole scale

of the game so that you'd see less of

the pitch on the screen? Surely that

would be detrimental to the gameplay
wouldn't it?

I have read your magazine and think

it's very good, but for a magazine that

is supposed to inform Megadrive
owners of the latest news, you have
failed.

I refer to the Feb issue when you
answered a reader's letter on the Sega
Chair saying it was unavailable in this

country. I went to Toys 'R' Us and
they had the chair on sale priced at

£99.99.

Steve, who didn't send us his

address.

You baboon! We knew about that

chair, what the letter referred to was
the larger chair which is currently on
sale in Japan. Check your facts in

future or we'll track you down and
send Paul Glancey round to your

house to beat you up.

I've found it! At long last after going

into almost every newsagent in

Birmingham looking for a decent
Megadrive mag. Then, to my relief, I

came across MegaTech.

What a mag! Well put together, nice

colour, brilliant reviews and best of

all, the alternatively panel. What a

brilliant idea!

Now all you have to do to put the

icing on the cake is answer these

questions.

1 How do I get issue one?

2 I'm thinking of buying Hellfire or

Thunderforce III. Which do you think

is the longest playing game?

Think you can get us to answer you
questions by flattery? Damn right.

Issue one is a real rarity, it was a

complete sell out and you'll be lucky

to find a copy anywhere. And we
recommend you buy Hellfire.

MORE,

CHAIR RRISIHG
Dear MegaTech,

BAUM RUSH THE

SHOI

G Yeomans, Birmingham



MEGAMAIL
A LIBERATED LADY

WAITES...
Dear MegaTech,

Excellent magazine! I'm really impressed, but
why should we take you reviewers word for

it, surely it would make more sense to have
specialist reviewers? A shoot 'em up expert
could review shoot 'em ups, a logic game
expert to review logic games and so on. And
why is MegaTech (along with practically every
other mag) male dominated? Sexist! Sexist!

Sexist! There are female games players you
know. We're not just good for cooking,
cleaning and you know what.

Name and address withheld by whoever

j
mislaid the bottom of this letter.

Our reviewers have a great deal of experience
in all sorts of games, which is why they do the
job they do. We know women aren't just good
for cooking and cleaning - MegaTech is "male
dominated” simply because the majority of
female journalists seem to want to write
about something other than video games and
the majority of female games players didn't

apply for a job when the team was being put
together.

HO STARGLIDING FOR

YOU
I need to know whether or not Starglider is

coming out for the Megadrive. It’s my all time
favourite game. I desperately need to know if

it's going to see the light of day on cartridge.

Also, do you know if there's going to be a
conversion of Rygar? That is one game that
really gets my adrenaline pumping. These two
games would make great additions to the
Megadrive, and they're sure to be successes.

Errol McKenzie, Kilburn

Alas, Errol the answers to your questions are

"no” and "no” (in that order).

STALEMATE
I bought a copy of The Complete Guide to the
Megadrive prior to buying the computer itself

and have decided to seek you advice on
something.

I should be pleased if you could advise me
whether there are any chess games on the
Megadrive? If so, how good are they, how
much do they cost and where could I obtain

one? If there aren't any, is there any likelihood

of one being produced?

Thomas Bryceland, Midlothian.

The Software Toolworks are putting together
a Megadrive version of their Chessmaster
2100 in The States, but it doesn't seem to be
scheduled for release in this country in 1992.
Until then you'll just have to make do with a
Master System convertor and a copy of Sega
Chess (which is very good, actually).

EGO TRIP
Wow! What a magazine, and I'm not joking
it's brilliant! Your ratings are perfect, there are
the right amount of screen shots and the
comments make it superb. However what
makes the difference between you and the
other mags is the quality of the paper, cover
and printing. It’s like having a book.

When I picked the magazine up thought it was
perhaps a little thin to justify the £1.95 price

tag, but after a quick look through I noticed
the unbelievable tidiness and was amazed at

how organised the pages looked, and this was
only the first issue! I am amazed, no,

astounded at was has been produced. Believe
me, I have never written to a magazine
before, not even to Mean Machines, which is

what I previously bought. Please keep this

standard up!

Ben Clarke, Croydon

As you can see, the way to our hearts is

through our egos (which just keep getting
bigger). As long as there are wrongs to be
righted, evil to be battled and other kinds of
heroic-type activity, we'll keep up the good
work.

CONFUSED

Dear MegaTech,

I have an official UK PAL Megadrive, and have
recently bought a SCART lead for it to replace
my PAL lead.

Does this mean that I now have a SCART
Megadrive, and will I be able to play SCART
only games such as Rolling Thunder 2 if I use a
Jap converter?

Also, when is the official UK CD-ROM
released, and will I have to buy a PAL or
SCART one if I am using a SCART lead?

Jason Crocker, Charlton

A SCART machine differs from a PAL one in

hardware as well as output, so you won't be
able to run SCART games just by using a
different TV lead. You get a better picture

though, which is something, so you're going to
have to wait for the official releases.

The Mega-CD is due for release around
October, and UK units will only be compatible
with UK software and UK Megadrives. Check
out the news section for more information on
the hardware.



THE MEGATECH
reviewing system
Nobody takes Megadriue games more seriously than MegaTech, so

when we reuiew the latest hot cart we use one of the most detailed

reuiewing systems in any magazine. If you're new to MegaTech,
we'd better explain it. .

.

THE AMORPHOUS QUADRILATERAL RATING SYSTEM (A*Q*RAT)

A picture is worth a thousand words, that's why we've got the Amorphous Quadrilateral

Rating system, or A-Q-RAT. This shows you how much a game taxes your reflexes, mental

prowess, strategic ability and it's overall challenge. The further the shape intrudes into the

quadrants, the more is required of the player in that field.

PRESENTATION

Good presentation is an essential part of any game. The rating covers the clarity of the

instructions, options, in-game help, screen layout and all the other features which go into

making the game easy to get into as well as attractive.

GRAPHICS

There are four factors that are taken into account for this rating, the sprites, background

graphics, animation and how well it all fits in. After all, a game like Streets of Rage would

look pretty dumb with Mickey Mouse-style graphics.

SOUND

Do the blood-curdling screams of your vanquished foes come accompanied with a crashing

music score, or will you be reaching for the volume control in disgust at the painfully sappy

sounds. Background music, spot effects and atmosphere are all taken into account.

SHORT-TERM PLAY

Is the game easy to understand or an uphill slog right from hitting the on button? Short-term

play determines how easy it is to get into a game and whether you’ll want to carry on play-

ing.

LONG-TERM PLAY

When you're spending 30 or 40 quid a time on a game, you don't want to be able to com-

plete it on the day you bought it. You don't want to be bored stupid either, so look to this

rating to find out how long it’ll be before your latest purchase goes stale.

MEGATECH RATING

This is the big one. Should you buy or pass by? This rating is a reflection of how good the

game is as an overall package, not an average of the other scores. It may have the greatest

graphics ever, but if the gameplay sucks it's not going to score highly.

0-14 Yeeeaaarrrgghh! Anything that scores this low does not deserve to exist.

15-29 Abysmal. Virtually no appeal whatsoever.

30-44 Below average. Even fans of the style will be tempted to shelve it after a few games.

45-64 Average. Nothing special, but games in this range may appeal to some people.

65-79 A good game, but flawed in some way.

80-89 Excellent but just not good enough to be a...

90+ Hyper Hyper! If a game scores this or higher it's a must buy.

ALTERNATIVELY

While most games are original in execution, their roots aren't. If you like the sound of a game

that's got a not-so-hot review, or perhaps you've already got the game and are looking for

something along the same lines, the Alternatively boxes will tell you what's best in that

genre.

HYPER HYPER!

Only best games are Hyper Hyper. If you see one of the badges on a game you'd

be a fool to miss it. Either that or skint.

PRESENTATION

~9I%
ALL THE COIN-OP’S INTRO SCREENS,

|

GREAT PASSWORD OPTION AND A
GREAT SOUND TEST.

GRAPHICS

89%

e

e

LARGE DETAILED SPRITES WHICH
ARE SMOOTHLY ANIMATED. VERY
DETAILED AND VARIED LEVELS.

SOUND
©88%
GOOD FX, BUT REPETITIVE AFTER
A WHILE. A VARIETY OF DECENT
TUNES ACCOMPANY THE ACTION.

SHORTTERM PLAY

©86%
©

©

©

©

©

©

THE HIGH DIFFICULTY SETTING
COULD BE OFF-PUTTING FOR THE

FIRST FEW GOES.

LONG TERM PLAY

©92%
BIG ENOUGH AND FUN ENOUGH

TO KEEP YOU AT IT FOR A
MONTH.

GEESE
90%©

A SLICK AND PLAYABLE
CONVERSION. WELL WORTH

© ANYONE'S CASH IF THEY'VE GOT
A JAPANESE SCART MEGADRIVE.
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There's trouble brewing in the Middle East where terrorist leader and
certified dictator, General Kilbaba, has decided that the wealthy Arab
emirate next door actually belongs to him, and has decided to annex
it without asking permission. All that oil-rich territory could earn
Kilbaba enough cash to build a greater army and more deadly
weapons, making him even more dangerous than he is already.

This is the sort of thing that puts
the wind up nice countries like

the USA, so the American presi-

dent has decided to sort Kilbaba
out before he starts making trou-

ble for the rest of the world. An
all-out offensive would be going

over the top a bit, so he's decided to send in a Special Forces heli-

copter team in AH-64 Desert Apaches to drive out the Kilbaba's army
while reducing the risk of civilian casualties. Your name has come up
on the pilots' duty roster, so it's up to you to fly across the desert at
low level, obliterate as much of his military hardware as possible and air-lift out key personnel. Good
luck - the safety of the world depends on you!

r

l

CAMPAIGNS AND MISSIONS
Operation Desert Strike consists of five campaigns, each of
which is split into numerous missions which have to be
completed in order.

The first campaign, for example, is split into five missions with the

overall objective being to rescue a secret agent who is being held

at an unknown location in the desert. Before you can do that

though you need to:

Destroy two radar installations so enemy forces are not warned
of your approach in advance.

Destroy a power station, to cut the two enemy command cen-

tres off from the airfields, thus forcing them to aim their artillery

manually.

Destroy a military airfield and all parked aircraft. This ensures

that you won't be bothered by air attacks in future missions.

Destroy one or both command centres then capture the com-
mander who runs from the ruins. He will then tell you where the

agent is being held.

Find the location where the agent is being held captive, drop off

the co-pilot to rescue him, suppress any nearby ground forces and
pick them both up before returning to the frigate.

In following missions you're ordered to locate and destroy Scud
missile launchers, ICBM sites and a chemical weapons factory,

rescue political prisoners, POWs, UN inspectors and pilots lost

at sea. After each campaign is completed you're given a pass-

word which allows you access to the next, and of course an option

on the start screen lets you use this password to start playing on
that level



UfILD GUNMEN
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Standard crew for

the Desert Apache

is a pilot and a co-

pilot. In the game
you play the role

of the pilot, flying

the helicopter and

firing the

weapons, but the

co-pilot, who
aims the weapons

and handles the

helicopter's winch

system, is under

computer control.

At the start of the

game you can

select any of these

four officers to

take weapons and

winch duty.

Unfortunately,

most of them (‘X-

Man’ for example)

are expert in one

role but isn't much
cop when it comes

to the other. The

best co-pilot of all

can't be selected

because he’s listed

as missing in

action, but if you

head up to the top

of the map you

should find him huddled by the wreck of his plane

just waiting to be rescued.

Until you find Jake Aussie is the best all-

round WINCHPERSON/GUNNER

Here's where you find the fourth co-pilot. Pick him up and you'll be able

TO EMPLOY HIS HELP ON A LATER MISSION.

GUNS AND ROCKETS
Your helicopter is armed with three types of weapon which are fired from the three

BUTTON A A directable chin turret houses the Apache's chain gun which fires

30mm armour-piercing rounds. Good enough to eliminate ground troops and static

targets which don't fire back. Takes ages to destroy armoured vehicles, though.

Standard complement of ammunition is 1178 rounds.

BUTTON B Ground artillery units need to be destroyed fast (before they destroy

you!).The best way to do that is with missiles. Hydra are small, forward-firing, unguid-

ed rockets which come in two pods of 19, making 38 low-power warheads in all.

BUTTON C Hydra are good for dealing with slow-moving targets but when you're

dealing with a Rapier SAM site or a ZSU-23 you may only get one shot, so a couple of

powerful Hellfires are in order. Hellfires are radar guided, but the heavy warhead

means you can only carry eight at a time.

SUPPLY PRODLEMS
Alas, weapons, fuel and armour
supplies are not infinite in Desert
Strike, so it's lucky the Apache
can be restored to full strength

without landing by finding and
winching in supply crates

f WEAPONS CRATE-Rearms your weapons fully - each weapons crate contains

78 chain gun rounds, 38 Hydra and 8 Hellfires.

f FUEL DRUMS-Top up your tanks to 100 units. Run out of gas and watch your

,

ache plummet.

f ARMOUR CRATE-Difficult to find because it's not marked on the map. Repairs

damage and restores armour to 600 units



LANDING
ZONES

When things get rough and you've

got a full load of MIAs, head for

your nearest friendly landing zone

to offload your passengers, get

your Apache's armour repaired and

perhaps top up on weapons or

ammo. There is always at least one

LZ available, usually somewhere along the beach, but on certain missions there

are several, with M2 Abrams tanks acting as advance inland outposts.

« I AIR-LIFTING
~ I ACTION

As well as its crew of two, the

Desert Apache can carry up to six

passengers, which is handy because

there are a load of lost infantrymen

running around the desert hoping

to be rescued. As soon as you spot

one, eliminate any nearby enemy
forces then move over to them. The

co-pilot automatically lowers a rope

ladder and it's up to you to steer it

over the errant grunt so he can

climb inside for the journey back to

the nearest landing zone. You can

also use this method to hijack ene-

my commanders, scientists and offi-

cials for big points and, usually,

information vital to the continued

success of the mission.

TARGET ACQUISITION

• •

'i

As you progress from campaign to

campaign the enemy install more and
more advanced desert artillery to
defend their interests from your bul-

lets.

^ RADAR INSTALLATION
Always destroy these first as they warn other units

of your approach. Usually guarded by AAA and

Rapier sites.

^ AAA
Anti-aircraft artillery units provide a low-grade

defence against aerial attack, A couple of Hydra

missiles should see him right.

M RAPIER SAM SITE
High explosive warheads and an accurate tracking

system make these very dangerous. Keep dodging

and hit it with a Hellfire.

M ZSU-23-4 SELF-
PROPELLED ANTI AIRCRAFT
GUN
"Zoos" are armed with two heavy-duty cannons

which can really knock hell out of the Apache if

you don't hit it with two Hellfires sharpish.

^ M3VDA PATROL VEHICLE
These armoured vehicles roam the desert firing off

20mm shells at anyone they don't like the look of.

u
M48 MOBILE SAM
AUNCHER

All the power of the Rapier system, and it's

mobile! Two Hellfire's will knock the smile off the

driver's face, though.



SWITCHING TO TARGETING

COMPUTER
Hit the START button and
the game pauses to dis-

play the mission comput-
er screen. Around the
outside are digital coun-

ters which give various

running totals. The centre

is taken up by a multi-

function screen on which
these three different dis-

plays are projected by
pressing the A, B and C
buttons.

TTiJeIl
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ARMORieesl
a W'-Vism

.

«

U. S. TROOPS
MISSING IN
ACTION

as RESCUE MIR'S LOST IH
THE REGION DROP THEM

, OFF RT R LANDING ZONE.
the DESERT RPRCHE CRN

. - HOLD UP TO SIX
- “PASSENGERS
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Plan your mission in advance by brushing up on target locations, and selecting

ROUTES THAT TAKE IN FUEL AND AMMUNITION DUMPS.

. MAP-Displays your position in

^Hthe warzone. Push left and right

and the locations of mission objec-

tives, supplies, MIAs and landing

zones are highlighted.

.
- MISSION-Shows an intelligence

^^report on what each mission

objective actually looks like, how
well armoured it is and exactly what

you should do when you reach it.

STATUS-Shows which mission

objectives have been completed

so far in the campaign.

MARK’S
COMMENT

's nice to see a

shoot 'em up that

isn’t set in the

nth century

against the

Draconians or

whatever.
Desert Strike is a

winner in several

areas: first it's quite

original and there’s loads to blow up

(including friendly troops): secondly,

despite deserts being boring, the mis-

sions are exceedingly varied and clev-

erly linked together. It also gets a

hearty thumbs-up for the sound
graphics and presentation, which are

all top notch. I had a few problems

controlling the helicopter at first

(although- no one else did, which

doesn't say much for my piloting

skills) but once I'd got used to that

and budgeting missiles and fuel,

there's almost no end to the havoc I

could wreak. This is one of the best

shoot 'em ups to appear in a long

time. Unless you're a moralising kind

of pacifist there's no excuse for you

not to have a copy of this.

PAUL’S
COMMENT

It's been a while since

Electronic Arts pro-

duced a shoot
'em up on the

M e g a d r i v e

,

but Desert

Strike is quite

a comeback.
Okay, so it has a

slightly dodgy sto-

ry-line but I'd be lying if I were to say

this made a difference to my enjoy-

ment of the game, which was sub-

stantial. There's an absolute ton of

destruction to be done but clever mis-

sions and having to learn tactics

means there’s a lot more to the game
than simply swooping around on an

annihilation bender. The control of

the helicopter feels very good, and

the graphics and sound are on the

whole excellent (the rockin’ guitar title

soundtrack is Rob Hubbard's finest

Megadrive tune yet, I think). I know
EA never disappoint with their games,

but this has to be one of their best

yet-an absolute must!



of Helicopter
You've read the review, now

grab hold of a biro, envelope and
a stamp, because it's competition

time!

m
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Electronic
Arts have
put their

collective

hand in the
company
pocket,

pulled out
their

Blankety
Blank

chequebook
and pen,
and have

put up the
greatest,

nay
ultimate,

video
system as the prize in our exclusive

competition.

Instead of just giving away a
smart VCR with a set of five

helicopter-type videos like

wot other magazines would
do, we're going one better. In

our competition you can win
all that stuff AND a load of top-
quality hi-fi gear so you can listen

to movies in stunning Dolby
Surround Sound stereo.
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The video part of this prize
VCH81 Nicam Stereo Video, which has digital

tuning, stereo sound, auto-tracking and loads
other widgets and gadgets. For stereo playback
we're also chucking in an awesome Acoustic
Research amplifier and four Wharfedale Delta
speakers.

*
.

,

- > 111
Making the package complete is the incredible
Yamaha DSP100 Natural Sound Field Processor.
This smart bit of hi-fi hardware takes the sound
from the video (or your CD player or cassette deck)
and puts all sorts of echo and reverb effects on it to
make it sound like you're in a cinema, a theatre, a
church, a concert stadium, a disco or even a seedy
jazz club. Even better, the DSP100 is equipped with
a Dolby Surround facility for that "Blimey, Those
Helicopter
The Room With Me'' ’effect.
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Hurtle through the slalom gates and
AVOID RUNNING INTO SNOW DRIFTS.

Select
i>mpctitorf

OFF TO THE SLOPES!

SPEED SKATING
The first physically demanding event.

Instead of going for the obvious control

method of pressing buttons in rhythm

with the skater's arm and leg movements
the programmers have used the old

whack-the-A-and-B-buttons-as-fast-as-

possible method to get your skater speed-

ing. Unfortunately you can’t use the old

use-one-finger-from-each-hand-to-pound-the-buttons because you
have to use your left hand to steer around the left-hand bends.

There are eight events in Winter Challenge which can be played

in any order you like. In tournament mode, each player com-
petes one after the other, though the results for the computer
players are worked out so you don't end up twiddling your
thumbs while they take their turn.

GIANT
SLALOM
The object of this event

is to ski downhill as fast

as possible while steer-

ing between "gates"

made of two flags. Left

and right steer and
pushing up ducks his

head and he accelerates down the slope. Miss one gate

and you're instantly disqualified!

All the events are displayed in delicious 3D using a mix of large

sprites and frosty blue vector graphics to make you feel like you
could almost be there.

BOBSLED
It's the combined weight of

the two man crew and the

metal sled which propels the

competitors down a channel

of ice at around 80 mph in

this event. The idea is to

keep your speed up by let-

ting the sled swing up the

wall of the track on corners,

without letting it fly over

the top.

BIATHLON
Skiing mixed with

shooting. Ski around

the course between
the four shooting

ranges, but don't push

your skier too hard

because if he's knack-

ered by the time he

reaches the range his aim will be as steady as a rock

in an earthquake. You have to fire the rifle when the

wobbling cross-hair is over the black circle to avoid

being awarded a 15 second penalty.

SKI JUMP
Zip down the huge ramp at

45 mph steering left and
right to stay on course, then

launch yourself into space,

trying to cover as much dis-

tance as possible. As you

plummet downwards,
streamline the position of

the skis by pressing up and

down then as you're about

to land level the skis again

and the A buttone to save

yourself the embarrassment

of going A over T.



If you don't level your skis you're not
HEADED FOR A HAPPY LANDING.

VS COMMENT
The pretty graphics and the

cover that each event is

Some of the sports, such as

the cross-country skiing, are

just plain boring, some are flawed (for much of

the downhill event you can't see where you're

meant to be going because the screen isn't big

enough to show where the next gate is), and

some seem to have no real technique (I was

able to ski-jump 64 metres then, using the

same tactics, over 100 metres - hardly an

insignificant difference), I didn't enjoy this

much at all. If you're in the market for a multi-

event sports game you'd best avoid this and go

for California Games. Winter Challenge may
have more events but it’s nowhere near as

much fun.

WINTER
CHALLENGE

© ©

REFLEXES STRATEGY

CHALLENGE THOUGHT

To RAT NGS

PRESENTATION
©80%
AWFUL INTRO, BUT VERY GOOD

MENU SYSTEM.

GRAPHICS
©83%
GOOD MIXOF3D VECTOR GRAPHICS
AND SPRITES GIVEA FROSTY FEEL, BUT

AREJERKY RM PLACES.

SOUND
©65%

ROUGH EFFECTS AND POOR
TUNES.

SHORTTERM PLAY
© 72%
A LOT OF EVENTS, BUT NONE OF
THEM ARE MUCH FUN TO LEARN

OR PLAY.

LONG TERM PLAY

© 59%
BOREDOM SOON SETS IN, SO

DON'T EXPECT TO COME BACK TO
THE GAME ON A REGULAR BASIS.

MEGATECH RATING

62%
IT'S A PITY THE GAMEPLAY

WASN'T OF THE SAME STANDARD
AS THE GRAPHICS.

MARK’S COMMENT
My interest in Winter
Challenge started to

wane after my third go.

Repeating an event-

winning performance is

all too easy, which
makes the game exceed-

ingly dull after a while.

Had there been some good
injuries or spectators getting thwacked by run-

away skis there might have been some scope

for alternative sports, but as it stands it's all

very samey, partly because the same vector

graphic routines are used for almost every

event, and partly because many of them drag

on without much happening. As it stands the

Megadrive is still starved of a decent multi-

event sports sim. Sigh.

J



GAME TYPE: SPORTS SIM

CONTINUES: N/A

SKILL SETTINGS: I

RESPONSE: GOOD
I. —-3

What with rising air-fares and expensive hotel and car-hire bills it

costs a right packet to get to California these days. If you're strapped
for cash but long to go surfing off Venice Beach and meet Erika
Eleniak, this cart is cheaper and proba-
bly the next best thing (apart from the
fact that you don't actually get to
meet Ms Eleniak).

California Games is a tournament
made up of five testing West Coast-
style leisure pastimes, namely half-

pipe skateboarding, surfing, footbag,
BMX racing and roller skating.

W’
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EVENT: SURFING
Surf's up! Choose either a light, regular or turbo

surfboard then steer it around a glorious blue

breaker for one minute and 20 seconds, impress-

ing the
:

judges with spectacular leaps from the

tip of tKe wave and by riding inside The Tube.

To perform a jump, zig-zag up and down the

face of the wave to accelerate away from The
Curl (that’s the leading edge of The Tube), then

when you're at a safe distance skim up and off

the topiof the wave at an angle. Once in the air,

flip the ooard around so that the angle it hits the

wave matches the angle at which it left. For a

judge-impressing Big Jump, you have to launch

yourself vertically to catch maximum air, before

spinning the board 180° and landing again.

The judges don't award many points for riding

The Tube,, which is odd because it's quite a risky

stunt." It's all too easy to let the wave overtake

you andff wipe-out, so stay close to The Curl by

alternately -zig-zagging then straighteni

and you should see the underwave-

up.
HI — .»• jjfc »•'
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Extra points c’bme from using the tip

board to pop the beach balls which

appear on the wave. Unfortunately

aren't very impressed by this minor

some don't award any points for it at all!

r_



EVENT: FOOTSAG
DO THE
DIZZY
DEAN!

The Dizzy
Dean is one
of the
easiest

moves in

the Footbag
event and
the best
thing about
is that it's

worth
1,500
excellent
points. All

you have to
do is...

(top)Face out
of the screen

and head-
butt the bag.

(middle) Spin
180° real

quick, and...

(bottom)
Head-butt
the bag again
- 1,500
points please!

The California Games Footbag Championships

are held in San Francisco, where the world's

finest players congregate to juggle their Hackey

Sacks. Your part in all this is to control a clean-

limbed dude who has one minute and 20 sec-

onds to keep his bag o' beans in the air, while

pulling a number of flash stunts to earn bonus

points. There are a total of 13 standard stunts

which consist of combinations of kicks, spins

shoulder and head-butts. Success is all in the

timing, and when the bag comes down it's up

to you to get your bloke underneath it and hit

the button at just the right moment to loft it up

again.

Not surprisingly, the more complex stunts, such

as the Doda (a left outside kick followed by a

head-butt followed by a right outside kick),

score the most points. Hitting a passing sea-gull

with the footbag earns you a 1,000 point

bonus, and if you perform two special moves in

a row and get the bag through the flashing ring

which then appears, you're awarded an extra

26 seconds on the clock and all subsequent

stunts score double!

Take a trip to the desert for a

two miijute race across a very

lumpy Bicycle Motocross
course. Use we C button to

peclal like mad then hif *B to

leap off the top of shandy

•hillocks, anc score big points

j^jth mid-air backward flips

and 360° turns. Be careful to

time them right as three falls

disqualifies you, and if you

land jAyour Wad you have to’

reffrPto the%rain ffirgery

ward straight away. Logs laid

across the track are a constant

problem-but it's a simple chal-

lenge t& ybur gnarliness skills

to jump.Jne bike over them.

EVENT:BNX

Even if you hit a log you only have a small way to fall. Miss

TIMING USUALLY RESULTS IN A HEAD-FIRST LANDING AND GAME OVER.

Skateboarding action a go-go! You have a minute and

20 seconds to speed up and down the sides of the

half-pipe performing spectacular turns to score points.

Success with Kick Turns, Aerial Turns and Hand Plants

requires more spot-on timing than any other event, because the points you get for each depend on your

speed and height when you turn. Of course it's all too easy to wipe-out, and three crashes result in disqualifi-

cation. Probably the best tactic we found was to stick to doing Hand Plants which score well, and which are

easy to judge once you get into a rhythm.

EVENT: HALF-PIPE

IAnd look dumb when you crash to the ground.



EVENT: SKATING

This event gives you control ot a roller

skating beach babe whom you have to

steer down a scrolling beachside board-

walk. Easy, except that the ground is lit-

tered with litter which will send the hand-

some young lady reeling should it get into

her axles. As if that wasn't bad enough,

she has to dodge around cracks in the

pavement, puddles, grass, patches of sand

and beach balls which are being thrown by

thoughtless Californian oiks from the side

of the path.

7^

Aerial turns score the most points. Naturally they're the

HARDEST MOVES TO PERFORM.

Pushing up and down on the joypad builds

up speed. This also serves to move her

across the width of the boardwalk so you

can guide her around most obstacles she

can't jump over or duck under. Points

come from avoiding the hazards and also

from performing 360° spins and mid-air

720° spins!

& . ’ JS.
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RANANA SKINS AND BALL BEARINGS DON'T MIX - JUMPING OR EVASIVE

MANOEUVRING ARE THE ONLY WAYS TO KEEP VERTICAL

Thanks to

Console

Concepts (0782
712759) for the

loan of the California Games cartridge.

Incidentally, the game should be available

officially as you read this, priced £39.99.

THANKS!

o O

TUJO-PLAYER

MODE
TWO player mode!?!

Up to NINE people

can compete against

each other in

California Games, taking turns to play

each event.

osa's Isom.

i a

A DISQUALIFIED PLAYER HAS TO SIT ON THE SIDE LINE IN DISGRACE

WHILE THEIR BUDDY CLEANS UP ON THE POINTS.

If you have a pair of controllers, Half-

Pipe and Footbag can be played with two
players simultaneously by setting an

option on the game parameters screen.

In this mode, both players' efforts are

added together to get a single score.

Having both on screen at once is a mite

confusing but it's worth getting to grips

with this system, if only to score a mas-

sive 3,000 points bonus by passing to

your partner in the Footbag event.

GRAPHICS

50 100

NEGATECH RATING

AN UNUSUAL. AND PLAYABLE
SPORTS SIM, BUT IT COULD HAVE

BEEN BETTER.

LONG TERM PLA

NOT MANY EVENTS, BUT IT’S
TEMPTING TO COME BACK AND

BEAT YOUR RECORDS.

REFLEXES STRATEGY

PRESENTATION

UNEXCITING OPTIONS FORSOME
BUTTHE NINE PLAYB*TOURNAMENT

HASMUCH FUN POTENTIAL-

GREAT SPRITES, BACKGROUFi
AND EXCELLENT ANIMATIO

SOUND

A DIPPERENT TUNE FOR EACH
EVENT, THOUGH NONE ARE
PARTICULARLY LOVLEY.

SHORTTERM P

TAKES A LITTLE WHILE TO LEARN
THE EVENTS, BUT SOON BECOMES

VERY ADDICTIVE.

CHALLENGE THOUGHT

Z RATINGS
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What's frying tonight? Well it looks like turtle from here. Zap them and

THEY FLIP ONTO THEIR BACKS AND ARE A HAZARD NO MORE.

Despite the fact that

the Vietnam war was
fought In jungle terrain

crawling with murder-
ous natives, the ani-

mats are the deadliest

threat in Cal 50!

Livestock such as chick-

ens and pigs offer little

threat, a single shot

from a rocket launcher

is enough to send them
packing, but the three

giant skull-throwing
underground baboons
are as hard as nails,

and the giant bouncing

tortoise found in the

desert is quite possibly

what led to the eventu-

al American withdraw-

al, such is its shell-dad

hardness.
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PAUL’S COMMENT
Cal 50 has been in

the pipeline for

quite some time

now and per-

haps it would
have been best

if the finished

product had simply

been flushed out of

the pipeline. The graphics look more

like Caliber Master System, With flickery

sprites and, once things get busy, more

slow down than you can believe.

Likewise, the sound is of a low quality,

the music is insipid and the effects lack

power. For some strange reason,

though, the gameplay is quite enter-

taining for a while, perhaps it's to see

what other giant beast or incongruous

background will appear next. The trou-

ble is, it's all very easy, even when you

account for the awkward control

method, and once you have completed

it you will feel no desire to ever play it

again. Caliber 50 isn't necessarily a dire

product, it's just that there’s no reason

why anybody would want to buy it

when there's a much better game like

Mercs on the shelves.

Vietnam wasn't all Marvin Gaye and Robin Williams, y'know. In

between the musical interludes there was a bit of a war going on and

no-one knows that better than Captain John Addis, who was right in

the thick of it. Under less trying circumstances he would have been

flying above it in his heavily-

armed jet fighter, but a direct hit

from a North Vietnamese surface

to air missile put a stop to all

that.

Luckily Cap'n John escaped the

crash, but now, with his plane in

small bits, he has to wend his

way back to the nearest friendly

airbase. Multiple miles of VC-occupied jungle and desert (?) terrain lie between him and safety, but with

God and a trusty .50 calibre machine gun at his side, he stands, oh, a fair chance of survival.

©EVIEUf



REUOLUER
John's top elite

firearm skills allow

him not only to

point his weapon at

his enemies and

shoot them dead

nine times out of

ten, he can also run

in one direction

while firing in

another! To make
this easy there are

two selectable

control methods.

The first uses the A
and C buttons to

swing the gun left

and right. The

second method has

:
gun following you as you turn, with A or C locking

1 position. This method is best for beginners, but it's

: much good in tricky areas.

MERCS

PRICE: IMPORT
BY: CAPCOM
The best Commando clone
around, Mercs is a challenging
conversion of the coin-op and
sports great graphics, sound
and enjoyable and challenging
gameplay.

MEGATECH RATII\IG:90%

FIREPOWER
MARK’S
COMMENT

Having a

bog-

standard

bang-stick

is okay,

but for

real power
it has to

traded in.

Grabbing

bullets, powers your weapon up to

maximum. Collect any more and your gun is

swapped for something even more deadly,

such as the rocket launcher and, deadliest of

all, the flame thrower.

Addis is also armed with a limited supply of

hand grenades which are released whenever
you take your finger off the fire button.

Watch out for the Super Grenades, which

scorch twice as much earth as your usual

brand (even at lower temperatures).

THANKS TO...
...Console Concepts of Stoke (TEL 0782 712759) for the loan of the Calibre .50 cartridge used
in this review.

Cal .50 failed to

impress anyone in

the arcades, and

succeeds in

being just as

poor on the

Megadrive. The
computer's strate-

gy is based entirely on

unfeasible amounts bullets headed in

your direction, and almost unavoidable

surprises, such as the fighter planes

whose bullets strafe your character

yonks before the plane appears. The
graphics are as sad as the gameplay,

the sprites are totally awful and the

bosses laughably bad, and the flickering

and slowdown makes for the most
impressive example of bad program-

ming I’ve ever seem. This is definitely

one of the worst games ever to appear

on the Megadrive. Let's hope Mentrix

get their act together, or go bust.

©

©

©

©

©

©

GRAPHICS
6 37%

SMALL,SHABBYSPRTTESVWTHUT1LE
ANBWVIION,GROTTYBACKGROUNDS,

LffJFOROVAa£FUCKERANDSIjOAT-DOM/M

©

SOUND
® ©

BLAND TUNE OUT OF KEEPING
WITH THE "ACTION" AND A FEW

QUIET, DULL EFFECTS.

SHORTTERM PLAY
© 72%

IT'S QUITE A LAUGH AT
FIRST('LAUGH' BEING THE

OPERATIVE WORD).

LONG TERM PLAY

THE COMEDY VALUE SOON WEARS
OFF, HOWEVER, AND WHAT'S LEFT

ISN'T WORTH A BEAN.
©

NEGATECH RATING

41%
A SAD—LOOKING GAME WHICH IS

APPEALING IN THE SHORT TERM,
BUT GROWS TIRESOME QUICKLY

AND DOES NOT JUSTIFY PURCHASE.

s©

©
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BY VARIE

PRICE: IMPORT

FORMAT: 4M-BIT ROM
PLAYERS: I

A formula one driver's lot is a dangerous one. Racing around at

breakneck speeds with their bums mere inches from the track, and
several dozen gallons of highly flammable fuel stashed behind their

heads, then there's the other drivers to contend with.

FI Grand Prix is the safe, home, alter-

native. Like FI Circus (reviewed over

the page) it's top-view driving action,

and bases much of the gameplay
around fast scrolling. You can cus-

tomise your car to your own needs, by
changing the suspension, steering, tires

and even the engine. Once your car is

ready strap yourself in and compete for the world championship.

GAME TYPE: DRIVING

CONTINUES: N/A

SKILL SETTINGS: I

RESPONSE: POOR

MARK’S
COMMENT

Put side by side

with FI Circus,

/gy-N Grand Prix can't

compete. While

"fO/ it has some
smart graphics

and
scrolling, the tracks

are very poorly laid

out. Whoever designed them only had

an eye for 90° angles, which makes for

bends that have to be negotiated at

minimum speed. The poor controls

don't help much either. The response is

sluggish, which causes plenty of prob-

lems as the tracks scroll so fast. Frankly

I've seen more playability in a mouldy

chip, this game is so badly designed

that there just isn't room in this box to

point out all the flaws. By all means

check out FI Circus, just make sure you

leave this one well alone.

SPEED SHOP
M INO
tire:sus
ENUINIi:HANDLEBRAKE
EXIT

Customise your vehicle via

this detailed options menu.)

First you select the areal

you want to change, such’

as engine or tyres, then a

sub-menu comes up to
show you diagrams and
power gauges detailing the

effects your alterations.

Once you're satisfied wifl

your work you can take Bj

for a test run.
,

There are three methods of control; all quite

IMPRESSIVE. AND EQUALLY DIFFICULT!

You'll need to select your veh'cle parts well to sucessfully.compete with the

OTHER RACERS.

Smoke trailing behind you isn't a good sign

you're braking too hard!

j

Well, this is what any decent race-bred encine should look like— just make

SURE YOU MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE.

I The pit-stop: you can take control of tfie

’REPAIRS. OR LEAVE IT TO THE EXPERTS.

l- coNTonm.
yj»

P :

.» c ..

SHIFT UPSHIFT DOWN

:|ijP W&A,
flOCFt FRATnfi

1 MISSION
1 PIT
(' EXIT

" RUTOMI I 1 1C"
" AUTO''

L J



This is what goes on at the pit-stop; the pretty

PICTURES WILL HELP RELIEVE YOUR FUSTRATION AT

HAVING liOUGHT SUCH A DUFF GAME.

THANKS to Console Concepts (0782 712 759) for the loan of this review cartridge.

CAR WARS
Although CP cars are quite hai

is a limit to the punishment
If, th«

hey can
take. If you slide around a cornetLat high
speed, you're quite likely to aamqge
your tyres. Likewise the chassis and sus-

pension suffer if you persist in colliding

with roadside objects and other cars.

Thankfully you can pull into the pits for

some quick repairs and watch digitised

images while your car gets patched up
If you think you're up to it, you can
even take control of the repairs your-
self, deciding what areas in need of the
most work.

Try TO KEEP YOUR VEHICLE GOING IN A STRAIGI IT LINE

FIARDLR THAN IT SOUNDS.

- r>w,r-t+iw

[

l'- A 3

onv
If you can read Japanese - great! If not.

you'll HAVE TO WORK IT OUT FOR YOURSELF.

1

PRICE: IMPORT
BY: NICHIBUTSU

FI CIRCUS

ALTERNATIVELY

lAlthough it's similar to FI
Grand Prix, Circus is far
superior being more responsive

aand better designed. There's a
full review on page 34.

MEGATECH RATING:80%

PAUL’S COMMENT
While this looks a

lot better than FI

Circus, I’m afraid

it doesn't play

as well. The car

and track graph-

ics are nicely

detailed but they're

all too big, so there's

not enough room on the screen to give

a good view of the road ahead. What
makes this even worse is the fact that

the display is wider than it is high, so

it's actually easier to drive across the

screen than it is to drive up it simply

because you can get more warning of

an oncoming bend. Like FI Circus, this

has a lot of interesting simulation-type

stuff, but FI Circus gave me a much
better feeling of being in control of a

car so I'd recommend that instead.

FI GRAND
PRIX

REFLEXES STRATEGY

CHALLENGE THOUGHT

To RATINGS

PRESENTATIO
©92%
ANIMATED ATTRACT SEQUE
LOADS OF OPTIONS, AND .

VERY WELL PRESENTED

GRAPHICS
©87%
SPRITESAREWELL- SIZED

THESCROLLING ISSM
BACKGROUNDSAREM

SOUND
©63%

BLEEPY, WEEDY TUNE 'PLAYS'
OVER SHAMBOLIC EFFECTS.

SHORT TERM PLAY

© 50%
FUSTRATING CONTROLS AND

PLAIN STUPID COURSES PUT YO
RIGHT OFF AT THE START.

LONG TERM PLAY
©43%

IT DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER,
EITHER.

MEGATECH RATING

48%
A POOR EXAMPLE OF THIS TYPE
OF GAME WHICH WILL ONLY

APPEAL TO TRUE MASOCHISTS.



Ah! Grand Prix racing! The thrill of the open road, the squeal of

protesting tyres and the deadly, high speed crashes. Previously, this

world of excitement, danger and pain was open to only a select few,

namely those who are really good at driving cars, but now anyone

can be a GP champion with FI Circus from Nichibutsu.

BY NICHIBUTSU

PRICE: IMPORT

FORMAT: 4M-BIT ROM
PLAYERS: I

The world's most famous circuits

are here in all their glory, from
Silverstone to the legendary
Monaco Grand Prix run itself!

Choose to drive either a single

race or enter the world champi-
onship in an attempt to defeat all

the planet's top racers and become the number one driver around. All

this could not be done, however, without your skilled team of

mechanics and engineers. You also play the part of these behind-the-scenes men, customising your vehi-

cle and repairing your car whilst it is in the pits!

GAME TYPE: DRIVING

CONTINUES: BATTERY SAVE

SKILL SETTINGS: I

RESPONSE: SUPERB

NICHIBUTSU SCHOOL OF MOTORING

Despite the tips being in Jap, the training mode,

IS STILL A VERY USEFUL FEATURE.

Before tackling the
World Circuip, it's

advisable to try the
practice option. This

takes the more chal-

lenging bends and chi-

canes from a number
of tracks and puts
them together into

two courses. Once you
have beaten all the

times, you are pro-

claimed championship
material. The
Megadrive dishes out

nuggets of wisdom to

help incompetent
drivers, but the trou-

ble is they’re! all in

Japanese, so unless

you can read the lan-

guage you’ll just have

to guess at what
you're doing wrong.



PERFECT

You're ready for your pratice lap. Your time here determines your position on the starting grid for

THE MAIN RACE.

PRACTISE MAKESPIT-STOP ACTION

"Just like real life", the success or failure of a driver on
the track hinges upon the prowess of his mechanics.

Drive your car too hard and the warning lights at the

bottom-left of the screen light up to show which sys-

tems (suspension, tires, wings and brakes) are about to

fail. Any damage can reduce the speed of your car or

result in it becoming uncontrollable, but a quick pit

stop can put things to rights.

As in real GP racing, you are

allowed to take any number

of practice laps on a course

before the race. It's general-

ly a good idea to take

advantage of this function

to get to know every course

intimately before you take it

on properly. Even if you've

played it a lot and reckon

you know everything about

the circuit, you only need to

forget one hard corner and

it's an early bath for you

(probably in the nearest

casualty ward).

Of course, this costs you precious time, how much
depending on the state of the car. If you think the

automatic pit crew are a bit slow, you can switch over

to manual andicontrol the pit operations yourself by
deft use of the directional button.

MARK’S COMMENT
This looks awful, but what it loses in

sprites it makes up for in speed. The

game is extremely fast, and it's this fac-

tor that makes it playable. If you can

get a decent way along a track without

crashing on your first go, it's usually

down to blind luck. The bends and turns

come fast and frequent, catching out the

unwary driver. Fortunately the controls are

more than adequate, being very responsive and easy to

access. Another thumbs up has to go to the battery back-up

and the amount of options. Don't be put off by the poor

graphics, FI Circus is extremely good.



REFIT YOUR CRR

Tires have to be chanced to suit adverse weather conditions, as does suspension and
Ibrakes.The REST of the car can be adapted to your own taste.

THANKS to Console Concepts (0782 712 759) for the loan of this review cartridge.

F l T WORK
EXIT

en

Compared to Super Monaco GP this looks cruddy, but in fact it's

quite a really playable racing game. The vast array of options,

particularly those concerning the modification of your car, add-

a lot of depth to the proceedings, and completing the world

championship is a real challenge. Although the graphics and

sound of FI Circus border on poor, the playability is something

else.The controls are fluid and responsive and the courses differ

not just in layout (with some tracks being particularly tortuous)

but also in scenery, stopping the game from getting too repetitive.

If you're after a racing game more in the mould of Scalextric as opposed to the Out
Run-view racers so common to the Megadrive, ask your local importer for a copy of

FI Circus.

[AS MOST PEOPLE AREN'T VERY PROFICIENT IN FORMULA ONE MECHANICS, YOU'RE GIVEN A LIST OF

MODIFICATIONS YOU CAN MAKE TO EACH AREA TO MAKE THIINGS MORE UNDERSTANDABLE

SUPER MONACO
GP

PRICE: £34.99

BYzSEGA

each race, you are given the option to

xi r car to suit your driving style. If

you want ultra-light steering so you can spin

on a sixpence then feel free to select the

required option. Ftowever, there’s a downside
to certain improvements, if you choose a very

hard suspension, for example, you're acceleict-

tion will benefit, but your car will only be able

to ride a few bumps before needing a pit stop.

alterhahuely

Easily the best Megadrive
driving game. It has all the
grapics, speed and thrills of
the coin-op, plus a password
system. An essential
purchase.

AAEGATECH RATING:92%
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1 i

i 50 100

PRESENTATION
e90%
HEAPS OF OPTIONS TO TWEAK,
AND BATTERY BACK-UP SO YOU
CAN SAVE YOUR POSITION.

GRAPHICS

68% s
THE SCROLLING IS FAST AND VERY
SMOOTH, BUT THE SPRITES AND
BACKGROUNDS ARE A BIT WEEDY.

e

e

SOUND

©69%
RACING TUNES GRATE AFTER A

WHILE, AND THERE AREN'T AAANY
SOUND EFFECTS.

©

SHORTTERM PLAY

©76%
AT FIRST, IT’S A LITTLE FAST TO COPE
WITH, AND ITMAY TAKEA WHILE TO

BUILDA CAR TO SUIT YOU.

LONG TERM PLAY

ONCEYOU GET USED TOTHECONTROLS
AND HANDLING, FI CIRCUS ISAGREAT

WAYTO SPENDAFEW HOURS.

©

MEGATECH RATING

80%
AN ENJOYABLE AND FAIRLY

ORIGINAL RACING GAME WITH A
LOT TO OFFER.

©

©

©

©



More hand-held action than

you can stuff down your

Z/2; Gameboy, Game Gear, Lynx

^and PC Engine, GT- *we take

jtffem all to pieces aftt&iell yc

which is the best! ^ %

PC
ENGINE

GT

GAMEBOY

GO! Grab it quic

- it's going fast!

chock-a-block full of thelatest

reviews and previeWsr dn the

greatest hand-held games in the

world!

Latest and greatest,

it’s Britains only hand-held

console mag - aridit's free w
C&VG! I V .
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BY SEGA

PRICE: £34.99

FORMAT: 4M-BIT ROM
PLAYERS: I

GAME TYPE: SHOOTING
|g

CONTINUES: 3

SKILL SETTINGS: 2

Apollo and Artemis are your typical Greek God and Goddess in wed-
lock - an existence of cosmic rule, smiting mortals and generally hav-
ing a good time at the expense of the world. Enter Typhon, god of
darkness, who fancies Artemis, fails to win her over, then abducts
her in a blaze of lightning and other
god-type special effects. Naturally
Apollo is miffed, so he digs out his

trusty magic sword, revs up legendary
flying horse, Pegasus, and sets out to

free his old woman.

RESPONSE: GOOD Apollo has to swoop over seven lands,

vanquish the guardians of the seven
temples of doom, then gather together the seven pieces of Phelios,

the magic sword and give it to Typhon where it hurts.

HORSEPLAY
As anyone will tell you, riding a

flying horse through crowds of

mythological monsters is a dan-

gerous business, even a deity

like Apollo can only stand four

hits before plummeting to the

ground.

Apollo's magic sword is his only

defence. Rapid presses on any
of the three joypad buttons
unleashes mini fireballs, but

holding the button powers up
the sword (as indicated on the

sword graphic at the right of the

screen) which then unleashes a

mighty bolt of celestial energy

fit to knacker anything that gets

in the way.

Squadrons of golden owls
appear at certain points in the

game, which, when shot,

release a power up. Options (ie

drones which follow Apollo and

fire when he does) and speed-

ups are plentiful, but weapons
seldom appear and when they

do their effect lasts only briefly.

Destroying a squad of one type of creature earns Artemis bonus
POINTS, WHICH HELP HIM AN EXTRA LIFE.



Siren starts off as a woman b&ore transforming into this parakeet-

type CREATURE. SHOOT IT INTO THE BODY TO ROAST IT.

PERVERTED MONSTERS

The Griffon Knights attack from behind. Lead them into

THE WALLS TO DESTROY THEM.

At the end of each level Apollo swoops
into one of Typhon's temples to do battle

with a demigod. These take the form of

mythological baddies which have been
messed around a bit to turn them into

shoot 'em up-type bosses.

For example, the Graiae, previously three old

blind crones who could only see through their

magic eye crystal, have become three gigantic

monsters with detachable heads and arms who
spit clouds of daggers. Not quite what the

ancient Greeks believed, but Sega would proba-

bly get complaints if you had to shoot three little

old blind ladies in their games.

©

©

©|

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

PRESENTATION

JTTIj

@
NICE BETWEEN — LEVEL SCREENS
AND A FOUR — LEVEL BEGINNER

,

MODE. !0

GRAPHICS

SMALL, TIDY SPRITES AND SOME
NICE BACKDROPS.

SOUND

GOOD TUNES BUT AVERAGE
SOUND EFFECTS. I „

SHORT TERM PLAY

i©

PLAYABLE, BUT A BIT TOO EASY
j

TO BE ADDICTIVE...
\a
\
W

LONG TERM PLAY

®:e
SHOULDN'T TAKE TOO LONG TO I

COMPLETE. |0

MEGATECH RATING
©

0 ©

AN UNUSUAL BUT UNEXCITING
VARIATION ON THE VERTICAL

SHOOT 'EM UP THEME.
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After successfully rescuing his girlfriend

in the original Double Dragon, Billy Lee
thought he was in for a quiet life.

Wrong! Whilst out running up some bills

on her husband's credit card, Mrs Lee
stumbled into the intro of Double
Dragon 2 and came face to face with a
gang known as the Black Warriors. The
Warriors, out to avenge their defeat in

the first game, tested Mrs Lee's resis-

tance to machine gun fire at close
ranges.

After the funeral, Billy and his brother Jimmy donned their streetwise (but now
slightly out of date) outfits and set out for revenge. All they're missing is a wah-
wah sound track and 24 inch flares.

HE'S BEHIND YOU!
DD 2 has an interesting control system which is based on the direction your character is

facing. If he'i facing left A punches forward and C is, used for reverse and mule kicksjg

while B performs a highly ridiculous looking jump. Whacking the right combination of

buttons prod (ices, throws and a smart backbreaker which eliminates most opponents.^^__

MARK'S
COMMENT

TUfO-PLflYER NODE
Despite the advantage of only

being slightly outnumbered as

opposed to totally outnumbered,

having a team mate is a bit of a

draw back. For a start you have to

share your credits, and having an

extra character on screen slows the

game down considerably when you

come under attack.

To say this game
was of the low-

est quality

would be the

understate-

ment of the

decade. It

looks, sounds
and plays like a

substandard Master System game.
For a start the controls are appalling.

When you get over the initial confu-

sion thrown up by the way the

moves swap, you realise how slow

the character responds to commands.
If only the gameplay was as varied as

the control system, but no, each level

has you facing off against a couple of

enemy groups followed by a boss

who uses practically the same tactics

as all the other bosses. Nearly all of

the graphics are badly defined and

animation is almost nonexistent and

to cap it all unless you forget to plug

in your joypad or open your eyes,

you should be able to complete this

on your second or third go. If you

only buy one beat 'em up this year,

make sure it isn’t this one.
SHOULD YOU FEEL INCLINED, YOU CAN WHACK YOUR PARTNER IN THE
TWO-PLAYER CAME.



FALL GUYS
A constant threat to

our hero's mission is

falling off platforms.

For all their Kung Fu

skills, they’re all too

vulnerable to plummet-

ing off the bottom of

the screen. Level three

is particularly nasty,

featuring a very thin

strip of nothing at the

base of the screen.

Another major-league

hazard is a combine
harvester, which assails

Billy and Jimmy on level

three. Avoiding its

blades is made even

tougher by two in-bred

red-neck farmer types,

who are intent on
breaking headswith
their shovels.

STREETS OF RAGE

PRICE: IMPORT

BY:SEGA
Still the best Double Dragon-
type beat 'em up—even better

than this official licence!

\EGATECH RATING:92%

GORE-ZONE
Naturally there are plenty of weapons
to pick up, providing you've can
relieve their owner of them first.

Mace - A spiky ball on

the end of a chain.

Headaches a-plenty.

Knife - Throw it or

stab with it. A versatile

weapon to be sure.

Shovel - Not exactly

common to weapons

almanacs, but handy all

the same.

Grenade - Lob it and

run!

Log, Box and Cannon
ball - Pick 'em up and

chuck 'em around.

PAUL'S
COMMENT

If I hadn't been

using a Megadrive

controller I

could've sworn I

was playing the

Commodore 64

version of Double

Dragon II. Duff

graphics, duff sound,

very duff controls and exceedingly duff

action say "duff game” to me. It's a

small mercy that you don't have to suf-

fer this computer torture for long

because the game takes about 20 min-

utes to complete on your first go. A
game's two player mode can often save

it from being completely crap but

Double Dragon M's actually makes

things worse! The action slows down

and it's all too easy to smack your co-

fighter by mistake, which is funny the

first time but annoying as it happens

time and time again. No matter how
much you liked the coin-op avoid this

conversion like the plague.

DOUBLE
DRAGON 2

vITTu

i 50 100

©

e

©

©

©

©

©

©

a

PRESENTATION
B'lLfi

AN OPTION SCREEN AND LITTLE
ELSE.

GRAPHICS

AWFUL SPRITES AND REALLY DIRE
BACKDROPS.

SOUND

SAD SOUNDTRACK AND EFFECTS.

SHORTTERM PLAY

©5
FUSTRATING TO BEGIN WITH AND

IT JUST GETS WORSE.

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

LONG TERM PLAY e

e.

EASY TO COMPLETE, AND DULL
TO BOOT.

MEGATECH RATING

DEFINITELY A CONTENDER FOR
THE MEGADRIVE HALL OF SHAME.

41
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Previously it has taken twenty-two men, a muddy field, some rain, a
ball and an old man with a dog to have a proper game of football.
Now you can recreate all the excitement of the game on your
AAegadrive (except the dog) with this conversion from the country
that knows all about soccer - Japan.

In a shock move, World Cup officials

have brought forward the date of the
next world cup to later this year, sim-
ply to coincide with this latest release

from Tecmo. Obviously they were so
impressed by the Tecmo World Cup
'90 coin-op that they couldn't wait

another two years for the AAegadrive conversion to be released.

Tecmo World Cup '92 is a horizontally scrolling rendition of the sport, with the customary three-quarters
overhead view to give the screen "depth", allowing players to move in any of eight directions.

BY TECMO
PRICE: IMPORT

FORMAT: 4M-BIT ROM
HHHHHHHHHHHIHHHHH

PLAYERS: 1-2

GAME TYPE: SPORTS

CONTINUES: N/A

SKILL SETTINGS: 5

RESPONSE: OKAY

DEVENSES.

l'ai^er

This /may look like a diving header, rut. in fact its. a really strange type of kick which

\ TOP VlpLFfOOENG 43:Via F

Being top international teams you
have at your command a large
number of smart footballing
moves. Your repetoire includes
such old favourites as passing the
ball to your team mates or
attempting to get it into the goal
with a hefty kick. AAore complex
moves are available, but they're
much trickier to perform. For
instance to try a bicycle kick in the
box ("Oo-er!", etc) you must first

pass to the striker with the shoot
button and then shoot once more
as the ball reaches the forward-
most player.

COMMENT
As a two player arcade
machine, Tecmo World
Cup was quite a jape.
For 20p you recieved a
couple of minutes of
highly unrealistic, but
nevertheless entertain-

ing, football action.
Unfortunately without the

spirit of competition a human opponent pro-
vided, Tecmo WC was sadly lacking and this

is also the case with the Megadrive version.

It's far too easy to take and lose the ball. It's

impossible to run around opposing players.

In short, the only tactics which reap any
rewards are to hoof the ball as far upfield as

possible and never retain it for more than a
second, even this is made difficult by the
telepathic opposition and their habit of
materialising on top of you. Even the two
player mode has lost it's appeal due to the
flawed collision detection. This is the same
collision detection responsible for fifty per-

cent of fair goals becoming corners. By
default this is the best one player soccer
game on the Megadrive, but that doesn't
mean it's good. If you're after a footie game
hang tight for Kick Off and avoid this

tragedy.

;N0, HE HASN'T SUPPED. THIS IS A BICYCLE KICK,

! ALTHOUGH NOT A VERY GOOD ONE.

\ \
^ "fll

A WELL PLANTED CORNER PLAYS HAVOC WITH

BICYCLE KICK IN THE BOH

involves the player throwing himself to the ground then flicking the ball with his heels.



PAUL'S COMMENT
Tecmo World Cup is football at it's most basic, with action

that goes from end to end with nothing in between. What
usually happens is Player A steals the ball and uses a

rapid succession of passes to get to Player B's goal. He
shoots! Unfortunately Superman is playing in goal and

having read the mind of Player A when he was crossing

the half-way line, he is already standing in the correct

position to save the shot or telekinetically shunt the ball

over the bar when it looks like it's heading for the top corner

of the net. The 'keeper then boots the ball back downfield giving Player B the

chance to repeat the process in the opposite direction. There's no need for

any other tactics, so there's no need to exercise any skill nor is there much
scope for enjoyment. Anyone hoping for Amiga-style Kick Off thrills had bet-

ter wait for the real thing rather than suffer the disappointment of Tecmo
World Cup '92.

UP FOR THE CUP
option. Select this and you are whisked into the

world's premiere football tournament to play as

one of 24 teams, which range in stature from

the mighty Brazil to the lowly Algeria.

As you would expect you are first placed into a

random group for the first round. Two teams

from each of these groups go forward to the

second round and from here the tournament

becomes a series of knockout games.

They don’t call this Tecmo World Cup for

nothing. Along with the standard one and

two-player modes, there is also a World Cup

P-R tSfj - f\NY—BU-T-T-QN

—

A REMATCH AT LAST. WE HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN THE 1 986 QUARTER

FINAL YET.

TUJO-PLAYER NODE
Tecmo World Cup allows two players to face each other

in a one-off friendly match but only one player can par-

ticipate in the World Cup. The two player mode does

add a little to the enjoyment of the game although most

of the same one-player criticisms apply.

WORLD CUP
ITALIA *90

PRICE: £34.99

BY: SEGA
Currently, this is the only other
AAegadrive footy game, which
has a good 2-player mode, but
is ridiculously easy to beat in

single player mode.

THANKS!

Thanks to Console Concepts (0782 712759) for lending us this game used in the review. ©

FOOTBALL FOR THE LOBOTOMISED.
HOLD ON FOR THE NEXT FOOTBALL
CAME — IT CAN'T BE MUCH WORSE

THAN THIS.
©
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BY PALSOFT

PRICE: IMPORT

FORMAT: 8M-BIT ROM
PLAYERS: I

GAME TYPE: SHOOTING

A curse has stricken the land (as curses are wont to do) with
result that the mouldy dead are rising from their graves, and all

sorts of other supernatural monsters are terrorising honest citizens

in their own homes. But there is one mortal exorcist-warrior

whose name strikes terror into the pustulent, slimy hearts of the
undead, Leon.

CONTINUES: 3

SKILL SETTINGS: 3

RESPONSE: GOOD

In the past, Leon has found that the

key to successful exorcism is to

have a large magic weapon and a
shield, then go for a stroll through
the haunted location shooting the

ectoplasm out of anythin g that
looks vaguely ghostly. Unfortunately, this mission consists of at least six

increasingly-eerie areas simply seething with spooks, demons and boss
monsters, so he'll need all his bogey-man blasting skills and the extra weapons hidden around the
place, just to stay alive!

reasure chests ’dotted thn

caskets contairfta new w
sot the casketgb ipkn

TOOLING UP

weaponry

one of your three life segments. Very

'
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)f one of your three life segments. Not
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period of invincibility. So brief
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fast he can run

y to that of aB of a delirious slug
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nds Leon temporarily
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The stage four bossis one of the toughest in

THE GAME. He HURLS EXPLODING FIREBALLS AT YOU.

THE SCENIC ROUTE

RUINS

DRA INCAVFROCK

than psatesco

SI ip*

1 - THE FOREST *

in the way of hazards. There's a
rock-creature at the end.
I

|

-

;< f . i *

2 - THE CEMETERY
ere are tombstones that release

sts when shot. After that a teleporting

izard appears to chuck lightening bolts at

Finally there's Death, who's a bit of a

pdsh-over really.

STAGE 3 - THE RlllNS
Not much Happens here, a few sliding walls

alii
1 a giant skeletal creature at the end of

level.
.

1
_

.

, 4,

- THE ROCK
rimstone and plenty of things to kill.

fd-leVel boss, but there's a gigantic

kfveb* ijjl

pop at ypu mid-way, then

flame column complete with arms that m

STAGE 5 - THE CAVE
Fa ling stalactites and exploding stalagmites start the level. A Dracula-esque

there's a rather large dragon to finish the stage.

sfAGE 6 - THE DRAIN
Dc wn the toilet for our hero, hut he's not alone. Alligators make up the bulk of thejpopulation, there's also a ship, com

pk ffe with cannons, which is a definite surprise in a sewer. Finally there's a sludge monster who tries, and more often

than not fails, to whip you with his tail.

MARK’S COMMENT
Undeadline is a bit of queer fish. There you

are, teetering on the threshold of bore-

dom, then something appears to drag

you back. Considering the limitations of

trying something new with the old verti-

cal scroller format, this is quite playable

and there are plenty of novel bosses and

a few decent special effects during the

stages to keep you interested. One black mark,

though, is the lack of restart points, you can go right to the end

of a stage only to be killed and sent back to the beginning with

no weapons! Individually the levels are easy to complete, and I

get the feeling that some people will go through this game like

a blow-torch through ice. There are plenty of better shoot 'em

ups on the market.

b ft

Rockman is your final adversary on stage one.

He's easilt zapped with the boomerang blades.



EXCELLENT ELFIN EXPERIENCE

It's a mild green fairy, although you can't

DO YOUR WASHING UP WITH THIS ONE.

Fairies ocassionally appear during a level,

and if Leon's smart he'll grab them and stick

them in his pocket. They may have no effect

at the time, but they award Leon experience
points which he can use to boost his stami-
na, magic power, dexterity or agility at the
end of the level. The good thing about this is

that it lets Leon do things like pick up
weapons and use them at full strength
straight away.

What this means is that, although you don't have to do the levels in

order, it's as well to complete the easier ones first so that Leon is suffi-

ciently strengthened to take on the tougher ones.

|

Shooting a chest too many times creates a diamond. It's worti
PLENTY OF POINTS, BUT YOU CAN'T KILL ANYTHING WITH IT.

SCORE
0096600
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Fairies don't hang around for ever, Leon has to be quick or they'll flutter away. Unfortunately they choose very
\
INOPPORTUNE MOMENTS TO APPEAR, LIKE WHEN LEON'S FACING OFF AGAINST A ZOMBIE HORDE.
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PRESENTATION

A FEW OPTIONS AND AN
ATTRACTIVE LEVEL SELECT

SCREEN.

©

©

©

GRAPHICS

GENERALLY AVERAGE, BUT WITH
SOME NICE BOSSES AND
EXCELLENT EFFECTS.

:

©

SOUND

ZAPS AND BANGS, AND A BOG-
STANDARD, WAILING

SOUNDTRACK.

©

©

©

©

©

SHORTTERM PLAV

PLAYABLE, BUT A COUPLE OF
PROBLEMS LEAD TO FUSTRATION.

LONG TERM PLAV
e
COMPLETING TOE LEVELS SEPARATELY
ISN’TTOO TOUGH, BUT FINISHING TOE

GAME SHOULDTAKEA WHILE.

©

©

©

0

©

€5

©

©

©

I

MEGATECH RATING

©

FAIRLY PLAYABLE SHOOT ‘EM UP
WITH A FEW EXTRAS TO TART UP

THE RUN-OF-THE MILL. ©
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For your PHOTO & VIDEO Best Buys

BE A SMART
BUYER

Thinking of buying a camera

or camcorder? Don’t make
costly mistakes. Read

Buying Cameras first.

• Each month Buying Cameras tells you what

to buy and how much to pay. It cuts through

the jargon and gives easy to understand advice

to help you make the right choice.

• Each month Buying Cameras features the

world’s biggest buyers guide. It gives full

details and prices of EVERY popular camera,

camcorder and lens.

• BUYING CAMERAS MAGAZINE

—

IF YOU WANT OUR ADVICE,

BUY IT!

rDI5zLL-5zl-cTl(P
CHEATS, TIPS AND GAME SOLUTIONS

CHEATS GALORE
0891 101 234

CONSOLE HOTLINE
0891 445 990

CONSOLE CHEATS AND TIPS

0891 445 991

SEGA CHEATS AND TIPS

0891 445 933
NINTENDO CHEATS AND TIPS

0891 445 913
SONIC AND QUACKSHOT HELPLINE

0891 866 001

SHADOW OF THE BEAST HELPLINE
0891 442 022

HEROES ON THE LANCE HELPLINE
0891 442 025

THE IMMORTAL HELPLINE
0891 445 928

COMPUTER FUNLINE
0891 299 399

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON ALL OUR OTHER
HELPLINES, RING
0891 44£ 904

ALL SERVICES UPDATED WEEKLY

PR0PIET0R:- JACQUELINE WRIGHT P.0, BOX 54, SOUTHWEST MANCHESTER M15 4LS

CALLS COST 36P A MIN AT 'CHEAP' RATE AND 48P A MIN AT ALL OTHER TIMES.

PRINT, IS IT PROPER?
Most advertisements are perfectly proper.

A few are not.

The Advertising Standards Authority not only

monitors over 850 advertisements every month, it ensures

compliance with the rules In the strict Code of Advertising

Practice.

So when you question an advertiser, they have to

answer to us.

Tb find out more about the role of the

ASA, please write to the address below.

Advertising Standards Authority,

Department X, Brook House, Torringlon

Place, London WC1E7HN.

This space la donated la the Interests or high standards In advertisements.



in guns and bombs. On each level there are ten mutant guardians
which Opa Opa has to obliterate before their boss makes an appear-
ance and when he's been disintegrated into his component molecules
Opa advances to the next stage. Fairly standard stuff there, eh?

The fluffy world of small space-ship being, Opa Opa, is under siege
by an alien power who are kidnapping cuddly flora and fauna and
converting them into psychotic sabre-toothed things with bad breath.
Only Opa Opa can drive back the invasion forces from the borders of
the Fantasy Zone and only Megadrive players who buy this game can
help him.

This is a conversion of an ancient
Sega blast which appeared in

British arcades many years ago. In

it, you get to fly Opa Opa across

two-way scrolling levels, destroy-
ing his mutant foes with his built-

WEAPONS
'

48

Every disintegration earns Opa Op.
coin and once you've collected a
able stack of cash, keep an eye out fpr

the SHOP balloon. It floats onto the
screen at the start of the level but you
must catch it quickly because if it

drifts away you won't see it again
until the next stage!

j tT iroL
Catch the balloon and a giant scrolling

sales counter appears. There are four
categories of goodies available: prima-
ry weapons (which replace Opa Opa's
standard twin cannon), secondary
weapons (to use instead of bombs),
special weapons (for use once only)
and engine parts (to increase Opa
Opa’s speed). There is also some
equipment for use in special locations,

namely the rubber boots and the
super lights (for use in the dark on lev-

el four).

Once you've tooled up and decided
which of the weapons to use it's back
to the action. Once a special weapon
has been used up a SEL (select) bal-

loon* appears. Catch it and you can
arm Opa Opa with something else
from his stash.!

<aS§3>
BIG
*

w™si0
JET
ENGINE

!
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TURBO

Make sure you visit the weapon shops, or it'll

BE A BRIEF ENCOUNTER WITH THIS BOSS.

imp rnmifj'Rpi —
short: Efi«.nn

TWIN
*

BOM
ll„

The creatures you have to destroy don't look
PARTICULARLY OFFENSIVE AND RARELY ATTACK.

<fXf-

^mSSSSlS,
Big lasers and large bombs are the key to

SUCCESS. POWER-UP AND VERY LITTLE CAN TOUCH YOU.
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THE PUMPKIN GUARDIAN MAY LOOK DUMB, BUT IT

TAKES A HELL OF LOT TO KILL HIM.
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As A RULE OF THE THUMB, THE DEARER A WEAPON IS THE MORE
EFFECTIVE IT IS. YOU HAVE TO BE FRUGAL WHEN IT COMES TO ARMING
UP. FRONT FIRING WEAPONS ARE USUALLY THE WISEST PURCHASE. IF YOU
HAVE MORE THAN ONE WEAPON OR SPECIAL YOU HAVE TO SELECT WHICH
ONES YOU'RE GOING TO USE. SPECIAL WEAPONS CAN ONLY BE USED ONCE,

SO IT MAKES SENSE TO STOCKPILE THEM IF YOU HAVE ENOUGH CASH.



MARK’S COMMENT
Arghh! This is a real let down. The game starts full of promise, hitting you

with an instant overdose of cuteness, but it soon degenerates into a

decidedly average game. It lacks action. It’s tough, but the game

drags on in a very laid back manner. The passive graphics are equally

laid back, and do nothing to inspire the natural predatory streak

most shoot 'em up players harbour. This is definitly the best version

of Fantasy Zone, although I found the Master System version quite

tedious. Even the youngest games players demand something extra

these days, and Super Fantasy Zone just doesn't deliver.

CARTRIDGE

METAMORPHOSIS

raf •f"
^iK-7 TVV.V-V-'J fjffl

Sunsoft seem to

have a thing about

small boxes for

their Megadrive
games. They put

Japanese copies of

Batman in an

unusual mini-pack

and Super Fantasy
You’ll need a converter to run this if you

don't own a jap Megadrive.

Zone comes similarly packaged.

More important than this (from the point of view

of British players) is the strange shape of the SFZ

cartridge, unlike most Japanese games it has

square sides instead of round ones. So if you

plumped for the warranty-invalidating, cartridge-

slot carve-up conversion process for your official

Megadrive, you’ll either need to get the hack-saw

out again or play it safe and buy a cartridge con-

verter before you can play this game. Of course,

Jap Megadrive owners have no such problems.

Flonestly, as if things weren’t complicated

enough.

PAUL’S
COMMENT

While Super

Fantasy Zone’s

graphics and

plot are

quite unusu-

al, the action

is pretty stan-

dard stuff. It’s

playable enough

and on the whole it’s a polished

product, but ultimately it has no

more thrills than any other

Megadrive shoot ’em up. In it’s

favour, I have to say that it’s the

best version of Fantasy Zone I’ve

played, with just the right control

response, the best music, the most

extra weapons and the smartest

graphics, so I suppose if you were

ever a fan of the Master System

version this is a game you should

look out for. The rest of you aren't

missing much, though.

THAHKS!
Thanks to Console
Concepts (0782 712759)

for the loan of the car-

tridge used in this

review.

SUPER
FANTASY r
ZONE ©:@
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PRESENTATION

©80%
THE STANDARD OPTIONS AND AN

ATTRACTIVE, THOUGH
UNINTELLIGIBLE, CARTOON INTRO. ,

GRAPHICS
© 79%
RATHER MASTER SYSTEM—LIKE,

BUT WELL ANIMATED AND
COLOURFUL

SOUND
© 85%
SOME EXCELLENT TUNES AND

JOLLY SOUND EFFECTS.

SHORTTERM PLAY

©80%
EASY TO GET INTO, AND GOOD

FUN FOR A WHILE.
i

LONG TERM PLAY

©62%
RATHER REPETITIVE AND NOT
TOO DIFFICULT TO BEAT. ©

MEGATECH RATING

70%
LOOKS WEIRD BUT IS ACTUALLY

VERY ORDINARY.
49



Earnest Evans, freelance treasure hunter and Indiana Jones imperson-
ator, is off to Mexico on a quest for adventure, riches and possibly
women too. Little does he know as he begins his adventure, that this
journey is going to take him from the platform landscapes of Mexico
to Peru, thence to Europe, America and Mongolia!

In a Peruvian mountain temple he
comes across Annette (otherwise
known as El Viento from the game of
the same name), and a blue-haired vil-

lain with a magic book. The book, it

appears, unlocks various cosmic mys-
teries which could turn any blue-
haired villain into the master of the

world, if not the universe, so Earnest considers it a top priority to secure it from his clutches and restore
it to its rightful place (propping up the dodgy leg on his kitchen table, mayhaps).

BY WOLF TEAM
PRICE: IMPORT

FORMAT: CD-ROM

PLAYERS: I

GAME TYPE: PLATFORM

CONTINUES: 5

SKILL SETTINGS: I

RESPONSE: OK

He climbs!

He takes his plane off from the back of a train

IN THE MOST UNLIKELY FASHION!

He somersaults!

With Annette in tow, he has to swing around six international locales, whipping away all sorts of mon-
sters which The Blue-Haired Man has released from the underworld, as well as members of his nefarious
gang!

ACTION HAN-UJITH GRIPPING HANDS!
Mr Evans is without doubt
the most loose-limbed and
mobile of Megadrive charac-

ters. Instead of being the
usual single sprite, Ernie's

made up of no less than
nine (!), one fof his head
and torso and two for each
of his limbs. This multi-
jointed articulation makes
him a very versatile bloke,
but the programmers didn't

quite get it right because he
ends up looking like a lanky,

gangling sort of adventurer,

who runs in Six Million
Dollar Man-style slow
motion.

Still, these are just a few of

the actions Earnest Evans
gets up to in the game.

He STANDS ON TOP OF CARS AND SURVIVES 90MPH
COLLISIONS WITH BRICK WALLS!



frj

LASHINGS OF FUH
Unlike Indiana Jones, Earnest doesn't have
to go all the way through his adventure
armed only with a whip (which looks rather

like a string of sausages actually). At vari-

ous locations, he comes across different

weapons, though most of them are simply

variations on the whip theme. The mace is

probably the most powerful of the other

weapons, although there is a special magic
hat (!) hidden in a cave in Peru which turps

your ordinary leather lash into a devastat-

ing whip of flame!

HI SCORE 008
SCORE 000

167960 LIFE
153940 WE APCimED-307

WUKBSKsMFfjfi r

:

. Find the fire-whip and you keep it for a whole*SrfQ&.CUC: ' WHOO!LEVEL:
1 WH00!

For some obscure reason you only get a limited amount of swings with the mace, bad

workmanship wethinks.

Boy oh boy! Earnest

Evans has the best

cartoon-type scene

setting bits yet seen in a
Mega-CD game. Alas, all

the speech in this imported
version of the game is in Jap,

but the animated graphics are

impressive

We join the story at the end of the

Peruvian level, in which Earnest

comes across the lovely Annette (who
also happens to be the heroine in El

Viento).



OFFICIAL RELEASE DATE
If it's the Japanese-ness of Earnest Evans that puts you off, take comfort from the fact that

Earnest Evans should appear as one of the first officially released Mega-CD games in

October. This version will, of course, work on official Mega-CD systems and the voices will

all be English (well, American, probably). Interestingly enough, Sega also plan to release a

slightly cut-down cartridge version of Earnest Evans at about the same time.

HI SCORE 0006
SCORE 00064040

The purple skulls (yes that's what they are),

j

put Mega-CD sprite scaling to good effect.

THANKS!

Thanks to Console Concepts (0782 712759) for lending us the Earnest Evans CD used for
this REVIEW.

i
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PRESENTATION
s

MINIMAL OPTIONS BUT
EXCELLENT ANIMATED CUT

SCREENS.

GRAPHICS
8

LOTS OF VARIETY, BUT THE
ANIMATION ON SOME SPRITES

LOOK VERY SILLY.

souNn
8

HOPELESS EFFECTS DROWNED
OUT BY SMART CD TRACKS.

SHORTTERM PLAY
©i <s

SOME GOOD IDEAS IN THE
GAMEPLAY, BUT THE DODGY
SPRITEWORK IS ANNOYING.

LONG TERM PLAV

8
THE GREATEST CHALLENGE IS

PUTTING UP WITH ALL THE FAULTS
LONG ENOUGH TO FINISH THE GAME.

MEGATECH RATING

SOME INTERESTING IDEASWONT SAVE
EARNEST EVANS FROM BEING ANOTHER

MEGA—CD DISAPPOINTMENT.
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Life has been kind to Toki - until now. There he was, enjoying a nice

picnic in a field with his luvly lady friend when up pops the magic

castle of Evil Necromancer, Stark. Stark, being a rather ugly bloke

who wears a strange insect-head mask, has never found the perfect

mate, so he decides to take this golden opportunity to kidnap Toki's

woman for a bit of wicked-way-having. Now Toki is no cowardly

milk-sop of a bloke, but just as he's about to plant one on Stark,

Stark transforms him into a rather unattractive monkey and vanish-

es!

By this time Toki is really angry, so

even though he is confined to ape
form, he heads off after Stark and

retrieve his girlfriend and his human form. Nine levels of platform adven-

ture lie before him, each split into several sub-stages full of disagreeable

monsters and devilish traps. Luckily, Toki's primitive physique has

improved Toki's running, jumping and climbing abilities and his new mon-
key mouth allows him to spit gobbets of fiery acid at his foes to get them
out of his way.

BY SEGA

RESPONSE: OK

CONPARISOHCOIN-

PLflyER 1
530

T I ME
S: 56

Toki can angle his gob-attacks, which is useful for attacking flying objects.

Unfortunately his special weapons only last for a limited time.

Arcade players will notice that Toki has undergone

some gameplay restructuring in the translation to the

Megadrive. Most noticeably, the levels are broken up

into different stages with a boss at the end of the last

stage and there are even a couple of new levels (such

as level two, which is set in a canyon). All of the pow-
er-ups are in there, though for some reason Toki is no

longer equipped with an American Football helmet

when he becomes invincible and simply flashes for a

while. Ho PLflyER 1 T I ME TOKI FOOD
60010 7:55 1 1 31

Vine climbing and disintegrating platforms cause our FURRY FRIEND GRIEF. He CAN SURVIVE

LONG DROPS THOUGH, WHICH IS SOME BENEFIT.

*t'. rt.
:
*£,. et.j,: Ir

PLflyER 1 TIME (cel TOKI FOOD
42210 9=19 ES lO 41

Not all the levels are horizontally scrolling. This one, for instance, scrolls up and sets a

NUMBER OF PLATFORM-CONNECTED PROBLEMS FOR THE CHIMP TO SOLVE.



GIBBON GOBBIN'

PLRifEI? I TIME 22 TOKI FOOD
8!>?90 9!5S 8S IS OS

A DEVASTATING WEAPON WHICH CAN BE FIRED

CONTINUOUSLY BY HOLDING THE FIRE BUTTON

PLHVER 1 TIME 792 TOKI FOOD
IITOO SibY SQB U9 21

3-way is probably the most useful weapon in

\

THE GAME

Not only can Toki spit his way to
victory, he can upgrade his saliva

glands to fire even more exotic

expectorations, and these are the
icons that help him do it.

BOUNCING BLOBS - Rapid fire bullets which
rebound off walls and floor.

BIG BLOBS - Powerful projectiles which can
destroy any obstacle, including walls!

FIERY BREATH - A short-range weapon, but
one of the most deadly.

3-WAY BLOBS - Fires a spread of shots,

perfect for zapping flying monsters.

WAVE O' BLOBS - Shoots a spiralling pair of

blobs, for double-strength spit-power.

A TRAINERS - Provides a brief period of boosted running and
jumping power.

^ INVINCIBILITY - Let's Toki run through obstacles andV monsters without a scratch.

0 POWER UP BLOBS-Rapid-fire small blobs, but leave it

power up and it releases a single Big Blob.

APE ACTION!

STRRK ’ S HflCH I ME

:

PLflyER 1 T I ME52420 9:56

Collecting a monkey head earns Toki and
-EXTRA LIFE.

Destroy Stark's machine by blowing away the fire-breathing heads that line the sides.

*



EASY OR UJHAT?
Toki has one of the most tweakable difficulty levels of

any Megadrive game. From the options screen you

can equip your primate pal with up to nine lives and

seven continues, select one of four difficulty levels

(easy, normal, hard and hardest - the latter two are

extremely tough) and set the scores at which extra

lives are awarded. If you want to get the most out of

this game we recommend you don't use the easy set-

ting, or you'll be able to complete the game in one

sitting.

FOOIiR I
;-7feoOPTION MENU

PLflVERS • 3
DIFFICULTY EflSy
EXTENDED PLRY VOOO/EMERY

,

CONT I HUES V
CONTROL POP

MUSIC
S- E-
MOICE

JUMP
SHOT
JUMP

Ouch, Toki's had his monkey-ass

WELL AND TRULY DUSTED.,

EXIT PRESS START BUTTON
Eye eye. Toki had better watch our, it's level

FOUR BOSS.

Options calore. You'll need all the lives you can get when the game's set on hard level.
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TOKI FOOD

For his next trick he'll swallow a

STAINLESS STEEL SWORD.

PLACER r i tit;
3 : 5373850

IAssaulted by a wave of primates, Toki's only hope is to attack Primate, their boss

AND CHOREOGRAPHER. 1 X’fOQO

The eat monkey brains in some countries, here

THEY COME READY-COOKED.

OFFICIAL RELEASE
If the official UK version of Toki isn't already on the shelves as you read this, it soon will

be. Sega are due to be shipping the real thing some time in March.

THANKS!

Thanks to Console Concepts (0782 712759 ) for lending us the Toki cartridge used for this
review.

LONG TERM PLAY

SHOULD LAST QUITE A WHILE AS
LONG YOU DON’T PLAY ON EASY

LEVEL.

©

©

MEGATECH RATING
©

©
NOT A STRAIGHT CONVERSION,
BUT A DECENT PLATFORM
SHOOTER NONETHELESS.
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Once again it's that time of

the mag when we stop

telling you which games you
should be buying and start

telling you what you should

be doing with the ones
you'ue already got.

Technique Zone is the place

for hot Megadriue cheats,

and boy, do we haue some
tasty ones this month. How
about a complete walk-
through guide to all the

tricky bits in Quackshot and
the final part of The
Immortal Hyper Technique
Zone guide?

If you reckon you can come
up with information of this

calibre, write it down and
send it in to Technique Zone,

MegaTech, Priory Court, 30-

32 Farringdon Lane, London,

EC1R 3flU.

Fancy a preuiew of the con-

tents of next month's
Technique Zone? You could

do worse than call our

Technique Zone telephone
line on 0839 500 807. Calls

are charged at 36p per
minute off-peak and 48p per

minute at all other times. If

you don't pay the 'phone
bill, please get the permis-

sion of whoeuer does before

you dial.

KTOH
LUNG THUNDER 2

TZ: 1/16 PASSWORDS
Someone called Bob has supplied us with the full set of Rolling Thunder 2

codes to help out you frustrated Albatrosses (and Leilas of course). Co to

the password entry screen and input the following cryptic messages.

«©-*l5! t A**ai ,

CURIOUS F I GH TER
D I G I TAL ISOTOPE
LOGICAL LEOPARD
MAGICAL MACK INE
NATURAL NUCLEUS
PRIVATE PROGRAM
ROLL ING RA INBOW
SLENDER

*i rxr.

THUNDER
-*f r.ff

-

BLASTED
CREATED
DESIRED
ELECTED
LEARNED
MUFFLED

TARGET
|

-r r.f.r.
1

rar~jr~i -

Outlandish phrases abound!

LEVEL CODE

IB A ROLLING PROGRAM SMASHED THE GENIUS

2 A MAGICAL THUNDER LEARNED THE SECRET

2B A CURIOUS RAINBOW LEARNED THE FUTURE
3 A NATURAL FIGHTER CREATED THE GENIUS

3B A MAGICAL ISOTOPE BLASTED THE DEVICE

4 A ROLLING NUCLEUS SMASHED THE NEURON
4B A PRIVATE LEOPARD PUNCHED THE NEURON
5 A CURIOUS PROGRAM PUNCHED THE POWDER
5B A SLENDER FIGHTER ELECTED THE GENIUS

6 A LOGICAL LEOPARD BLASTED THE SECRET

6B A DIGITAL RAINBOW MUFFLED THE SECRET

7 A PRIVATE ISOTOPE DESIRED THE TARGET

7B A LOGICAL THUNDER SMASHED THE POWDER
8 A NATURAL RAINBOW ELECTED THE FUTURE

8B A ROLLING MACHINE DESIRED THE FUTURE

9 A MAGICAL MACHINE MUFFLED THE KILLER

9B A SLENDER NUCLEUS BLASTED THE TARGET

10 A DIGITAL NUCLEUS PUNCHED THE DEVICE

10B A CURIOUS ISOTOPE CREATED THE KILLER

11 A PRIVATE THUNDER CREATED THE POWDER
11B A NATURAL PROGRAM DESIRED THE NEURON



’EEDBALL 2
Z: 2/16 PASSWORDS

Here's a couple of top quality cheats which were sent

to us from Paul Nightingale of Jersey.

The mysterious, yet skillful. Bob provided this handy
code to get you to division one.

LCLI CWAf 06XE ya3q
2bSt -isl gCVC MQMQ

SONIC THE
TZ: 4/16

HEDGHOG

OLLECT THE ITEMS IN THIS ORDER FOR INVINCIBILITY. IT WEARS OFF ON THE LAST LEVEL THOUGH.

Jonathan Mood and Kevin Nixon sent in this tip for

El Hedgehog which is a bit old, but we’re being
charitable.

On Act 3 of the Green Hill Zone there's a wall you
can break through by running up to it, holding
DOWN on the joypad and rolling into it. Once inside

you should find yourself in one of Sonic's many hid-

den treasure rooms, surrounded by loads of juicy

bonus items which you would never otherwise see.

Richard Coley of Birmingham was also one of many
who discovered that there's a similarly secret room
in Act 2. Collect the turbo trainers and keep going
until you hit a wall. Spin and you'll break through
into a room with 20 rings and a shield.

Firstly, to make Robocod invincible, start the game and
run right. On top of the first roof are five objects

which would ordinarily just give you points. Get up
onto the roof beside them and collect them in this

order: Cake, Hammer, Earth (ie the globe), Apple and
Tap. The eagle-eyed amongst you will have noticed

that the initial letters of those objects spell the word
CHEAT which is appropriate because Mr Cod is now
empowered with a very long-lasting shield.

For the second
part of this cheat,

drop down off

the roof, head
right and enter
the first door.
Once inside, go
left, collect the
star and leave. If

you now do a bit

of exploring
around the out-

side of the facto-

ry you should
find that all of
the doors are
now unlocked!
Hurrah!

ru



UPER MASTERS NOW THE
SOPER MASTERS
WILL START.
THE PRIZES FOR
THE WINNER
ARE SHOWN.

2ND
3RD
MTU
5TU
BTM
7TM
©Tit

©Til
i Tii
2TH
3TH
MTU
TSTH
Pi H

I©©©©©
7 © © © ©
5 6 © © ©
35 ©©©
2 5 © © ©
2 © © G ©
1 5 © © ©
12©G©
1 © © © ©
© © © ©
7 © © ©
r. © © ©
5©©©
M©©©
,1©©©

TOTAL 5?mm
The bears may not have made the Superbowl this year, but they can always cheat and use

THIS CODE.

CREDIT
$2800

DIABLO 1000
150 HP 450 LBS

The Diablo, the fastest bike in the came.

PRICE
425000

How about a free trip to the Sega Bowl finals in Joe
Montana, courtesy of Noel Morley from Cheshire.

Get to level four with loads of cash and the best bike,

the Diablo, using this delicious password sent in from
the sumptuous residence of Matthew Southworth in

Blackburn.

21111 05TO

1st Round Miami v Pittsburgh OEKR50BIY
2nd Round Miami v LA Raiders OEKS505CIY
Sega Bowl Miami v New York Giants OEKT505GIY

K*

.4
- *• P *

07

RNOLD PALMER'S
GOLF
TZ: 5/16 PASSWORD

^ JOHN MADDEN '92

TZ: 6/16 PASSWORD

Yet another code for this jolly golfing extravaganza,
this one supplied by Craig Sigley of Luton. Craig reck-

ons that this password takes you to the last round of

the Super Masters' tour with enough money to be
declared world champion, even if you lose! Craig rec-

ommends that once the round is over you sit back and
watch the beautiful end sequence.

F0zp5uY4PgURLz8mt

OAD RASH
7/16 PASSWO

The exceedingly strange Sam Sylvester sent in this

password on the back of a Peanuts envelope along
with a bizarre message which we can't print for fear of

libel actions. Anyway, the code gets you into a
Superbowl with you playing as Chicago against
Indianapolis.

BTLM 7Z2K

Joe Montana II

TZ: 8/16 PASSWORDS



OUT RUN
TZ: 9/16 DISPLAY

Chingford's own Steven Cain put the willies right up us

by threatening never to buy MegaTech (or MEAN
MACHINES or Computer and Video Games) again if we
didn't print his tips so here's the first, which displays

an alternative ending to this ropey racer. All you have
to do is get onto the high score table and enter the

word ENDING, then press START. Now sit back and
savour the thrills as they happen.

F-22 INTERCEPTOR
TZ: 10/16 PASSWORD

More top Steven Cain info here. Passwords for all five

missions so that you only have to complete the very

last stage of each one.

USA campaign
Korean campaign
Iraqi campaign
Russian campaign
Aces' challenge

6PGE202
BI0F8P
GTGE8V
KSQGIV
MH01K1
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KEY ^ TO GO TO O CAVE § DOESN'T EXIST

If you're still having trouble with the maze in the alien

spaceship on level 8, here’s a handy map from the pencil

of an anonymous tipster. Just follow the routes shown
and you'll have no trouble.

Provided you stick to the route shown, you should
encounter less resistance than on the other paths, Save

you smart bombs for the end of the level, as you're going

to need them. A second player also comes in handy to

draw the aliens away from you.

HUil'Wi

Use player two to draw the aliens' fire while you zap them.



MERCS^ TZ: 14/16 HIDDEN BONUSES

After having his Mercs tip printed last month, Stephen
Worthy has sent in a few more, showing the way to three

sets of well-hidden weapons crates in the Original game.

On the level with the pontoon bridges you should come
across two on the right of the screen, one of which is

incomplete. Take that one and you should find you can walk
across it to reach a stack of otherwise unreachable goodies.

In one of the swamps there is a passage to the right which
slopes down the screen. Follow it down to reach some
crates.

In the level set in the town watch out for a truck firing gas

missiles next to a passage on the left of the screen. Co left,

shoot the barricade and you should find a gas mask.

HELIOS
TZ: 15/16
EXTRA CREDITS

CHAPTEK 1

THE DEVIL IK DELOS

ft CREDIT O
Check it out, nine credits. What more could you want?

Roy "The Boy” Almey of Leicester sent in

this choice cheat which provides Apollo

with nine continues instead of the usual

three. Start the game and when this

screen appears quickly press C, A, B, A,

C, A, B, A. Hurrah!

DEVIL CRASH
TZ: 16/16 HIDDEN OPTIONS

Roy Almey returns with

a couple of cheats for

Tecnosoft's top pinball

game.

A few extra balls always
come in handy so enter

DEVILCRASH as a pass-

word to start the game
with seven.

If hidden options screens

are more your cup of

tea, try holding down A,

B, C and START on the
title screen.

nj
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Judging by our

overflowing

Helpline post

bag, it seems

that Donald

meanderings

have left many

people stranded

So to solve

everyone's fowl

type problems

once and for all,

here's the

Get to the ruins, return to Duckburg and get the hero key from

The Adventurer. There are no major hazards to speak of. You'll

find Goofy right at the end.

Use Gyro’s bubble gum gun to zap the walls. On the section with

the large ghost you’ll come across an indestructible pink brick.

Jump on it to get to the next part of the level.

THE INDIAN
MAZE
The Maharaja has offered you a Sphinx tear if you can defeat the

tiger. Beating it isn’t the problem though, finding it is. There are

many routes through the maze, and here's the quickest.

Room I
- Drop down the left side of the screen and take the sec-

ond door

Room 5 - Take the first door (the one above the chicken).

Room 4 - Shoot the snake charmer and climb up the right wall.

Go through the first door.

Room 2 - Go left and jump over the first door. Climb the wall

and take the first door you come across.

Room 6 - Ignore the first few doors. Waddle right until you get to

get to a passage. Halfway down there’s a a hole in the ceiling,

which leads to the exit.

Use the Sphinx’s tear to open the door. There’s a secret passage

in the ceiling above the ladder which is by the spikes. Use the

plungers to climb up. Apart from giving you some bonuses, this

route also cuts out a tough part of the level. Climb up the cham-

ber’s left wall to find another ceiling-passage.

Keep going right, and when you get to the chamber with the four

icons in the floor, you have to jump off of them in this order:

sun (left block), moon (right block) and star (next to the moon)

this stops the ceiling descending and turning Donald into Duck

pate, (this was the most common enquiry we had, and if anyone

had bothered to read the letter that Goofy gave you you’d have

found the solution). Get the staff of Ra and you’re ready to go to

the Long Ship.

THE LONGSHIP
Keep going until you reach the pulleys. There’s an extra life on

the rope just past the bottom one. Take the lower pulley and you

should transported pretty near to the captain. To get the trap

door key go to the south pole and you’ll find it encased in a block

of ice. Stand over it and use the staff of Ra to melt the ice.

Once inside the ship you’ll come to a seemingly impassible wall of

barrels. Jump up and push in the direction of the wall and you

should enter a hidden passage. If you do this on the left side you’ll

find some cash bags. Go through the door to find the Ghost Boss.



ROLE
Go to the cliff just past where you found the key, shoot a green

plunger at the passing bird and jump up to hitch a lift. Watch out

for the killer whales who jump up between the ice blocks. You

can fall through the blue blocks at the end of the level. The pur-

ple blocks are indestructible, but the blue ones can be destroyed

with the bubble gum. The diary is hidden inside a block in the far

left of the level.

Use the green plunger to catch a bird so you can cross the

chasm. The floating platforms shouldn’t cause you too many
problems, except for the last one that is, here you have to fire a

plunger at the wall and jump on that first, as the distance

between platform and solid ground too great for any duck to

leap.

The vines are the main hazard, don’t hang on them for too long

and the swordsman at the end of the level is a bit of a pig to get

past. The jewels are stowed in a statue at the end of the level.

H

THE TIGER
To beat this fat, fire breathing excuse of an ani-

mal, fire a plunger at the wall opposite the tiger,

jump on it and shoot the tiger’s head when he

leaps. Should he take to one of the upper plat-

forms, stand underneath him so he can’t hit you.

DRACULA
By this time you should have amassed a fair

amount of popcorn, this is the place to use it.

Wait until Drac opens his cape and releases his

bats then fire. You should have no problem beat-

ing him.

THE DUCK GANG BOSS
To beat this guy you have to stand on the right-

hand platform, fire a shot off at his head, then

sprint to the far left of the screen. When the

boss comes pile-driving for you, slide past him and

repeat the process.

THE VIKING GHOST
Tap the jump button and shoot him in the head.

When he re-forms, duck, turn around and do it

again. Keep this going and he won't have time to

throw his axe at you.

THE SWORDSMAN
Shoot a plunger at the wall and stand on it to

avoid the rocks. Jump off and fire on at the

swordsman before he recovers his weapon. Nip

over to the other side of the screen and do it

again. This is the only way to beat him.
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BEHOLD!
Hyper
Technique
Zone presents
the second
half of the LEUEL 5

W

UA

mystically
excellent
playing guide
to Electronic
Arts' The
Immortal.
Herein we
reveal the
step-by-step
solutions to
levels five, six
and seven of
the Labyrinth
of Eternity
AIMD a guide
to finishing
the final stage
of the game
without being
incinerated by
the dragon.
This is the
most testing
part of the
game, but
with these tips
you have
absolutely no
excuses for
cocking it up.

As you climb down the ladder you're greeted by a Goblin, but in-

stead of clobbering, you with nis mace he invites you next door
to meet his chief who gives you a special mission to complete on
level seven. There are some nasty Trolls to watch out for later
on, but your worst problem is The Worm Room... AAAAAIIIEE!!!

You will find...

1 Flying lizard egg
2 Shrink potion
3 Bottle of water
4 150 gold pieces
5 Fireball spell book
6 A note .

7 Worm sensor I

8 Door key I

THE SENSOR ROOM
This is one of the game's
toughest trials, but this map
should make it quite easy.

Activate the sensor and use

it to help you follow the
route shown. Don't hang
around, though, as the sen-

sor only works for a short

time.
More slime! Hurry through,

and as you go the egg
you're carrying will hatch.

Dodge the slime and when
you're in the clear, drop the

bait to attract the new-born
flying lizard. When it has

landed, pick up the bait

again and head for the tri-

angle at the end of the
room. Drop the bait on the

centre and the lizard will

land there, opening the
way down to the next
room. Have a rest

then go down
the ladder
and finish the



Merchant
& Potion

After the Goblin's spoken to you
grab the egg and leave.

Talk to the Goblin chief, then go
through the door at the bottom.

Buy the potion from the merchant
and go back through the door.

Water
Gold

Fireball Spell

Note
Worm Sensor

Key

When you return, go to the hole in

the wall at the top right, drink the

Shrink potion and go through.

Dodge around the Trolls to the
chest while you're still a mini-wiz-

ard. When you're back to full size,

open it and get the gold, the bot-

tle, the note and the sensor. Drink

the water from the bottle as soon
as possible, as this counteracts the

strength-sapping side effects of

the shrink potion. You will have to

fight at least one Troll before you
leave, but they're both easy any-

way. Exit at speed.

#)STEP
Read the spell

book and fire-

ball the two fly-

ing lizards. One
holds a key for

the door on the

left.



Alcohol

Chest:
Gold,
Lev.
Spell-

LEUEL SIX
Venomous spiders (big ones) inhabit level six and cob-
webs and egg-sacs are all over the place. The toughest
bit in this part of the labyrinth is tne Hall of Webs in

which many an adventurer has met his doom. Get
through it alive and the level is as good as beaten.

You will find...

1 80 gold pieces
2 Bottle of alcohol
3 Levitation spell

THE HALL OF WEBS

This is a bitch. Activate the levi-

tation spell as soon as you climb

off the ladder and head down
the right-hand side of the corri-

dor, dodging around the large

white balls which contain the

ravenous baby spiders. Inertia

makes the wizard difficult to

control, so take it easy on the

joypad and take your time.

When you reach the end of the

hall, climb up that ladder to get

the hell out.

Go up to the two holes and
when the spider’s legs appear in

one hole, go through the other

one. The wizard pauses before

he enters but keep the joypad

held down and he'll crawl

through.

Take a rest then leave through

the trapdoor.

Don’t go near the egg sacs!

Instead, walk around in front of

the big spider and when it rears

up run away or you'll be

webbed! As soon as it has fired,

run back at it and attack. Once
it's dead, go towards the ladder

on the right and exit.

the egg
ij# sacs, and

' don't try to
•

x . • v- •’ L u
|§ open the

-
•

- chest until

you've picked up the bottle of alcohol. Don't

drink it, pour it over the chest to kill the

creepy-crawlies inside, then you can open it up

to collect the gold and a levitation spell. Go



Dunric

Ulindoro

Well, if it isn't Ulindor, and he's

not so friendly this time. He's

not much of a fighter, though,

and once you've beaten him

you can have a rest before go-

ing down the trapdoor.

pm

Kill the troll, then talk to the dy-

ing Dunric. Give him his ring

and he'll give you three spells

which you'll need at the end of

the game.

LEUEL SEVEN
Aha! Plot revelations a-plenty on this level, plus you get
to meet the mysterious Dunric and the Norlac which is

the monster the Goblins want you to get rid of. This is

tricky!

You'll find...

1 Statue spellbook (six uses)
2 Magnetic hands spell
3 Sonic protection spell

> It

NORLAC’S LAIR

Defeating Norlac is very tricky.

\[-Z Paddle your barrel towards the
*"

*
sluice gate at the far end of the

canal, then when you've got his

attention, paddle back towards

the whirlpool as fast as you can.

Take the corners as tightly as possible, but if you hit the wall once,

he's got you. To destroy Norlac, you have to lead him into the

whirlpool by actually going down yourself! Luckily the wizard is

waterproof and the whirlpool is also the exit to the next level.

Hurrah! .
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Open the chest and get every-

thing, then down the ladder you

go.

Walk to the centre of the room

and wait for the floor to give

way.

—
----- |h Here he is! Mr Dragon! Select

l blink spells straight away
% i

, j§! then, when the dragon is about to

| »% ••'4
; t incinerate you (you'll know be-

|
' \ >’ || cause his head goes back), press A

| _—s—_

—

> 5 :; and you'll disappear, avoiding the

;

- - flames. You have to (to this six

times, but concentrate, because
ie dragon sometimes pauses between breaths just to try to catch

ou out,

After six breaths, the dragon pauses again. Its head goes back

once (it's inhaling for a really big flame), then when it goes back

again quickly select the fire protection spell. It's vital you time this

right because the spell only lasts three seconds. If you survive hold

up the amulet (don't read the runes).

Mordamir appears and speaks to you. As soon as he's said his

piece, select the statue spell. The second his lightning bolt leaves

the top of the screen, press A and it won't harm you. Mordamir fires

three of these, and after the third one you must select sonic protec-

tion immediately. After this, reselect the statue spell to protect your

self from the next two lightning bolts and the Grim Reaper, and

when Mordamir grabs the amulet, cast the magnetic hands spell to

,et it back. Now watch him get his just desserts... f

LEUEL EIGHT
The last level!

You'll find...

1 50 gold pieces
2 Fire protection spell
3 Blink spell (6 uses)

f*P;P

t



SUJORD OF VERMILLION
When I meet and defeat the final demon, a double headed monster

appears through the floor. It throws up an energy barrier when I move
in to thrash it, and kills me every time. How do I beat it. I've the best

weapons, and I'm coming close to busting the cartridge out of sheer

frustration as it has taken months of work to get this far.

MIKE CROWHURST, HULL

AXIS FZ

If you've got a problem and no one else can help,
unite to us and uie'll apply our joint God-like
geniuses to come up with the answer (if there is

|

one). This month we'ue an absolute deluge of
dilemmas, the best of which we'ue put into print.

There's even a few we couldn't answer! So if you
need a hand or think you can lend one to help
someone else out of their quandary, send your let-

ter to Helpline, MegaTech, 30-32 Farringdon Lane,
London, EC1R 3AU.

Are there any cheats for llns game? I got

it as a Christmas present, and I've been

struggling to gel anywhere since then

ANDREW BROWN, DORSET

Call up the configure screen
and set the A button for

option, B for select and C for

hhnd. Exit the screen and
press Reset straight away. Let

the demd run until level five

and you should be able to
control the robot from there.

OK, first make sure your hit points are at maximum. Keep your
distance and wait until the head that shoots at you touches the
ground, then hit it. Repeat this and you should come out on
tops, although you will lose quite a few hit points.

DICK TRACY
loads of trou

I can't get past

. Please print a ch

'AVIDSON, SALE

rry Phil, but to the best or

our knowledge there is no
cheat. Anyone want to try

and prove us wrong?

IT'S £.1**$

HAhLtS,
UE SENT Mf
AffES BIG

eors nmoi

OK*y. BRUHi
TALK/
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PHANTASY STAA III

I'm stuck on Phantasy Star III,

and was wondering if you could

help me? There's a boat near the

village in the Snow World, but I

can’t find anyone willing to take

me for a ride in it, do you know
who will?

Anyone got a tip for this game?

Also, do you know the location ||g|m t •»-

of the precious stone that lets you access the caves in the desert

world? Finally, do you know where the weather changer is?

SANDRO ZANCANI, CANTERBURY

AIR DIUER

SPIDERMAN

ASSAULT SUIT LEYHOS

Off the top of our heads we can't remember how to

trash that guy, but maybe these cheats will help you
find the answer yourself. To become invincible, press

start on the second controller when the game begins,

or to get all the weapons you have to score exactly

2800 points on level one. Do this by shooting only

the boss.

Whoops! Here's another one that's got us stumped! To tell

you the truth Sandro, we found PS III a bit boring, er, so

we, er, don't actually know. Anyone who does, write in to

Helpline and we'll print your answer.

Help! The aliens are

running riot over

the Earth following

my dismal piloting

efforts. Do you have

any cheats that

might help me save

the civilised world?

DAVID SPARKS,
CHICHESTER

On the mission
select screen,

place the cursor on a blank piece of the map.
Hold down START and press A, B, C, B, A, A, B,

C, B, A, B. Select the area you want to liberate

by pressing A to meet the fighter ace, B to attack

the super carrier, C to meet the final ship or

press Start to be indestructible.

Venom fights exactly the same way
in the city as he did in the park.

Stay on the ground, duck under his

jumps, then stand up and web him. Using these tactics you should

be able to beat him without losing too much energy.

I can’t defeat the third

guardian which has the

magic arm. I can take his

life right down, but he

just will not die. Please

tell me how to overcome

it.

CHUN-WAI YUN, LON-
DON

I recently bought Spiderman for my
Megadrive, and my problem is that

once I have beaten the Hobgoblin,

Venom appears and kicks my butt.

Pease, please, please can you tell be

how to beat him?

RICHARD CHISOLM, WESTON-SUPER-
MARE

GHOULS 'H' GHOSTS I STREETS OF RAGE
" ITJOTO

—
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I recently bought this superb game. My problem is

that I can't beat the very last guardian. Please could

you tell me how to destroy it?

ROSS NEWTON, SPALDING

You really can't beat it? Loki is the last

guardian, but he's not exactly the hardest.

Well, wait until he lifts his foot, then run
underneath him and keep shooting up until

he dies. He always fires his lasers directly at

you, so stay in the middle and dodge to the

side when he fires. Now that he’s dead you
can go all through the game and beat him
again to complete it!

Is it possible to join the Crime Syndicate

in Streets Of Rage? If so, how do you

do it? Lastly, are there any cheats or

level selects?

JAMES CARNABY, BRISTOL

Easy! When Mr Big asks you to

W.M.I MU,MU M,,nn become his right hand man, say

yes and he'll send you back to the

middle of level six. Now all you have to do is fight your way
through to the end of the game and you'll become the crime lord

of the city. This is also the best way to rack-up a massive score.

EL UIEHTO



How does infinite credits grab you?
When you get the 'press start to contin-

ue' message push the control pad up-
left then hit the C button as fast as pos-

sible. This should earn you mucho cred-

I'm having all sorts of problems getting off

the jungle level in Insector X. I can get to the

boss but he beats me every time. Do you
have any cheats or tips?

ALF BANKS, NEWCASTLE

FLASH

IHSECTOR H
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Wouldn't a can of fly spray be better.

I know that his game isn't much
cop, but I own a copy and I'm

having plenty of problems with.

Have you got any cheats?

ROGER BARTON, HULL

Certainly. Call up the options

screen and set your Arrow
Flash to charge. Watch all of

the demo (dull, we know,
but do it anyway). When the
title screen comes up the
Arrow Flash should have
changed from charged to
stocked, which means you
can use it for longer.

Are there any infinite cheats for

this game? I really like it, but

it's just too difficult for me.

PAUL FLEET, WATFORD

There isn't an infinite lives

cheat, but there is a config-

uration mode. To access it

reset the machine and hold

down A and Start. Easy eh?

UJANTED:
HELPLINE

As we struggled to get
past the sacks of
Helpline mail which
were blocking the door
of the MegaTech office,

it occurred to us that
maybe it would be a
good idea if some of
you lot did some
helping out, too. So
what we want are some
highly-skilled

volunteers who know
their Megadrive games
like the back of their

hand and are willing to
help out lesser players.

Each month, we will be
printing the names and
addresses of those
valiant volunteers,

along with the games
they've completed, so
that players who are

stuck can write direct to
the experts for help
(enclosing a stamped.

i
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AFTERBURNER II
1

I think Afterburner II is

an absolutely brill

game, but I can't get

past level thirteen.

Please can you print a

cheat for infinite lives

or a level skip?

ANTHONY
WINGROVE,
SOUTHAMPTON

You want a level

skip? You got it! All

you have to do is

hold down A, B, C
and start. When the

carrier appears you can select your starting level by pressing left and right on
the control pad.
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addressed envelope of
course).

If you want to earn the
adulation of your
fellows by becoming
one of these Helpline
Heroes, send in your
name and address,
along with a list of all

the games you've
completed and feel you
could give advice on to
HELPLINE HEROES,
MegaTech, Priory Court,
30-32 Farringdon Lane,
London, EC1R 3AU.



After this month
we're only
interested in

scores you've
achieved on one
credit, so forget

about using
continues. We
also want you to

tell us what
level you got to

and what
difficulty setting

the game was
on. Send your
entries on the
coupon supplied,

or on the back
of a postcard or

sealed envelope
to
HYPERPLAYERS,
AAegatech, Priory

Court, 30-32
Farringdon Lane,
London, EC1R
3AU. Remember,
we know most
games and the
scores that are
possible on
them, so no
cheating!

If you reckon
you're a good
games player,

now's the time
to prove it.

Here's a
rundown of the
top scores from
the top players.

See any you can
beat? Send your
achievements
into

Hyperplayers to

earn
international

respect, and
many a
challenge to
your feat.
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AFTERBURNER DOUBLE DRAGON 2
27,861,520 51,280 (no credits used)

Daniel Sullivan, Coventry Bob Payne, West Bromwich

ALIEN STORM ESWAT
100 Supreme Ruler 190,100

Jim Graham, Stevenage Caium Craig, Ayr

ALTERED BEAST FANTASIA
3,742,900 10,576,500 (hardest level)

Steven Burge, Fakenham Dan 7owes, Gillingham

BATMAN FLICKY
481,700 1,131,500 (seven credits used)

David Park, Gateshead Kevin Gaffar, Chelmsford

BATTLE SQUADRON 970,00 (one credit)

8,900,000
Julian Rignall, Megatech

Julian Rignall, Megatech

FORGOTTEN WORLDS
BUDOKAN 1,845,200

Finished on one life

Jim Graham, Stevenage

Rober Golden, Lymington

GHOSTBUSTERS
COLUMNS 15,639,000

52,064,674 Wayne Lockwood,
James Sturgeon, Stoke Boroughbridge

DARIUS 2 GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS
6,226,440 (three credits used) 912,300
Shaun Sumner, Wigan Daniel Sullivan, Coventry

DESERT STRIKE GOLDEN AXE
2,480,000 377.0 (two credits used)

Julian Rignall, Megatech Paul Meldrum, North Shields

DEVIL CRASH HARD DRIVIN'

999,999,900 127,704
Julian Rignall, Megatech Paul Glancey, Megatech

DJ BOY HELLFIRE
9,835,700 10,947,090

Jonathon Tilbrook, Sheffield Asif Akhtar, Wimbledon



JAMES BUSTER DOUGLAS
BOXING
4,244,240 (No credits used)

Steve Hillson, Dukinfield

JOHN MADDEN'S FOOTBALL
Minesotta 219 - New England 0
(one hour game)
Edward Dunkley, Exeter

KLAX
7,646,474 (import version)

Sharon Mitchell, Ealing

LAKERS VS CELTICS
Complete without defeat

Aaron Pearson, Forth

MARBLE MADNESS
67,610
Paul Glancey, Megatech

MERCS
745,500 (Original mode, no credits

used)

Scott Adcock, Birmingham

MICKEY MOUSE
385.900 (completed with one life)

Dan Towed, Gillingham

MOONWALKER
464,970
Paul Meldrum, North Shields

NEW ZEALAND STORY
522,360
Nigel Weston, Wilmslow

OUTRUN
12,714,480 (Hyper with no credits

used)

Tom Draycott, Bushey

PGA TOUR GOLF
273 strokes (Best 72)

Alex Panteli, Honchurch

55 Strokes (Best 18, Sawgrass)

Robert Ingram, Hounslow

PITFIGHTER
1,638,890 (no credits used)

Bob Payne, West Bromwich

POPULOUS
188,350
Niall Urquhart, Purley

RAIDEN TRAD
1,611,309
Robert Ingram, Hounslow

RAMBO III

9,730,000
Christopher Oakes, Stoke-on-Trent

REVENGE OF SHINOBI
9.999.900
Daniel Sullivan, Coventry

ROAD RASH
$66,880
Richard Wakefield, Brandon

ROBOCOD
4,117,760
Richard Bently, Keighly

ROLLING THUNDER 2
764,490 (no credits used and ten

men left)

Bob Payne, West Bromwich

SHADOW DANCER
1,010,600
Jim Graham, Stevenage

1,080,300 (two credits used)

Mark Hogg, Burton-on-Trent

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
5,460,098
Stuart Morgan, Kegworth

SPACE HARRIER II

27,283,600
Lee Royle, Reading

SPIDERMAN
Completed with 23 hours, 6
minutes, 8 seconds to spare

Mark Andrews, Broadstairs

SUPER MONACO GP
5,227 Driver's Points

Stuart Morgan, Kegworth

THUNDERFORCE II

2,612,010 (no credits used)

Asif Akhtar, Wimbledon

THUNDERFORCE III

6,995,900 (Mania level, six credits

used)

Steven Burge, Fakenham

TRUXTON
1,418,180 (six credits)

Richard Scales, Lancing

ULTIMATE TIGER
4,100,000
Robert Ingram, Hounslow

WINTER CHALLENGE
Ski Jump - 102.3m
Paul Glancey, Megatech

Biathlon - 4:48.7

Paul Glancey, Megatech

WORLD CUP 90
15-0 (England v Denmark)
Daniel Adcock, Brimingham

ZOOM
300,679
Stuart Morgan, Kegworth
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STREETS OF RAGE
999,9905
Radion Automatic, Mean Machines

STRIDER
140,200
Wayne Lockwood, Boroughbridge

SUPER HANG-ON
Expert: 90,892,640
Stuart Morgan, Kegworth

TETRIS
18,077 (167 lines)

Calum Craig, Ayr
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688 ATTACK SUB ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£39.00 80 80 80 88 86 88

An excellent submarine simulation which gives you ten
missions to complete as a US sub commander, or six as a
Russian. Although it sounds dull, it's a very compelling
game and is thoroughly recommended to someone who's
after something different (with plenty of "depth"-ho! ho!).

AEROBLASTERS KEHIO
IMPORT 78 84 81 85 71 78

A fairly easy-to-complete one or simultaneous two-player
horizontally scrolling blast. The graphics, sound and
playability are all excellent, but that low challenge factor
means it can only be recommended to shoot 'em up
novices.

AFTERBURNER II SEGA
£34.00 86 01 02 02 82 00

All the thrills and spills of the original machine have
been included as you fly your fighter through 23 missions
of amazingly smooth and fast 3D action. The sound is also
terrific, with a variety of thumping good rock soundtracks
and great sampled speech. If you're an Afterburner fan,

ALEX KIBB IN THE

ENCHANTED CASTLE

SEGA
£39.09 70 67 64 72 62 68

The graphics and sound are almost Master System standard,
and while it's fun to play, with plenty of secret rooms and
things to work out, it lacks that really addictive spark that
makes the 8-bit Sega Alex Kidd games so much fun to play.
For ardent Alex Kidd fans only.

ALIEN STORM SEGA
£34.00 84 00 80 80 71 78

An absolutely outstanding conversion of the coin-op, with
great graphics and highly enjoyable one or two-player
action. The big problem is that it's just too easy. For some
unknown reason, the import version is harder, but even
then it's not that difficult to finish.

ALTERED BEAST SEGA
£30.00 65 78 73 72 57 67

Tree" withmany officialUKMegadrives, Altered Beast isa spoton
conversion ofthe ooin-op. The trouble is, the arcadegame wasn't
exactlya smash-hit - it'sa verysimple beat 'emup with only five
levels. The gameplay is very samey,and it doesn't take long to get
all the waythrough the game. It's okayasa freebie, though.

ARCUS ODYSSEY REHOUATIOH/

UBI-SOFT
£44.00 86 88 87 00 75 86

Arcus Odyssey is peculiar game which can be likened to
a 3D Gauntlet clone. The object is to guide your hero(s)
(it's two-player simultaneous) around a number of forced
perspective levers in search of the witch-queen
Castorima. Excellent, and addictive.

ARHOLD PALMER'S

GOLF

SEGA
£30.09 85 70 60 86 80 85

This is a pretty decent golf sim. Featuring a variety of
options, excellent graphics (the 3D viewpoint and the
animation on the large golfer sprite are both superb) and
a very tough course indeed, Arnold Palmer's Golf will

j

appeal to golf and sports simulation fans alike.

ASSUALT SUIT

LEYNOS

NCS
IMPORT 82 80 81 73 71 73

Thisshange9crtdpkitfexm<iim-shoot'emupputsycuinaaTtiddamijlti
be-weapariedqxxeccmmar^White thegraphicsandsoundarevay
good,thegameplaybctdecscnfrustrating -therearekxris cfthingsto

shoddownandtheaxiiidmethodisveryfiddly,sounlessyou're
prepaiedtostickwithitycuwm'tgetfuflenjoymentfrcmthegame.

ATOMIC ROBO KID UPL
IMPORT 70 79 78 84 76 82

There are four different power-ups to collect in this

accurate multidirectionally scrolling coin-op conversion.
The gameplay is tough enough to keep you coming back
for more. Check it out if you're after a no-frills blast with
the emphasis on pure destruction.

AXIS FZ UJOLF TEAM
IMPORT 84 85 65 86 80 84

A very unusual and original forced perspective 3D blaster
in which you control a armoured robot who patrols the
multidirectionally scrolling landscape in search of things
to blow up. It's great fun and is highly recommended if

you can find it.

BATMAN SEGA
£34.00 87 00 01 86 72 83

The graphics and sound are truly tremendous: the
beautifully-drawn backdrops are as sombre-looking as
the sets in the film. The only problem is that the game is

fairly easy to beat, so expert gamers might not get full

value for money out of this.
j

BATTLE SQUADRON ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 78 83 70 82 81 80

A tough, frantic and noisy one or simultaneous two-player
up-the-screen blaster. Although it's pretty much devoid of

original features, it's a fun game and lays down a
challenge to test even the most experienced of shooting
fanatics.

BIMINI RUN NAMCOT
IMPORT 64 45 70 61 42 45

A rather naff 3D shoot 'em up in which you pilot a
speedboat though enemy-infested waters. The graphics
aren't much cop and the gameplay isn't any better, and
after a couple of sessions it all becomes rather tedious.

BLOCK OUT ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£34.00 78 70 30 03 01 01

This sort of 3D Tetris is surely the finest Megadrive puzzle
game available. Packed with tons of options (including a
simultaneous two-player mode) and featuring
highly addictive gameplay, this is a must for your
collection.

BONAZA BROS SEGA
£34.00 82 88 84 86 55 73

Like Alien Storm, this is another superb conversion which
is let down by the fact that it's just too easy. The two-
player action is fun, but at the end of the day what you
need is a challenge, and unless you're a games novice,
this simply fails to deliver.

BUDOKAN ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£39.00 87 83 70 00 86 80

Biltedccarectfyasa''Hiirikingmcm'sbeat'Qni^'',fcisgic5iiicnllyand
scnkxrllysuperboriental fightinggame letsyoufed®outyour
aggressorwithfcurdifferentmartial aits skiDs -nundbuku, bo,karate

a^kendo.Withaver25movesperartand 12verytoughcppcnents,
Budokan isn'tagameyou'llmasterovernight

{

BURNING FORCE NAMCOT
IMPORT 78 83 82 70 71 76

Vayrnuiiinte%ixEH3maTrajUthisX)dixt'^ipputey3uinftie*atda
hi^rpcw^Bdpft^wiftiftied^dli^vingipevgyftiiiigUratgebinyxinwy.

IhsteaieeriiavM=apaTsto]xkup<daxn3E‘andth3earepla]ly(imeanh'meaty

alierEtofcb^rinkxiiivicn'Ihegta^

baibuhmfcxtiirfc^feegjnqAygeteHAgiqreBireafaxivdda

CENTURION ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.90 60 60 62 54 50 52

An interesting-sounding but ultimately tedious and
frustrating strategy-style game which unless you're
completely into Roman History fails to provide
entertainment worthy of its price tag.

COLUMNS SEGA
£30.00 76 60 03 88 87 88

Segasansws^Tetiis,theaimdthisratherasefciulgameistomafchgraupe
dfciee(±faaifly-<ii3uiedtevv^CBttieyMdownttescieen.

,

Ihe3x^is
exr^l^andlh^'sahugevarietydqrict^inducinganxitest^etime

tnatethreediftdiei itdiffiailtysettings,ninedi&aeiitstaitingtevdsandatvvo-

pteyerheai*>hecrimodevd±ha^tofcegame'stesfog<^peci
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CRACKDOWN SEGA
£3g.gg 81 70 75

'

'8 61 65

Another one of those very good, but all-too-easy arcade
conversions. The two-player aspect is fun, and the game
is enjoyable to play but the lack of challenge means that

only a videogame novice will get his money's worth.

CURSE MICROHET
IMPORT 6G 71 60 fl 67 70

While Curse is fun to play, it suffers from a lack of

originality and one very annoying feature - when you die

you lose all your extra weapons, and it's very difficult to

continue. Try out other shoot 'em ups like Hellfire or
j

Atomic Robokid before shelling out for this.

CYBEABALL SEGA
£34.09 70 70 82 11 77 80

Adecent cctiveisicndthe multi-playercciitcpAmericanfodballgame
whichfeaturesrobotsinsteaddhumans, Cybesbcdl featuresprettyneat

graphicsbuthasbeenovashcdowedbythe likes c4JohnMadden '9£

whichare(^fersupericxgridiicngamepiay.Hycu'reanAmerican

Footballfan,tythisout -butnot untilyou'veseenthese others.

DARIUS II TAITO
IMPORT 83 85 82 17 80 83

A very stylish horizontally scrolling shoot 'em up which
sports tremendous graphics and seven completely
different endings, depending on which route you take

through the game! Recommended to ardent blasting fans.

DARK CASTLE ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£34.00 43 47 52 418 35 34

This conversion of an age-old Amiga duffer is an
appaling tragedy. The graphics are tiny and badly
animated and the game is a real pigs ear to play. Avoid
this at all costs.

DARUIIN 4081 DATA EAST
IMPORT 78 81 74 f7 67 74

A conversion of the rather obscure vertically scrolling

shoot 'em up, Darwin 4081 is yet another scroll-up-the-

screen alien blasting game with extra weapons and big
end-of-level guardians to destroy. It's fun for a while, but

there's nothing new.

DECAPATTACK SEGA
£34.00 74 88 70 )3 81 82

A fun-filled platform game which is basically identical to

the old import game, Magical Flying Hat Turbo
Adventure, except it has different sprites. Platform fans

will love it - if you're one, check it out.

DEUIL CRASH TECHNOSOFT
IMPORT 86 91 84 13 88 00

A stunning-looking pinball simulation which is packed
full of features. The ball movement is completely
realistic, and the general game "feel" makes it the best

pinball game yet seen - a must-buy for silverball fans.

DICK TRACEY SEGA
£34.00 83 85 80 )0 68 80

A sort of Shinobi-style game with machine guns, Dick
Tracy is a challenging and addictive action game which
should appeal to fans of the movie and gamesplayers
alike.

DINLOAND WOLF TEAM
IMPORT 60 57 73 55 53 53

A jolly, but fairly unchallenging pinball simulation which
is let down by jerky and unrealistic ball movement. If

you're a pinball fan, look out for Devil Crash, which is

miles better than this.

DJ BOY SAMMY
IMPORT 78 88 76 14 73 78

DJ Boy is a beat 'em up on wheels, and while it's great fun

to play, but suffers from one flaw - it's too dam easy.

However, if you're the type that wants to beat the game on
all levels, try it out. It's a simple as that!

DYNAMITE DUKE SEGA
£34.00 83 82 74 14 61 73

One of the few Operation Wolf-style games available for

the Megadrive, this provides plenty of blasting fun and
frolics, but is ultimately let down by the lack of

challenge. Once again, only novices really need apply...

ED HOCKEY ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 08 88 00 )4 03 04

A truly superb sports simulation which perfectlycaptures the

atmosphere ofthe noble (and violent) sport of ice hockey. The
gameplay is simply superb and the toughcomputeropponentsand
an excellent two-playeroption provide plenty of lastingappeal.One
of the best sports simulations available - miss it at your peril

ELEMENTAL

MASTER

TECHNOSOFT
IMPORT 72 87 86 85 73 78

A technically superb shoot 'em up which combines
excellent graphics and superb sound to make it an
audio/visual treat. The gameplay is very enjoyable, but
the problem is that there are only five levels, and they're

not that difficult to beat.

EL UIENTO AENOUATION
IMPORT 68 60 72 97 84 80

A tough 'n' challenging platform game which doesn't look

particularly hot, but is surprisingly addictive and keeps
you playing for ages. There's an official version coming
soon from Ubi-Soft.

ESWAT SEGA
£34.00 86 87 82 93 88 02

ESWAT is a super-slick platform shoot 'em up that simply
oozes quality. The parallax scrolling backdrops and
sprites are excellent, and the sound is great. Combine
those with challenging and highly addictive gameplay
and you've got a game that's a must for your collection.

FAERY TALE

ADUEHTURE

ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 56 43 60 50 47 40

A dull role-playing game which lacks action and
j

atmosphere. There are plenty of better games of this type,

so look elsewhere.

FANTASIA SEGA
£39.00 72 03 44 52 47 40

This sequel to Mickey Mouse was keenly anticipated, but

turned out to be a massive disappointment. The graphics
are excellent, but sadly naff sound and poorly designed,

bland and frustrating gameplay result in a game that has
very little appeal - even to the biggest Mickey fans.

FASTEST ONE HUMAN
IMPORT 41 35 25 31 28 20

This split screen one or two-player racing game !

completely fails to deliver. Crap graphics, sound and
j

playability and utterly tedious action result in the worst
Megadrive racing game by far. Steer well clear.

F22 INTERCEPTOR ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 04 80 76 00 04 00

This, the only console flight simulation, is absolutely
fantastic. The graphics, presentation and playability are

all spot on. If you fancy a change from mindless
horizontally scrolling shoot 'em ups, check this out.

GAME

INDEX
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FATAL AEUIIHD ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£34.09 72 00 81 84 82 83

Better known as Killing Game Show, this is a very fast
and furious platform game where memorising the screen
layout is the key to success. Some may find its high
difficulty level just too frustrating, but if you're after a
challenge, this is where to be.

FIGHTING MASTEAS THECO
IMPORT 70 88 80 08 78 86

As a one player game Fighting Masters falls flat on its

face. The two-player mode is a different kettle of fish. You
can pound your opponent with one of twelve intergalactic
wrestlers with a variety moves unique to the individual
characters. The best on-on-one Megadrive beat ’em up.

FORGOTTEH

UIOALDS

SEGA
£30.90 02 70 86 79 80 82

Forgotten Worlds is a good looking one- or two-player
blast, with plenty of action on offer. Like other Megadrive
games, it's easy to finish on the easy level, but offers
plenty of challenge on difficult. Check it out if you're into
destruction.

GAIAIES UDI SOFT
£30.00 01 88 75 80 85 84

An excellent-looking game, Gaiares is by far the toughest
horizontally scrolling shoot 'em up available on the
Megadrive and is highly recommended to blasting fans
who are hankering after a challenge.

GAIK GAOUHD SEGA
£34.09 65 40 52 50 40 43

A very accurate conversion of an obscure and hopelessly
crap arcade game which features the average graphics,
rubbish sound and boring gameplay of the original
machine.

GHOSTBUSTERS SEGA
£30.00 04 85 03 84 81 82

Featuring humorous cartoon-style graphics - some of the
end-of-level ghosts are truly superb - and some excellent
tunes, Ghostbusters is a platform game which will keep
you amused for some time. If you ain't afraid of no ghosts,
try this one out.

GHOULS 'H' GHOSTS SEGA
£30.00 08 02 03 03 92 03

Ghouls 'n' Ghosts is a stunning conversion on the classic
coin-op, combining stunning graphics and sound with
very challenging gameplay. It’s a truly superb game, and
is a must for your Megadrive software library.

GOLDEN AXE SEGA
£34.90 00 01 00 05 01 04

Golden Axe is a pixel-perfect replica of the arcade
machine, containing identical graphics, sound and
gameplay. This is one of the best arcade conversions ever
seen, and a game which no Megadrive owner should be
without.

GAANADA X UDI-SOFT
£30.90 01 74 70 88 87 86

This little known blaster suffers from small graphics and
poor sound. That aside it's extremely playable, with
varied levels and plenty of action. If it's some mindless
shoot 'em up action you're after you won't go wrong here.

GYHOUG MASIYA
IMPORT 03 05 80 03 80 02

Known in the US as Wings of Wor, this is one of the finest

horizontally scrolling blaster available on the Megadrive.
The gory, ghoulish graphics are outstanding, the sound is

excellent and the tough and challenging gameplay is

extremely addictive. A must for blasting fans.

HARD DAIUIH' TENGEH
£34.90 845 88 80 76 70 75

Tengen's conversion of Atari's Hard Drivin leaves a lot to
be desired. The vector graphics are jerky and it's very
easy to complete. Steer well clear of this turkey.

HEAUY HOUA MICRONET
IMPORT 80 77 74 64 60 50

This is the Mega-CD's first beat 'em up, and a real let

down it is to. The game can be played as a single player
slap 'em around cum adventure, or as a two-player head
to head battle. Either way it's slow and the moves are
hard to access.

HELLFIRE TOAPLAN
IMPORT 85 04 81 03 80 00

Featuring novel four-way selectable firepower and
power-up weapons, this is a slick and very good looking
blaster which oozes playability. There are plenty of
surprises , especially on the final level. If you're a shoot
'em up fan looking for a challenge, check out

HEAZ8G ZUIEI SEGA
£9.00 76 71 75 76 74 76

Aweird title fora weird game. Herzog Zwei isa sort of strategy shoot
'emup in which one ortwoplayers attempttodefeat opposing
enemy forces by strategically positioning theirown armoured
divisions. Rather short on action, butan interesting title which would
be more suitable forthetactidans, ratherthan arcade players.

IHSECTOA X HOTD
IMPORT 76 80 78 81 67 74

The game is fun at first - and the slick graphics and
decent sound certainly add a little to the excitement - but
none of the power-up weapons are particularly exciting,
and the action has very little in the way of original
features.

ISHIDO ACCOLADE
£35.00 76 65 76 74 81 80

Ishido is an overly-colourful puzzle game which is played
with 76 tiles on a 96 squares big board. The object is stick

all the tiles on the board by placing them next to tiles

with a matching shape or colour. Fun for a while, but very
difficult.

JANES POND ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 44 01 66 83 85 83

A cute and entertaining twelve-level aquatic platform
game which provides plenty of fun. There are lots of

hidden levels, and ardent platform addicts will definitely
enjoy the action.

JOE MONTANA SPORTS

TALK FOOTBAIl

SEGA
£39.00 01 81 06 80 72 80

Joe Montana 2 is a significant departure from its

predecessor. The game is now horizontally scrolling with
close-up views of the action. Best of all is the digitised
speech which provides a running commentary through a
game. Not as playable as John Madden's '92, though.

JOHN MADDEN

FOOTBALL ‘02

ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 00 05 03 80 06 05

This is the best American footy game anywhere on any
machine. The graphics are excellent and, more
importantly, the control system is easy to understand and
use. No megadrive owner should be without a copy of
this..

KAGEKI KAHEKO
IMPORT 51 50 60 45 20 30

A complete duffer of a beat 'em up, converted from an old
coin-op. The poor graphics would have been bad enough,
but your fighter is gifted with only two fighting moves
making the action dull beyond belief.
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KINGS BOUNTY ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£34.00 70 60 45 72 71 71

A fairly complex, non-action oriented role-playing game
which should appeal to fans of the genre.

f,

KLflN TEHGEN
£34.00 00 74 05 84 02 05

Beware! The Japanese import version of this isn't

particularly good due to a vague and imprecise control

method. American and official versions have that

problem
cured and are much better. Fans of the original coin-op

LAST BATTLE SEGA
£20.00 53 76 71 35 26 32

Amongst one of the first Megadrive games to appear, this

is a failure on two counts: it neither shows off any of the

Megadrive's capabilities nor is an enjoyable game in its

own right. Do yourself a favour, and plug this into

anything but your Sega.

HI ABRAMS TANK SEGA
£30.00 05 00 02 03 70 81

A thoroughly enjoyable simulation which features eight

missions to test the skills of a budding tank commander.

MARBLE MADNESS ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£20.00 73 00 70 86 55 73

An extremely accurate conversion on the ancient Atari

coin-op. It has all the original’s features, including a mere
six levels. If you're a fan of the coin-op you'll liked this,

otherwise there isn't enough here to warrant buying.

MANVEL LAHB NAMCOT
IMPORT 76 01 00 85 70 01

A huge, sprawling platform game with loads of levels.

Although original features are few and far between, it's a
playable, fun game which should appeal to fans of the

genre.

MERCS SEGA
£30.00 00 05 04 01 80 00

This as good a conversion of the coin-op as fans could

hope for. You also get two versions of the game on the one
cartridge - an action game and original mode, where you
recruit other Mercs to help your cause. An essential for

shoot 'em up fans.

MEET MOUSE DTIHE

CASTLE OF ELLUSIOH

SEGA
£30.00 00 05 05 04 00 03

One of the best Megadrive platform games around,

combining superlative graphics and excellent gameplay
to provide an addictive and thoroughly enjoyable

challenge.

MIDNIGHT

RESISTANCE

SEGA
£30.00 00 05 00 80 78 05

A very faithful coin-op conversion which packs all the

looks, sounds and levels of the original machine. On the

lowest setting the challenge is lacking, but stick it on
hard and you should have a great time!

MIGHT AND

MAGIC 2

ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 05 77 50 80 85 81

An extremely good menu/text-driven RPG which should

keep purists scratching their craniums for months.

MIKE DITKfl'S

POUIER FOOTBALL

ACCOLADE
£30.00 60 74 00 76 60 72

A cross between Joe Montana Football and John Madden's
Football, but not as good as either. Check this out only if

you're desperate for something different.

MOONUIALKEA SEGA
£34.00 04 01 03 80 70 85

With its excellent graphics, thumping soundtrack (including such

hits as Beat It, Billie Jeanand Bad)and sampled speech this isa very

addictive platformgame which will have you tappingyour feet

whileyou play. Forget the fact that thishas the cred-damaging

Michael Jackson face on the cover, and just enjoy the action.

MUSHA H/a m 65 70 60 73 65 71

Uneven graphics and the easy difficulty level make this a
rather dull up-the-screen shoot 'em up which we can only

recommend to novices.

MYSTIC DEFENDER SEGA
£30.00 01 70 71 67 55 63

Originally imported as Kujaku II, this Ghouls 'n' Ghosts

clone lacks the oomph to keep you coming back lor more.

NEW ZEALAND

STORY

SEGA
£34.00 05 04 83 01 85 80

New Zealand Story might look as cute as a litter of

kittens, but it's tough and challenging, with different

screens from the arcade version to make life difficult

even for coin-op experts. Highly recommended.

OUTRUN SEGA
£30.00 07 80 00 71 43 50

This conversion of the classic coin-op simply doesn't do it

justice. The graphics and sound are okay, but it's the

gameplay where it falls flat - it's so easy even a
complete dumbo can complete it within a couplfe of goes.

PACMANIA TEHGEN
£34.0® 02 82 73 80 60 70

This is a Perfect conversion of the coin-op, unfortunately

it's very boring, and you have to be an appalirig games-
player not to be able to go all the way round on your first

go. Not an essential purchase by any means. <

PGA TOUR GOLF ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.00 40 85 87 04 04 03

Simply the best golf game available on any system.

Superb gameplay, a tough challenge, multi-player

options, battery-backed RAM and loads of courses make
this a sports simulation not to miss. i

PHANTASY STAR

III

SEGA
£40.01 00 84 77 85 02 80

Another enormous role-playing game, but this one has far

more depth and variety than its predecessor. It's by far

the best RPG on the Megadrive, but the real bummer is

that it costs a massive £50.00! Eeek!

PITFIGHTER TEHGEN
£30.0 00 78 70 76 00 80

The main boast behind this conversion is that all the

characters are actually digitised from real people. That
said, they're very badly defined and the animation is a
tad rough. Still, a fun beat 'em up, especially in two-

;

player mode.
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POPULOUS ELECTRONIC

RATS
£30.90 90 82 73 02 01 01

Everwanted toplayGod? Of course you have.Andnow here's your
opportunity, courtesy of this stunningElectronic Arts. With super
graphicsand 500 different levels, Populous is both highly original
andamazingly addictive. Witha constant challenge on offer,

!

QUACKSHOT SEGA
£39.00 80 92 80 83 80 02

Donald Duck is the star of Sega's third Disney game, and a good
effort it is too. Donald has to set off in search of the lost treasure
of King Garuzia, aided by a host of Disney stars. The graphics
are excellent, but the infinite continues make the game easy to
complete.

AAINBOUf ISLANDS TRITO mm 83 80 76 87 85 06

Save the vertical scrolling platform levels of the Rainbow
Islands in this conversion of the Taito coin-op. Virtually arcade
perfect (both arcade versions, normal and super have been
included) with only flickery sprites letting the side down,
Rainbow Islands is a rewarding, playable platform game.

HANBO III SEGA
£30.09 78 87 93 80 82 07

In typicalRambo style, the object of this multidiiectionally
scrolling shoot 'em up is to infiltrate five differentenemyzonesand
destroy everythmgand anything sillyenough to step in your way.
It's nota difficult game to finish, but it's great fun,and keeps you
coming back formore evenwhen you've defeated the enemy!

REUEHGE OF

SHINOBI

SEGA
£34.00 65 02 93 05 91 04

This is a slick, superb looking, great sounding and incredibly
playable platform game in which you guide hero Shinobi on
a solo infiltration deep into enemy territory. The game is

huge, spread over 20 different and very long sub-levels. If

you're a platform game fan, this is an essential purchase.

ROAD RASH ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£30.09 80 02 12 94 88 92

Take your high-powered bike into the Road Rash tournaments, a
series of races where the objective is to travel the Super Hang-
On-style roadways indulging in violent acts with other
"Rashers". Lots of races, lots of bikes to ride, and plenty of thrills

'n' spills make Road Rash the best racer on the Megadrive!

ROLLING THUNDER

II

NRNCOT
IMPORT 01 80 18 86 92 00

A truly excellent conversion of the arcade smash-hit.
There’s loads of levels, the graphics are tops and the
sound effects are ace. This version is SCART only, and
must by if you own the appropriate machine.

SHINING IN THE

DARKNESS

SEGA
£40.00 86 82 ( 0 70 73 72

A role-playing game with excellent graphics and a 1

brilliant window system, Shining in the Darkness is

recommended to RPG buffs. Watch out though for
irritating combat, reliant on luck rather than the player's
skill.

SOL FEACE UIOLF-TERM
IMPORT 85 75 \

p

6 84 74 00

Sol-Feace, apart from being Wolf-Team’s first Mega-CD
game, is also a very decent shoot ’em up. Although it doesn't
put the hardware to much use, the game itself is very
playable. Worth checking out.

|

SONIC THE

HEDGEHOG

SEGA
£30.00 85 03 1 1 03 03 03

Sega's hyped-beyond-belief character stars in a game
heavily inspired by Nintendo's Mario platform game series.
It's very addictive with brilliant graphics and speed.
However, the gameplay is frustrating at times and
experienced gamers should have this one licked within days.

SPACE HARRIER II SEGA
£30.00 73 82 A 0 79 71 76

Take offand battlealiens who've invaded 12zones ofthe beautiful
FantasyZone in this3D shoot 'em up. However, the gameplaygets
prettydull aftera while due to the lackof variety. Ifyou'rea fan of
Space Harrier, this will obviously have great appeal, but for

everyone else, the novelty will wear off veryquickly

SPIDEAMAH SEGA
£39.00 88 84 8 6 92 00 01

Marvel's web-slinging hero hits the Megadrive in style,
with excellent comic-like backdrops and sprites with
great gameplay. With plenty to see and do, Spider-Man
should appeal to anyone after an excellent, challenging
platform game.

STAR CONTROL ACCOLADE
£39.09 86 68 00 03 00 00

Two space empires battle it out for supremacy in this '

awesome rendition of the arcade classic, Space Wars
j

(albeit with extra strategy bits thrown in). A bit dull in
one-player mode, but the highly entertaining two-player
version more than makes up for it.

STREET SNRRK SEGA
£30.00 75 60 66 68 41 55

A dreadful beat 'em up debacle, Street Smart starts off
well with decent sprites and backdrops. However start the
game proper and you'll discover that the gameplay is a
complete joke with repetitive attack moves and no
challenge whatsoever. Get Streets of Rage instead.

STREETS OF RAGE SEGA
£34.00 96 00 04 04 00 02

Yes! The Megadrive neededa fabulous beat 'em up, and Streets
of Rage more than delivers. With excellent sprites, backdrops
and brilliant music, Streets of Rage is initially very appealing.
Add in great gameplayand simultaneous two-player action and
you've got an essential buy.

STRIDEA SEGA
£34.00 84 04 88 04 07 01

This conversion's graphicsand sound are nigh car arcade-perfect,
and it also packs a considerable challenge. Rackingaconsiderable
challenge, Strider isa truly superlative coin-op conversion which
will appeal to anyarcade fan -and its multiple difficulty levels
means that it won'tbecome boringveryquickly

.

SUPER HAHG-OH SEGA
£30.00 96 80 00 03 04 00

Converted from the Sega coin-op, this is an excellent copyand
tias all the features of the original machine plus an extra
challenge game thrown in for good measure! The graphics and
sound are both excellent, and with playability to match, this is a
race game that no Megadrive owner should be without

SUPER MONACO GP SEGA
£34.00 96 90 7 8 06 91 94

This incredible racegame isa superbconversion of the brilliant i

coin-op It'sa thrillingrace game, with fastand effective3Dand great
gameplay. It's incrediblyaddictive and has loads of lastingappeal,
witha password system to letyouhavean ongoingGrand Prix

;

campaign. Ifyou'rea speednutmake sure you get this.

SUPER REAL

DASKETDALL

SEGA
£30.90 80 70 7 7 81 80 81

The computer isn't difficult to beat once you've got used to
he comprehensive control method there’s a very good
two-player mode. With excellent graphics - the animation
on the players is particularly good - and plenty of !

different gameplay options.

SUPER

THUHDERDLADE

SEGA
£34.00 60 78 6 7 72 55 60

Thiswas one of the firsteverMegadrive games, anda twoyears
go it looked prettygood However, compared with other offerings,
he jerky3Dand sluggish control methodsmates thisgame look
rougharound theedges. Fans of the original machine will get plenty
of kicks, but anyoneelse will find it all ratheruninspiring.
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UOLLLEYBALL

UIDEO SYSTEMS

CO.

IMPORT 77 80 55 69 50 61

Although it looks good, the rather fiddly and irritating

control method means that only the most ardent of

volleyball fans will be willing to persevere with this.

SWORD OF SODAH ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£34.99 69 70 60 61 51 55

Although Sword of Sodan's big sprites look impressive,

the poor animation and pedestrian playability results in

a game that will only appeal to people who like their

action sl-o-o-w.

SWORD OF

UERNILLIOH

SEGA
£49.99 05 79 94 85 90 87

Put simply, this is probably the best RPG on the
Megadrive. A gripping plot combined with user-friendly

controls and great presentation make for an RPG that

even a die-hard laser brain should thoroughly enjoy.

TECHNOCOP RAZOR SOFT
£39.99 60 66 54 52 43 49

A grotesque drive-and-shoot game which, mystifyingly,

won awards in the USA. After driving to crime scenes in a
very ropey 3D road bit, you enter bland warehouses
packed with criminals who have to be blasted into

quivering red heaps. Boring to play and ugly too.

THUHDERFORCE

2

SEGA
£34.99 00 82 88 83 76 81

Overshadowed by its successor, but nevertheless a robust shoot

'em up with plenty of thrills 'n' spills, this blaster has action set

over nine different horizontallyand overhead scrolling levels

packed to the gills with enemy ships and huge (and we mean
huge) end-of-level guardians. Recommended to blasting fans.

THUHDERFORCE

3

SEGA
£39.99 82 88 86 91 86 89

The Thunderforce fighter is back in a six-level graphical tourde
force. The graphics are truly marvellous, with parallax-scrolling

backdrops and some great sprites. The sound isn't bad, either.

Put those together with the great gameplay and you've gota
superb shoot 'em up which is highly recommended.

TOE JAH AND

EARLS

SEGA
£39.99 87 90 96 94 79 87

A completely bizarreone or simultaneous two-playerarcade

adventure that's absolutelyjam-packed withhumorous touches -

both visualand auralThegame is very laidback, andthe
emphasis is on exploration ratherthan rushingabout Thoroughly
enjoyable, thoroughly weirdand thoroughly worth checkingout

TONGUE OF THE

FATMAH

ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£39.99 85 07 75 86 62 71

This one or two-player arcade-style one-on-one beat 'emup
throws the player into the futuristic arena where combatants have
to fight one another in a gladitorial style contestThe gameplay,
which to be blunt, is far too easy. Check it out by all means - if just

to see the excellent graphics - but play before you buy.

TORATORATOAA TOAPLAH
IMPORT 75 61 57 67 48 59

This is the latest from vertically scrolling shoot 'em up
specialists Toaplan (authors of Truxton and Flying
Shark), and although it's great fun, suffers from being too

easy to complete. Perhaps one for the novices?

TAUNTON TOAPLAN
IMPORT 76 81 79 83 78 82

Although original features are distinctly lacking in this

vertically scrolling arcade conversion (which incidentally

is also known as Tatsujin), it's a good, solid blast which
offers plenty of action, speed and excitement.

TURRICAH ACCOLDAE
£39.99 65 71 72 77 72 73

A fairly enjoyable platform/shooting game which has one
flaw - it starts out fairly tricky, but gets easier the further

you go!

UAPOA TRAIL RENOVATION
IMPORT 84 80 90 81 59 70

Another vertically scrolling shoot 'em up? You bet! Vapor
Trail is another average effort with decent graphics,
exceptional sound but rather lacking in the challenge
department. One for die-hard blasting fans to have a look

at.

UERYTEX ASMIK
IMPORT 72 78 88 77 69 73

Would you believe it? ANOTHER vertically scrolling

blaster! For Verytex, read Very Average. Unexceptional
graphics coupled with dull gameplay make Verytex very
boring very quickly.

UIAADNEA UISCO
IMPORT 81 71 80 81 71 75

Wardner was a minor coin-op hit, and this Megadrive
conversion is pretty creditable. It's standard platform fare
- dodge the traps and blast the meanies and massive
bosses. Wardner is pretty playable, but infinite continues
make it pretty simple to complete.

WONDER BOY III SEGA
£39.99 67 71 72 70 38 47

Tom-Tom's back for some more platform-based scrolling

shoot 'em up action. Very average graphics and sound
stand hand-in-hand with uneventful, completely
unchallenging gameplay. A big disappointment for

Wonderboy fans.

WHIP RUSH SEGA
£34.99 54 48 36 55 70 71

Originality certainly wasn't high on the priority sheet
when this very average scrolling shoot 'em up was
thought up. To be honest, it's one of the crappiest

blasters available - try something like Truxton or

Thunderforce III rather than wasting your cash on this.

WORLD CUP ITALIA

‘90

SEGA
£39.99 65 78 71 77 59 64

The one and only soccer game on the Megadrive... but it's

not particularly brilliant and is very easy to beat the crap
computer opponents. Worth checking out if you're

really desperate for a football game.

XDR UNIPACC
IMPORT 85 59 45 49 41 47

This horizontally scrolling shoot 'em up looks more like a Master
System game than a Megadrive game! It takes but a few goes to

become bored, and that's not what Megadrive games are about.

We want excitement! Thrills! Spills! And some decent gameplay
Give it a miss and buy something far more exciting instead.

ZANY GOLF ELECTRONIC

ARTS
£39.99 85 85 85 85 85 85

This is an offbeat "sports" simulation based around that most
famous of British seaside resort pastimes, crazy golf. Featuring

courses as bizarre as they're tricky, this is a surprisingly

addictive little number that just keeps youcoming back for

more. If you're after something different, check this out!

ZOOM SEGA
£29.99 60 61 72 51 43 45

Reminiscent inmany respects ofthat decade-old arcade classic,

Amidar, thispaintinggame requires you tomake yourway around

a gridand fill in each square by paintingaroundthe edges. It's quite

good fun,and isaddictive to boot However, there isn'tmuch variety,

and aftera couple of sessions it all starts togeta little bitboring.
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ACE March - Out February 8th
£2.75 with Tri-Format Disk

TWICE THE ACTION!
Everyone's favourite multi-format games magazine
doubles its action factor next month with a stun-1
ning front cover disk catering for PC, Amiga and ST
owners. A thrilling blend of demos and complete
games, the disk will reflect Ace's determination to de-

liver the earliest news of the hottest games, giving you
the chance to sample and play the latest releases on
your own machine - what better way to get a taste for

that new title?

TEN TIMES THE EHCITEMENT!
ACE continually leaves the competition standing by running ex-

clusive pictures, previews, development reports and Tricks and
Tactics on the games that YOU want to know about.
We provide a breadth of coverage unavailable in any other

magazine, reviewing and rating EVERY major new release with
handy at-a-glance icons and scores. Each issue carries reviews
for more than a hundred currently available titles.

R HUNDRED TIMES THE DEPTH!

The best games of the month receive the special ACE Screen-
test™ treatment, a glorious SIX-PAGE examination of all as-

pects of the title, detailing plot, action, difficulty, longevity and
(most importantly) entertainment value in more depth than
any other magazine on the market.



For just £t You can use the service anti write your own ad containing up to 20 words. £2 gets you 40 words, which is fairly simple arithmetic, I suppose....

What do You have to do? Fill out the form (or a copy of it if you don't want to tear up your copy of Megatech) and send it with a cheque or P0 made payable to MEGATECH, and

send it to MegaTech MegaSell, MEGATECH, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane, London ECU) 3AU.

Hue to deadlines, allow up to six weeks for your advert to appear in the magazine.

ATTENTION I

MEGATECH MegaSell Is for private advertisers only. Anybody sending In a trade advert will not have It published. It will be ignored, your cheque will not be cashed,

and no correspondence entered Intol

I WANT TO USE THE MEGATECH MEGASELL. HERE'S MY MESSAGE:

I WANT MY ADVERT TD GO UNDER THE FOLLOWING HEADING (TICK BOX)

[] FOR SALE WANTED [] MESSAGES

]
MISCELLANEOUS

]
PEN PALS [] SWAP

FILL IN THE TOP BOX FOR Cl. 00 (20 WORDS), OR FOR A LARGER MESSAGE, FILL IN BOTH BOXES FOR ONLY C2.00 (40 WORDS).
please note: only one word per box. phone numbers count as one word, when filling in your message, use
BLOCK CAPITALS, AND WRITE NEATLY TO AVOID MISTAKES.

NAME *

ADDRESS

POSTCODE....
TEL. NUMBER.

FOR SALE

Nintendo NES for sale with 4 games,
urtles, Simpsons, Duck Tales, Paperboy.

Only 2 months old. £110 ono. Tel: 0270
62456S.

0 Master System one, good condition, 2

control pads, light phaser, control stick, R-

Type, Action fighter. Secret Command, Safari

Hunt, Hang On, Maze Games Transbot.

Phone 0273 774171. £115 ono.

0 Boxed Game Gear, five months old in

warranty with mains adaptor and six game
carts including Halley Wars and Shinobi. All

boxed with instructions. £240 worth; Sell for

£160. Telephone Ben after 9pm or weekends
051 228 6134 (no splits)

0 Megadrive for sale. £125.00 + Sonic, PGA,
Fantasia. Still boxed and guaranteed. Can’t

afford to buy games. Contact David: 071 226
3616

Megadrive Games. Strider £25, Eswat £24,

Mickey Mouse and Japanese convertor £29.

Free postage. All boxed wth instructions.

0705 819480

0 50 Top Spectrum games for sale. Includes

top Football Stategy Games. All for £50.

Contact Byron on: 071702 1325 between
9am - 5pm

0 Sega Master System, 2 control pads, 2

control sticks, 2 great games, + light phaser.

Tel: (Day) 0206 751163, Night (044086) 507,

Worth £310. Sell for £150 ono.

0 Sonic, Wonderboy, £150. Also 12 gear

racing bike. £70. Tel. Leeds. 0532 790811

0 Pal Megadrive (Japanese), 2 joypads,

boxed, 8 games: Eswat, Sonic, Mikcey,
Gynoug, Wrestle War, (Jap), Road Rash,

Immortal, John Maddens ‘92 (official), 3

months old, English Instructions + manuels
£275. Phone David on: 0983 64248 on Isle

of Wight. Buyer Collects

0Mega Bargain!! Megadrive UK Pal + 2 to[

contorl pads, CD speakers, Sonic Hedgehog,
John Madden 92, Shadow of the Beast, all

boxed in black Megadrive case. Unwanted
Gift. Sell £150!! Write :- John Evans, Linden

Hall, Hotel Longhorsley, Morpeth, N/Land.

NE65 8XF

SWAP
0 Hey you! Want to swap Sword of

Vermillion. Best game will be excepted or

Mickey Mouse Castle of Illusion. Neil Fry, 29
Frome Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire.

0 Brand New Altered Beast to swap for any
other good game. Phone after -pm on 0656
650486 and ask for Freddie.

Swap Alien Storm (Import no box) for

Eswat, or other mass Genocide Type of thing.

0332 552052 daytime.

0 1 will swap Super Monaco Crackdown,
Insector X, Quackshot, Strider, Maddens
Football, Mickey Mouse, Ice Hockey. For

Devil Crash, New Zealand Story, Block Out,

Gynoug, James Pond. Telephone Paul Croll

on: 0384 241159

0 I will swap my John Maddens 1992 for

Lakers Vs Celtics or EA Ice Hockey or Pit

Fighter. (0703) 892380

Large collection Fantastic Megadrive
games, please call for swaps! Will send list if

you call 021 459 7576, may even sell some.

0 I will swap Ghosts and Ghouls for either EA
Hockey or Super Monaco . Phone 0378
560875. (London or Essex) Will travel. Mark
Stephen Davies, 70 Coopersale Common,
Epping, Essex. Tel: 0378 560875

0 I have;- English F22, Atomic Robokid,

Japanese Final Blow, Ghostbusters,

Moonwalker, Shadow Dancer, stricter,

Wonderboy 3, Zoom. Will swap for Arcuss

Oddysey, Batman, Fighting Masters, Kageki,

Ml Tank, New Zealand Story, Rainbow
Islands, Tetris, Vali53. Phone Gary on: 0563
42523 Between 4-6pm

> Will swap PGA Tour Golf or Altered Beast

for James Pond, Cyberball or EA Ice Hockey.

(0276) 76629 ask for James

WANTED

0 Megadrive games wanted will pay between
£10 - £25 depending. Also issue 1 or

Megatech wanted. £4. Phone Antony on
0474 874011 4.00pm

0 Megadrive games wanted, pay up to £20.

Send list and prices to: B. Dunne, 27 Avening
Terrace, SW18 4PL



month with another
tortuously excellent issue.

You can expect to be
subjected to a barrage of the
latest reviews including

Wani Wani World, Turbo
Outrun, Kid Chameleon,
Jisia Dragoon and
fonderboy in iUlonsterland.

You'll be flayed alive with
another massive, hob-nail

studded Technique Zone, the

essential cheats guide. We r
ll

throw you into a pit with
our ravenous news
section and its monster
ossip columns. You can

expect to be slow-
roasted over the game
index, then lightly basted
with the Helpline before
being served up on a base of

pickled Game Index.

As for seconds, well,

everything else is a little

udy at the moment as we
brget to pay the rent on our
crystal ball, and it

rs been
disconnected. So you rre just

going to have to buy
Megatech 4. Aren't you?

April issue out
March 20th, price
£1.95.



J

SHEKHANA HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED SINCE 1978.

WE ARE THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED COMPANY IN

C&VG, HAVING BEEN ADVERTISING EVERY MONTH
SINCE 1984. DON'T BE LET DOWN THIS YEAR OUR

PAST HISTORY IS OUR GUARANTEE.

NINTENDO FAMICOM^

/— -Ti

Famicom - Scart - VR3 189.99

Famicom Scart + 2 Games ..269.99

Famicon Pal I
- VR.3 224.99

|
Famicom Pal I + 2 Games ...299.99

(any 2 games up to £40 each. 1

your choice, 1 ours)

I USA Famicom - Scart only +

Mario 4 249.99

Famicom Scart version 3. + Sony

TV/Monitor or Philips 8833

MK1 1 Monitor 449.99

Scart Lead External 24.99

Audio Lead 19.99

Control Pad 9.99

Philips 8833 MK1 1/1084

Lead 19.99

J.B. King Joystick 69.99

Autofire controller 19.99

Autofire Pad 19.99

USA Games Adaptor 24.99

Bombuzal 29.99

|

Caveman Ninja P.O.A

Dimension Force 44.99

I Drakken - USA Only 49.99

Super Soccer - Human 44.99

Geoman Warrior 44.99

Kick Off 34.99

"Lagoon 49.99

Lemmings P.O.A

Super E.D.F 44.99

Super Mario 4 44.99

Super Tennis 44.99

Pro Wresling - Human 44.99
* F-Zero 39.99
* Final Fight 44.99
* Gradius III 39.99
* Pilot Wing 44.99
* Populous 39.99
* R-Type 39.99
* UN Squadron 44.99
* Actraiser 39.99
* Baseball 44.99
* Castlevania 4 P.O.A
* Final Fantasy II P.O.A
* Ghouls and Ghosts P.O.A
* John Madden Football P.O.A
* Sim City 44.99
* Y'S 3 54.99
* Super Off Road 49.99

Adventure Island 49.99

* PRICES FOR JAPANESE
VERSION CALL FOR USA

VERSION PRICES

'

NINTENDO GAMEBOY^
GAMEBOY + BATTERIES + HEADPHONES + FREE PROTECTOR

£59.99

GAMEBOY DELUXE SET + FREE PROTECTOR
INC TETRIS + 2 PLAYER LEAD

£69.99
2 Player Cable 7.99 Replacement Joystick 4.99

AC/DC Power Supply 9.99 Amplifier 9.99

Battery Recharger Pack 26.99 Large Carry all Case 1 9.99

Gameboy Protector 7.99 Light Boy (Mag + Light) 14.99

Case Boy (Hard) 9.99 G.Boy Pouch 10.99

Leather Case 14.99 Tote Hard Case
Repacement Lens

.

..5.99 Time Boy

.

14.99
..4.99

Bart Simpsons, Batman, Battle Toads, Bill and Ted, Blades of Steel, Brain

Bender, Bugs Bunny II, Castelvania II, Cearsars Palace, Choplifter 2, Double

Dragon II, Dragons Lair, Duck Tales, FI Racer, Faceball, Final Fantasy Adv,

Gauntlet II, Gremlins II, Home Alone, Kick Off, Kung Fu Master, Mario Land,

Megaman II, Mickey Mouse, Ninja Boy, Ninja Gaiden, Operation Contra,

Pacman, Princess Blobette, Robocop, Roger Rabbit II, R-Type, Shadow

Warrier, Sneaky Snakes, Snow Brothers, WWF Wrestling

Ring for further titles

ALL ABOVE HAVE ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS
ALL £24.99 EACH, ANY 2 FOR £45.00, ANY THREE FOR £65.00

JAPANESE GAMES AVAILABLE

UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR GAMEBOY^

AVAILABLE NOW FAMICOM VERSION.3 FOR IMPROVED
DEFLATION AND QUALITY PICTURE. PLEASE NOTE VERSION.3|

FAMICOMS ARE NOT AVAILABLE AT ANY OTHER OUTLETS, IT

IS ONLY AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVE TO SHEKHANA

.29.99

29.99

ATARI LYNX^
LYNX CONSOLE

£84.99

SEGA MEGADRIVE^
IMPORTED VERSIONS

OFFER ONE
MEGADRIVE + CONTROL PAD + POWER SUPPLY UNIT

RUNS ALL USA/JAP/U.K. GAMES
£1 09.99*

OFFER TWO
SEGA MEGADRIVE + PAD + PSU + ANY ONE JAPANESE GAME UP

TO THE VALUE OF £24.99

* * £129.99* *

I Arcade Power Stick 39.99
Control Pad 14.99
Megadrive Convertor 9.99

SOFTWARE JAP UK
VERSION VERSION

I Alien Storm 29.99 31 .99

Altered Beast 24.99 34.99
Crackdown 24.99 34.99
Curse 24.99
Darius II 34.99
Decap Attack 24.99 31.99

Devil Crush 39.99
Dynamite Duke 24.99 31.99

D.J Boy 24.99 29.99

El Viento 34.99
E.A Ice Hockey - 34.99

F22 Interceptor - 34.99

Ghouls + Gnosts 34.99 39.99
Ghostbusters 24.99

Golden Axe 29.99 34.99
Golden Axe II 34.99 39.99
Hardball - 24.99

Hellfire 24.99 31.99
Immortal - 34.99

JAP UK
VERSION VERSION

CD Rom Available NOW

Insector X 24.99
Ka Ge Ki 24.99
Last Battle 24.99
Marble Land 34.99
Mercs 29.99
Mickey Mouse 24.99
Moonwalker 24.99
Outrun 29.99
PGA Golf -

Phantasy Star III
-

Quackshot 29.99
Road Rash -

Saint Sword 29.99

Shining + Darkness -

Sonic Hedgehog 29.99
Streets of Rage 34.99
Strider 29.99
Sword of Sodan -

Toe Jam & Eari -

Toki 29.99

Wrestle War 34.99

Zany Golf

92
ny Golt

World <

29.99

34.99
34.99
29.99
34.99
34.99
49.99
34.99
34.99
39.99
49.99
34.99
34.99
39.99
24.99
34.99

34.99
24.99

NEO - GEO^
Neo - Geo Complete System Scart or Pal I System (U.K.) 299.99 .

Control Stick 49.99
'

Software from 99 .S

SEGA GAMEGEAR^
GAMEGEAR SYSTEM PLUS

FREE PROTECTOR WORTH £9.99

£99.99

GAMEGEAR ADAPTOR
*AVAILABLE NOW A A

LETS YOU RUN MASTER SYSTEM GAMES ON YOUR GAMEGEAR £19.99

AC/DC Power Supply 9.99
Battery Pack 34.99

Leaderboard....
Mickey Mouse

.

..24.99

..24.99

9.99 24.99
9.99 24.99

19.99 19.99
24 99 19.99
14 99 19.99
...9.99 24.99
24.99 Shinobi .....~ 24.99
24.99 24.99

Draaon Crvstal 24.99 Solotaire 24.99

Factory Panic 24.99
Fantasy Zone 24.99
Galaga 91 24.99
G-Loc 24.99
Joe Montana 24.99

Sonic the Hedgehog..
Space Harrier

Wonder Boy
Woody Pop
Halleys War

..26.99

..24.99

..24.99

..24.99

..24.99

PC ENGINES
PC ENGINE PORTABLE GT + FREE GAME

CALL FOR LATEST PRICE

RETAIL STORE/MAIL ORDER INFORMATION

RETAIL STORE: 2, GLADSTONE HOUSE, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN

N22 OAA (Corner of Gladstone Ave) (100 yards Wood Green Tube Stn)

(On Piccidilly Line) Tel: 081 889 9412 Fax: 081 889 9413.

257/259 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

LONDON W1 9AB.

TEL: 071 631 4627

ABOVE PRICES ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY.

MAIL ORDER: CHEQUE/P.O TO: SCS (MM), 655 GREEN LANES,

LONDON N8 OQY. TEL: 081 340 8565

P&P ADD 75P FOR SOFTWARE, £5 FOR MACHINES. 3-5 DAYS, NEXT DAY £10. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE OUR PRICES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. E8.0E.



1st CLASS
CATALOGUE
MEMBERSHIP

FIRST WITH THE

WANTED
,

WE WANT YOUR

OLD GAMES!!-

PART-EXCHANGE

* OR PAY CASH

FOR ANY OF

YOUR UNWANTED

CONSOLE GAMES

It «

*

TITLE NEW
688 ATTACK SUB 34.99
AERO BLASTER 29.99
ART ALIVE
AFTERBURNER 2

ALIEN STORM 29.99
ABRAMS BATTLE TANK 34 99
BACK TO THE FUTURE 2 34 99
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3

BATMAN
BONANZA BROS

CALIBER 50 34.99

CALIFORNIA GAMES 34.99

DICK TRACY
DEVIL CRASH 34.99
DONALD DUCK (OUACKSHOT) 34.99
DOUBLE DRAGON 2 34.99
EA ICE HOCKEY
FI CIRCUS 34 99
F22 INTERCEPTOR 34.99
FANTASIA

FATAL REWIND 34.99

TITLE

GROWL
GHOULS N' GHOST
GOLDEN AXE
GOLDEN AXE 2

GYNOUG (WING OF WOR)
HELLFIRE
JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL
JOHN MADDEN 92

JOE MONTANA 2

LAKERS Vs CELTIC
MARBLE MADNESS
MARVEL LAND
MARIO LEMIEUX (ICE HOCKEY)
MICKEY MOUSE

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
MONSTER WORLD (WONDERBOY 5)

NINJA BURAI
OUTRUN EUROPA
PACMANIA
PGA TOUR GOLF
PHANTASY STAR 2
PHANTASY STAR 3
PITFIGHTER
POPULOUS

TITLE

RAMBO 3
REVENGE OF SHINOBI
RINGS OF POWER
ROAD RASH
ROBOCOD
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHINING IN THE DARKNESS
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
SPEEDBALL 2

SPIDERMAN
STAR FLIGHT
STREETS OF RAGE
STRIDER
SUPER MONACO
SWORD OF VERMILLION
TECMO WORLD CUP
TOE JAM & EARL
TROUBLE SHOOTER
TOKI

THUNDERFORCE 3

THE IMMORTAL
WORLD CUP ITALIA

WRESTLE WAR
WINTER CHALLENGE
XENON 2

NEW
26.99

29.99

37.99

34.99

34.99

39 99
44.99

29.99

34.99

34.99

39.99

34.99

37.99

29 99
44.99

34 99
34.99

34 99

29 99

32 99

37.99

26 99
29 99

34 99

34 99

USED

19.99

22.99

27.99

24 99
24.99

29.99

34.99

24.99

24.99

24.99

29.99

24 99
27.99

24.99

29.99

24.99

24.99

24 99

CALL
24.99

27.99

19 99
24.99

27.99

24.99

NEW RELEASES
ALISIA DRAGON
ATOMIC RUNNER
BULLS Vs LAKERS
BEAST WRESTLER
BATTLE WINGS
CADASH
CHUCK ROCK
CORPORATION
DAVID ROBINSONS BASKETBALL
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
DESERT STRIKE
DEATH DUEL
DEVILISH
EARNEST EVANS
EXILE
FIGHTING MASTER
GALAXY FORCE 2

GADGET TWINS
JORDON Vs BIRD
KID CHAMELEON
LEMMINGS
LORD OF THE RINGS
MYSTICAL FIGHTER
MARBLE MADNESS
MASTER OF MONSTERS

OLYMPIC GOLD
PAPERBOY
PIGSKIN
RAMPART
STORMLORD?
SYD OF VALIS
SOLFEACE
STAR ODYSSEY
SPORTS TALK BASEBALL
SIDE POCKET
STRIKE EAGLE 2

SPLATTER HOUSE 2
TRAYSIA
TERMINATOR

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

|

TWO CRUDE DUOES £34.99

WHERE IN TIME IS CARMEN
SAN DIEGO
WHEEL OF FORTUNE .... .

WARSONG
WARNER
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
VALIS
Y's

CALL
CALL
CALL
29.99

CALL
CALL
CALL

UACtoWi

MASTER GEAR

ADAPTOR

£ 19.99
Allows master system games to

be played on the game gear

WIDE GEAR

£9.99
Game gear magnifier.

Folds neatly for easy carriage

MASTER SYSTEM
NEW RELEASES

ASTERIX
DIE HARD 2
FlINTSTONES 26.99 SHAOOW OF THE BEAST
GLOC
HEROES OF THE LANCE 26.99 TOM & JERRY
LEAOERBOARD 26.99 DONAL DUCK 29.99

NEW USED NEW USED
ALIEN STORM 26.99 19.99 OPERATION WOLF
AFTER BURNER
BACK TO THE FUTURE 2

BONANZA BROS 26 99 19.99 RAMBO 3 26 99
BUBBLE BOBBLE 26 99 19.99 SHADOW DANCER
CALIFORNIA GAMES 26 99 19.99 SPACE HARRIER
DOUBLF DRAGON 26 99
DYNAMITE DUX 26 99 16.99 SUPER MONACO
ESWAT 26 99
FORGOTTEN WORLD 26 99 19.99 SPIDERMAN 26 99
GOLDEN AXE 26 99 19.99 SPEEDBALL
GOLFAMANIA 29 99 21.99 SONIC HEDGEHOG 26 99 21.99
GHOULS & GHOSTS 26 99 19.99 STRIDER 26 99
INDIANA JONES 26 99 19.99 THUNOER BLADE
LEADERBOARD 26 99 19.99

MERCS 29 99 19.99 WORLD SOCCER 22 99
MICKEY MOUSE
OUTRUN

GAME
COVER CASE 3.99

AC ADAPTOR 6.99

CAR ADAPTOR 6.99

CADDY PACK 14.99

NEW RELEASES PRICE

AERIAL ASSAULT
. 22.99

BERLIN WALL 22 99

CRYSTAL WARRIORS 22.99

CHESS MASTER 22.99

DAVID ROBINSON 22.99

BASKETBALL 22.99

FANTASY ZONE 22.99

GADGET TWINS . 22.99

JEOPARDY 22.99

MARBLE MADNESS 22.99

PAPER BOY 22.99

RC GRAND PRIX 22.99

SUPER GOLF 22 99

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 22.99

TITLE

AX BATTLER

(GOLDEN AXE) 22.99

GEAR
TITLE PRICE

BASEBALL 22.99

COLUMNS 17.99

DONALD DUCK 22.99

FACTORY PANIC 22.99

FANTASY ZONE 22.99

FROGGER 17.99

HALLEY WAR 22.99

HEAVYWEIGHT

CHAMP 22 99

JOE MONTANA 22 99

LEADERBOARD GOLF 22 99

MICKEY MOUSE 22.99

NINJI GAIDEN 22.99

OUTRUN 22.99

PUTTER GOLF 17.99

SHINOBI 22.99

SONIC HEDGEHOG 24.99

SPACE HARRIER 22.99

SUPER MONACO 17.99

SPIDERMAN 22.99

SUPER KICK OFF 24.99

WONDERBOY 17.99

GAME BOY

£69.99
.CAMESW.

Complete with TETRIS.

# Stereo Headphones. Game Link

& FREE mains adaptor

GAME BOY
BATMAN
BLADES OF STEEL 24.99

BURGERTIME DELUXE
CHOPLIFTER 2

CHASE HQ

DUCK TALES

DOUBLE DRAGON 2

GREMLINS 2 24 99

GHOSTBUSTERS

2

.24.99
GAUNTLET 2

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 24.99

HOME ALONE

R TYPE

ROBOCOP
SIMPSONS

WWF SUPERSTARS.
. 24.99

AC ADAPTOR

NINTENDO NES
ADVENTURE MEGA MAN 2 44.99

ISLAND 42.99 NEW GHOSTBUSTERS
BLASTER MASTER 39.99 2 34.99

BUGS BUNNY 44.99 NEW ZEALANO
CRACK OUT 34.99 STORY 42.99

DONKEY KONG NORTH & SOUTH 44 99

CLASSICS 24.99 PAPERBOY 24.99

D0U8LE POPEYE 19.99

DRAGON 2 39.99 RAINBOW ISLAND .42.99

DRAGONS LAIR 39.99 RESCUE RANGERS 44 99

DUCK TALES 44.99 SIMPSONS 39.99

GREMLINS 2 49.99 SNAKES REVENGE 34.99

HIGHSPEED 44.99 STAR WARS 49 99

HUNT FOR RED SUPER MARIO
OCTOBER 42.99 BROS 3 39.99

JACKIE CHAN TOTALLY RAD 39 99

KUNGFU 42.99 TURTLES 2 49.99

MANIAC MANSION 54.99 WORLD CUP 34.99

MISSION WWF 34.99

IMPOSSIBLE 39 99

£1 FREE VOUCHER WITH EVERY PURCHASE IN OUR SHOPS YOUR UNWANTED CONSOLE GAMES PHONE NOW FOR FREE QUOTATION

WEST LONDON
COMPUTER GAMES
309 GOLDHAWK ROAD
LONDON W12 8EZ
* 081 -741 9050 10am - 8pm
RETAIL SALES AND MAIL ORDER

COMPUTER GAMES
WEMBLEY STADIUM MARKET
SUNDAY 10am - 2pm
RETAIL SALES

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE
PRICES WITHOUT NOTIFICATION E&OE
ALL CHOPS ARE INDEPENDENT
SHOT PRICES MAY VARY

SOOTH LONDON

440-442 GARRATT LANE
EARLSFIELD, LONDON SW18
11am - 10pm
*081-879 1089/081-641
6574/071-385 5501
RETAIL SALES

NIGHT LIFE
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
45 MARTIN WAY
MORDEN,
SURREY
081 -542 3395

ESSEX
THAT'Z ENTERTAINMENT
UNIT 33-34
ROMFORD SHOPPING HALL
MARKET PLACE, ROMFORD
ESSEX RM1 3AB
*0708 744338 9am - 5pm
RETAIL SALES

THAT'Z ENTERTAINMENT
UNIT 619 PAVILLION BUILDING
LAKESIDE SHOPPING CENTRE
WEST THURROCK, GRAYS
* 0708 890800 9.30am - 8pm
RETAIL SALES

ESSEX
THAT'Z ENTERTAINMENT
UPMINSTER,
* 0708 640500
RETAIL SALES

THAT'Z ENTERTAINMENT
6 MORAY WAY
ROMFORD
ESSEX RM1 4YD
* 0708 736663 9am - 7pm
MAIL ORDER ONLY
OPENING SOON

PHONE NOW!!

FOR FREE CATALOGUE
04022 26880

081-741 9050

TRADE ENQUIRIES

081-998 6555

contact Derek today

*


